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ABSTRACf 

This dissertation investigates a method for extending the measurement range of an 

optical surface profiling instrument. The instrument examined in these experiments is a 

computer-controlled phase-modulated interference microscope. Because of its ability to 

measure surfaces with a high degree of vertical resolution as well as excellent lateral 

resolution, this instrument i~ one of the most favorable candidates for determining the 

microtopography of optical surfaces. However, the data acquired by the instrument are 

restricted to a finite lateral and vertical range. To overcome this restriction, the feasibility of 

a new testing technique is explored. By overlapping a series of collinear profiles the 

limited field of view of this instrument can be increased and profiles that contain longer 

surface wavelengths can be examined. This dissertation also presents a method to augment 

both the vertical and horizontal dynamic range of the surface profiler by combining multiple 

subapertures and two-wavelength techniques. 

The theory, algorithms, error sources, and limitations encountered when 

concatenating a number of proflles are presented. In particular, the effects of accumulated 

piston and tilt errors on a measurement are explored. Some practical considerations for 

implementation and integration into an existing system are presented. Experimental 

findings and results of Monte Carlo simulations are also studied to explain the effects of 

random noise, lateral position errors, and defocus across the CCD array on measurement 

results. These results indicate the extent to which the field of view of the profller may be 

augmented. 

A review of current methods of measuring surface topography is included, to provide 

for a more coherent text, along with a summary of pertinent measurement parameters for 

surface characterization. This work concludes with recommendations for future work that 

xiv 
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would make subaperture-testing techniques more reliable for measuring the micro surface 

structure of a material over an extended region. 



CHAPTER 1 

lNTRODUCI'ION 

Motivation 

Recently, the demand for high-quality optical components that have low scattering 

properties has led to a need for better methods for microsurface characterization. The 

testing requirements for such surfaces as laser gyro mirrors, diamond-turned optics, optical 

disks, contact lenses, and polygon scanners have become more demanding over the past 

decade. Today's measurements require highly quantitative results so that the evolution of 

surface texture in the fabrication of optical components may be better understood. 

In the late 1970s and early 1980s at the University of Arizona and WYKO 

Corporation, an optical surface profller was developed that provides a fast, accurate, and 

repeatable method of determining highly quantitative surface proflles and surface statistics. 

The proflling instrument, a phase-modulated interference microscope (KoIiopoulos, 1981), 

couples traditional optical methods for surface characterization, such as optical 

interferometry, with the advanced automatic fringe-pattern analysis techniques of phase

modulated interferometry. 

Since technology has continually pushed the metrology industry toward better and 

more accurate measurement techniques, the primary concern of this dissertation is the 

development and implementation of techniques to extend the dynamic range of an optical 

surface profiling instrument (i.e., a phase-modulated interference microscope). This would 

enable the measurement of surface texture or surface roughness to be made over a greater 

lateral and vertical domain than is presently possible. Both theoretical and experimental 

investigations are performed in this study to determine the feasibility of such a system. 

1 
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Under normal circumstances, the field of view of an interference microscope is detennined 

by the choice of microscope objective. The field of view limits the size of surface features 

that may be examined. As a general rule, one often sacrifices the lateral resolution of an 

optical instrument for a broader field of view. If, however, one could increase the field of 

view of the instrument without compromising the resolution, larger surface features could 

also be examined, which would greatly improve the usefulness of the instrument. 

In a linear shift-inv:!liant system, the system transfer function describes the attenuation 

and phase shift experienced by an exponential eigenfunction passed through the system. 

The transfer function for any physical system, of course, is sensitive to only a limited range 

of surface frequencies. This is referred to as the finite passband of the instrument. The 

lower frequency limit of an optical profiler is detennined by the profile length and the upper 

frequency limit is determined by the sampling rate (the Nyquist rate). By increasing the 

profile length using the techniques developed in this dissertation, one may examine a wider 

range of surface frequencies. This effectively increases the passband of the instrument, 

providing further motivation for the investigation of this technique. 

The technique for increasing the profile length is referred to as combining multiple

subapertures or long-scan (Cochran and Wyant, 1986; Cochran and Creath, 1987). Long

scan is implemented by acquiring a series of collinear profiles or data sets over the test 

region of interest. Each data set must be overlapping with the previous data set. If this 

condition is met, then it is possible to concatenate the proflles into one continuous profile 

according to some composition rule without a significant loss in lateral resolution. 

Two-wavelength interferometry augments the vertical measurement range of the 

profiler (Cochran and Creath, 1988). Typically, the vertical dynamic range of a phase

modulated interferometer is limited to surfaces whose slopes do not change the optical path 

difference between adjacent pixels by more than half of the measurement wavelength. This 
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limit can be extended by taking measurements at two different wavelengths and then 

subtracting these measurements. The result is the same as if the object had been tested at a 

longer equivalent wavelength. The longer equivalent wavelength makes possible the 

determination of single-wavelength phase ambiguities. The two-wavelength technique is 

combin~ with the multiple-subaperture testing technique to extend the measurement range 

of the profiler in both the vertical and horizontal region simultaneously. The result is a 

much more versatile instrument capable of measuring surfaces with steep slopes over larger 

regions. 

Dissertation Contents 

Chapter 2 of this dissertation explains surface characterization and the parameters used 

in surface characterization. 

Chapter 3 reviews current methods available for the measuring of surface topography. 

Several different microscope configurations are examined including: amplitude-splitting, 

polarization-splitting, differential, and multiple-beam interference microscopes. Finally, 

stylUS measurement techniques are compared to optical techniques. 

Chapter 4 deals with extending the measurement range of an optical pro filer by 

combining measurements from overlapping subapertures. This chapter concentrates on the 

theory, algorithms, error sources, and limitations when concatenating a number of profiles. 

The chapter begins with an explanation of phase-measurement techniques and algorithms. 

Next, the method for combining multiple-subaperture data and, in particular, the paradigm 

for combining linear arrays is outlined. The characterization of errors introduced by this 

technique is then explored in great detail with an emphasis on the explanation and 

derivation of error models developed by both Slettemoen (1984) and Church (1987). The 

effects of accumulated piston and tilt errors on a measurement are explored using M(;>nte 

Carlo simulations. These simulations help to characterize the errors introduced by the 
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technique and help to verify the validity of the analytic error characterization models. 

Experimental results demonstrating the feasibility of the long-scan technique are also 

presented. 

In Chapter 5 the coupling of the multiple-subaperture testing technique and the two

wavelength interferometry technique is examined. First, we explain two-wavelength 

phase-shifting interferometry. Second, the method for combining the two techniques is 

outlined. Finally, two-wavelength long-scan results are presented, demonstrating a typical 

application of this new technique. 

Chapter 6 presents some practical considerations for implementing and integrating 

these techniques into an existing system. The major design considerations for increasing 

the measurement range of a surface profiler are presented. Surface profiler accuracy, 

repeatability, and resolution are outlined so that the special considerations when extending 

the measurement range of the instrument are better understood. In particular, the 

mechanical, test-sample, optical, detector, phase-calculation, and long-scan considerations 

are examined. A review of a computer-controlled micro-positioning stage is included so 

that its contributions when augmenting the optil::al profiler measurement range can be 

understood. Finally, the development of the data acquisition and analysis software used to 

realize this technique is discussed. 

Chapter 7 concludes with recommendations for future research that would make 

subaperture-testing techniques more reliable. Guidelines are included in this fmal chapter 

for implementing and using the long-scan technique. 



CHAPTER 2 

SURFACE TEXTURE 

Utility of Surface Texture or Surface Topography Measurement 

Before embarking on a description of the long-scan optical surface proflling system, it 

is important to understand surface characterization and the parameters used in surface 

classification. Recently, the characterization of microsurface structure has become very 

important in many fields of science and engineering. In a variety of experiments, one finds 

it necessary to know the height, width, and direction of surface features and irregularities. 

For instance, the light-scattering properties of a surface are directly related to the surface 

characteristics. Likewise, degradation of a surface by processes such as sputter etching, 

chemical polishing, and laser damage may be characterized by surface-texture parameters. 

The ability of a surface to withstand pressure, friction, and wear, to hold and distribute a 

lubricant; to seat or seal; to conduct an electrical current; to reflect light; to accept paint, 

plating, or other coatings - all of these material properties depend to a great extent on the 

texture of the working surfa<;:e. Also, questions such as how a swface may be changed by 

further manufacturing processes or by being used are dependent on the texture of a surface. 

The development and the manufacturing of a surface may be grouped into three 

phases: 1) specifying the surface that will have the desired mechanical, optical, and 

physical properties, 2) developing a manufacturing process that will produce the specified 

surface, and 3) testing or measuring the surface to verify that it meets the desired 

specifications. In each ·of these categories, the evolution of the surface texture must be 

clearly understood so that better surfaces can be designed. This evolution can only be 

traced through the use of relevant surface-texture parameters. 

5 
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The constituents of surface texture are roughness, waviness, lay, and flaws 

(ANSI/ASME B46.1, 1985). Roughness consists of the finer irregularities of the surface 

texture that usually result from the inherent action of the surface-generation process. 

Waviness is the more widely spaced component of surface texture. It includes all 

irregularities whose spacing is greater than the roughness sampling length and less than the 

waviness sampling length. Waviness of a surface may result from machine or work 

deflections, vibration, chatter, heat treatment, or warping strains. Roughness may be 

considered ms superimposed on a wavy surface. Lay is the predominant direction of 

surface texture irregularities. A lathe-turned surface would have pronounced lay while a 

grit-blasted surface would show no discernible lay or directionality. Flaws are defined as 

unintentional, unexpected, and unwanted interruptions in the surface topography. 

Parameters of Surface Characterization 

No single number can adequately represent the complex patterns found on a surface. 

One problem encountered in surface-texture assessment is deciding how to allocate a simple 

number or index to maintain consistent quality (Warner & Swasey Corp., 1985). Since 

most engineering surfaces have a certain degree of anisotropy and a combination of both 

systematic and random features, a statistical analysis is best for this application. Such an 

analysis helps to characterize the two basic aspects of surface topography: the heights of 

surface features and the longitudinal spacings between surface features. 

Before defining the statistical parameters used in the measurement of surface texture, 

some terminology must be explained. The profIle of a surface is defmed as the intersection 

of a surface with a plane perpendicular to the nominal surface. The nominal surface is 

defined as a reference, exclusive of any surface roughness, from which the allowable 

tolerances or limits of permissible variation in surface texture can be specified. The 

reference line for statistical measurements is called the graphical center line, or the mean 
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line, and is the line parallel to the general direction of the proflle within the limits of the 

sampling length, such that the sum of the areas bounded above and below the mean line 

and the profIle contour are equal. The sampling length is the distance in the direction of the 

nominal profIle that is the greatest allowable distance between surface wiggles, which will 

be termed surface roughness. Any irregularities spaced farther apart than the sampling 

length are termed waviness, or deviations in geometric form. Hence, the sampling length 

delineates roughness and waviness. Maxima and minima of a proflle are defined as peaks 

or valleys. A peak is a part of the profile that lies above the mean line and between two 

consecutive points of intersection with the mean line. A valley is part of the profile that lies 

below the mean line and between two consecutive points of intersection with the mean line. 

The following sections derme the statistical functions used to measure surface texture. 

Roughness Average 

A method of surface-texture assessment that is internationally standardized is the 

average deviation of a surface profile about its mean line. This parameter is known as the 

roughness average, Ra. The roughness average is the arithmetic average of the absolute 

values of the measured proflle height deviations taken within the sampling length and 

measured from the graphical center line. The center line is determined by a least-squares 

regression or by drawing a line geometrically on the profile. Mathematically, the 

roughness average may be written as 

L 

Ra = L f I y(x) I dx , (2.1) 

o 

where x is the distance along the surface, y(x) defines the height of the surface proflle 

about the mean line, and L is the traversing length. The roughness average is a useful 

parameter for detecting general variations in overall profile height characteristics. 
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However, this parameter cannot detect differences in spacing or the presence or absence of 

infrequently occurring high peaks and deep valleys. 

Root-Mean-Square Roughness 

The root -mean-square roughness, ~, or rms is the square root of the second central 

moment of a surface profile measurement This may be expressed as: 

Rq= (2.2) 

This parameter represents the standard deviation of profile heights. Rms roughness puts 

more emphasis on the highest and lowest points in the surface profile than does the 

roughness average. Rms roughness is also important for calculating skewness (see Eq. 

2.8). 

Peak-to-Valley Distance 

Peak-to-valley distance, Ry, is the measurement of the distance between two lines 

parallel to the mean line that are tangent to the extreme upper and lower points on the profile 

within the roughness sampling length. This parameter defines the extreme heights of a 

surface profile and is important in problems where averaging parameters, such as Ra and 

Rq, cannot solve the distinguishing requirements. The peak-to-valley measurement is 

highly sensitive to high peaks and low valleys, and to stray particles of dust and dirt, 

flaws, atypical bumps, dents, and scratches. This parameter is the most difficult of all 

surface-texture parameters to measure repeatably. Frequently several peak-to-valley 

measurements that occur within a given spacing interval are averaged to provide a more 

repeatable parameter. 
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Spacing Parameters 

Spacing parameters are concerned with the transverse characteristics of the surface 

profIle. S is the mean, or arithmetic average, spacing between local peaks of a profile, and 

Sm is the mean or arithmetic average spacing between the profile irregularities along the 

mean line. Sm specifies the average wavelength of the surface under examination. S and 

Sm are pure spacing parameters, and the magnitude of the profile heights does not enter 

into their calculation. The average wavelength, Aa, measures the spacing of local peaks 

and local valleys and takes into account the relative amplitudes and spatial frequencies of 

the profile variations. Mathematically the average wavelength is expressed as 

'\ Ra 
"'a = 27t -X- ' 

a 

(2.3) 

where Ra is the roughness average and 8a is the arithmetic average slope. From Eq. (2.3), 

it can be seen that Aa is sensitive to changes in profile height. As the average slope 

decreases or as the roughness average increases, the average wavelength becomes longer. 

Another parameter, Aq, requires the rms (instead of arithmetic) averaging of both the 

heights and slopes. The equation for Aq may be written as 

(2.4) 

where Rq is the nns and 8q is the geometric average slope. 

Average Slope 

Surface slopes are directly related to the reflective properties of a surface. As a result, 

slope measurements have practical application in controlling the appearance of surfaces and 

analyzing the reflective properties of mirrors. The arithmetic average slope, 8a, is defmed 

as 
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lIa=dl~ dx . (2.5) 

o 

The geometric average slope, L\q, is defined as 

Ll(:)dx . (2.6) 

o 

The geometric average slope emphasizes the more extreme slopes in its averaging. 

Bearing Area Curve 

The bearing area curve is used to detemrlne the suitability of a material as a bearing 

surface. This parameter is calculated by cutting through the roughness profile at a given 

slice level using a line parallel to the mean line. The length of the cut is compared to the 

sample length, and this ratio is expressed as a percentage. The slice level ranges from the 

highest peak to the lowest valley. When plotting this curve, the slice level may be specified 

as either a depth in physical dimensions or as a percentage of the total profile depth. A 

good bearing surface would have a curve with the highest percentage of material near the 

top of the profile. The slice level at which the bearing area curve has a value of 50% is 

called the leveling depth and is used as a criterion for measuring the load capa~i~ or wear 

resistance of a sample. 

Amplitude Demiity Function 

The amplitude density function (AOF) is a statistical parameter that summarizes in 

detail all the amplitude or height properties of a surface profile. This function is simply the 

probability density function of the profile height. Typically, this curve is represented as a 

histogram. This curve is related to the bearing area curve in that the bearing' area curve is 

the cumulative probability distribution of the amplitude density function. Ground surfaces 
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tend to have Gaussian shaped amplitude density functions. Mathematically this function 

may be represented by 

ADF= P [y, y + L\y] , 
L\y 

(2.7) 

where y is the slice level height. To obtain a histogram that represents the entire surface, 

the surface is usually sampled at a number of locations and the resulting histograms are 

averaged. For surfaces with a given anisotropy, all profiles should be acquired in the same 

orientation with respect to the surface; different orientations will produce different 

histograms. Random surfaces have no preferred direction, and thus orientation does not 

matter. 

Skewness 

The skewness, Sk, is a measure of the asymmetry of the amplitude distribution curve 

of the surface profile about its mean line. This parameter provides a way to discriminate 

between substrates in terms of load-carrying capacity, porosity, and the effects of 

nonconventional machining. The expression for this parameter is given by 

1 1 Ln 
( )3 S =-- x- Yi' k 3 n 

(Rq) i=l 

(2.8) 

where n is the number of sample points, Yi is the profile height at a given coordinate, and 

Rq is the rms roughness. The ordinary range for the skewness of most manufactured 

surfaces is between -3 and 3. 

Kurtosis 

Kurtosis is a measure of the sharpness of the amplitude density function and the 

spikiness of the surface protlle. When a high proportion of proille points falls within a 

narrow range of amplitudes, the amplitude density function will be sharply shaped and the 
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kurtosis parameter will be large. This parameter quantitatively describes the randomness of 

the profile shape relative to that of a perfectly random surface. Kurtosis values may range 

from 0 to 8 with a perfectly random surface having a kurtosis of 3. This parameter is 

sometimes used in the control of stress fracture. Defined mathematically one may write 

(2.9) 

Autocovariance Function 

The autocovariance function is a parameter that provides infonnation about the spacing 

between surface features. From an autocovariance plot, one can determine whether a 

surface contains periodic structures, the width and periodicity of these surface structures, 

the dominant periodic structure, and the correlation length of the sample. The 

autocovariance function may be thought of as a scaled autocorrelation of the surface profile. 

Autocorrelation is a function that measures the "self-similarity" of a profile or the extent to 

which the surface wavefonn pattern repeats itself. Autocorrelation and autocovariance are 

calculated by measuring a profile and then shifting the profile relative to itself. FOl a 

particular shift, the autocorrelation value is obtained by multiplying the shifted and 

unshifted profiles over the region of overlap, point by point, and then calculating the 

average of these multiplications. The fonnula for this process may be written as 

nom 

ACF(m) = n1m "" y., y. , - £.J 1 l+m 
(2.10) 

i=l 

where n is the number of points in the profile and m is the number of pixels shifted (0 ~ m 

~ n-l). The root-mean-squared roughness can be determined by taking the square root of 

the correlation value at m = O. A problem occurs in this calculation because of the fmite 

length of the profile. By considering only a fmite length of the sample, one effectively 
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fIlters the result As the shift length is increased, fewer points are used for the calculation; 

hence, results for large shift values are more likely to contain errors and are less 

representative of the actual autocovariance. Another method for obtaining the 

autocorrelation or autocovariance plot is to take the Fourier transform of the power spectral 

density function (power spectral density is explained in the next section). 

The correlation length of the sample is defined as the length of the shift distance where 

the autocovariance upper boundary envelope flrst drops either to 10% or 0% of its value at 

the origin (the drop-off value is chosen arbitrarily). This distance corresponds roughly to 

the distance one must move the sample to obtain zero correlation or statistical independence 

between the two measurements. When considering the correlation length, one must also 

consider the other information offered in the auto covariance plot. If the surface under 

examination is basically random, then the correlation length has merit. However, if the 

surface is periodic, then substantial statistical correlation occurs at distances greater than the 

correlation length. 

A random surface generally has little correlation! and the autocovariance function will 

drop quickly to zero and remain there because one is summing, over a very large number of 

trials, random numbers, each with a mean expectation value of zero. Thus, the result will 

tend to be zero. For periodic surfaces, the autocovariance function will oscillate about zero 

in a periodic manner. The period of the oscillation is representative of the period of the 

surface features. If the autocovariance plot has smaller, higher-frequency ripples on the 

overall curve, then the surface contains several nondominant periodic features along with 

the predominant periodic surface feature. Generally, surfaces are neither perfectly random 

nor deterministic, but somewhere in the middle. As a result, most autocovariance curves 

show an oscillatory behavior that decreases in amplitude as the shift distance is increased. 
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Power Spectral Density 

The power spectral density describes the spatial frequency composition of a surface in 

terms of the average power of each frequency component. Mathematically this function 

may be calculated by taking the Fourier transform of the surface profIle and then calculating 

the average IlJodulus squared. The equation may be written· 

2 
P(fx) oc: I FT[y(x)] I ' (2.11) 

where P(fx) is the power spectrum, FT is the Fourier transform operation, y(x) is the 

surface profile, and fx is the spatial-frequency variable. Typically, the power spectrum is 

defmed over an ensemble; however, in surface-texture analysis, tile power spectrum is 

calculate from one profile. Hence, the analysis of power spectrum is more deterministic 

than random. Alternatively, one can calculate the Fourier transfonn of the autocorrelation 

function to find the power spectral density. This may be expressed as 

P(fx) = FT[ACF(x)] . (2.12) 

The power spectral density function represents the amplitudes squared of the spatial 

frequency components so that when added together, these components reproduce the 

original proflle. Hence, the frequency components of the surface profile may be analyzed. 

When calculating a Fourier transform, we find the results are c~mplex with a modulus and 

phase. In the power spectral density calculation the Fourier transform is squared so the 

phase information is lost. This phase information is of little interest in this analysis. 

Specific details of how to analyze a power spectral density plot are difficult to present, but 

some general rules apply. For most natural surfaces, the higher the spatial frequency, the 

lower the magnitude of the surface deviations. As a result, the power spectrum of most 

surfaces tends to fall off monotonically. The fall off has a steep slope at the lower spatial 

frequencies and a more gradual slope at the higher spatial frequencies. If a power spectrum 
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falls off very quickly, meaning the power spectrum is higher at low frequencies, then the 

surface will have a wavy structure. If the power spectrum falls off slowly, meaning the 

power spectrum is higher at high frequencies, then the surface profile may be characterized 

by no waviness but large roughness. Spikes in the power spectrum are often the result of 

the fabrication process. If the shape of periodic grooves are not sinusoidal, frequency 

harmonics will be present in the power-spectrum curve. 

Filtering the power spectral density plot is a very useful analysis tool in the 

investigation of surface texture. Filtering out the lower spatial frequencies with a high-pass 

fIlter will reveal the microsurface roughness structure. Conversely, filtering out the higher 

spatial frequencies with a low-pass filter will reveal the waviness of the surface. Using a 

bandpass filter, one can isolate a select number of frequencies representative of a spatial 

frequency that is produced, for example, by a diamond-turning machine during the surface 

fabrication. 

Surface Characterization 

No single parameter can be used to fully evaluate surface characteristics. In addition, 

since no surface is truly uniform, a number of locations across the surface must be 

measured so that a statistical sample of surface parameters may be examined. From this 

sampl~, the mean value and standard deviation of the parameters in question may be 

determined. The statistical approach to surface-roughness evaluation is accomplished by 

applying standard statistical analysis to a series of readings on profIles distributed over the 

entire surface. The likelihood that a single profile meaSUl'ement will yield representative 

statistics for an entire surface is very small and, whenever possible, single measurements 

should be avoided. The number of samples necessary to provide a meaningful 

measurement depends on the character of the surface and the accuracy of tbe measurement 

required to provide the desired control of surface qUality. Obviously, only a few 
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measurements are needed on surfaces that have been finely polished and consist of smooth, 

regular, geometric patterns, whereas surfaces with pitted coarse geometries require more 

measurements. 



CHAPTER 3 

SURFACE PROFILE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 

Interference Microscopes 

An interference microscope combines the basic functions or operating principles of an 

optical microscope and an interferometer. The microscope, which provides a high 

numerical aperture and 'thus excellent resolving power, is modified to operate as an 

interferometer, enabling the acquisition of phase information about the surface under 

examination. 

In other words, an ordinary microscope produces images in which details are visible 

because different parts of the object have different transparencies or reflectivities for the 

illumination used. The incident-light intensity is reduced by a variable amount according to 

the absorbing or reflecting properties of the sample being tested, and, as a result, the imag~ 
, 

shows corresponding amplitude variations. So, if an object is examined that consists of 

different constituents, all of which combine to generate a uniform amplitude at the image, 

then no feature extraction will be possible with an ordinary microscope. With the 

interference microscope, variations in the index of refraction or slight changes in height 

may be detected because a change in the optical path difference takes place. This results in 

a change in phase that is discernible to the interferometer. Consequently, a microscope 

system that converts phase differences into amplitude contrast is defined as an interference 

microscope. 

Many interference microscope designs exist. The main differences in each of these 

designs are based on the technique for splitting the amplitude of the input beam, the type of 

interferometer employed, and the type of interference observed. The two major 

17 
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classifications of interference microscopes are the two-beam interference type and the 

multiple-beam interference type. The former can be divided into direct wavefront

measuring interferometers or slope-measuring interferometers. These groups can be 

subdivided further into reflecting (for examining opaque objects) or refracting (for 

examining transparent objects) systems, depending on whether the testing is done in 

reflection or transmission. 

Although most of these designs or implementations produce interference in a 

microscope configuration, each system has its own inherent advantages as well as 

disadvantages. Either the numerical aperture is restricted, or monochromatic light must be 

used, or there are two images of the object in the field, or the test surface must be coated, 

or the mechanical control of the optical components is too complicated, or the type of 

construction is too demanding (Hale, 1958). There are always many tradeoffs for any 

particular system that is implemented 

Interference microscopes have a wide range of applications. They are used 

extensively in biology to examine transparent objects that otherwise would have required 

staining under an ordinary microscope (staining of live specimens is not advantageous 

because of its deleterious effects on the organism under examination). Also, in chemistry 

and physics numerous applications for interference microscopes exist. The 

microtopography of a surface can be measured with interference microscopes to vertical 

resolutions that are fractions of a wavelength. Different industrial applications for 

interference microscopes include testing surfaces for friction and wear, testing the 

smoothness of silicon wafers for the integrated-circuit industry, and testing the surface 

finish oflaser-fusion targets (Eastman, 1980). 
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Microscope Configurations 

Several interference microscope configurations have been employed for the 

measurement of surface proflles. In this section the most commonly encountered types will 

be discussed. Interferometers that operate using the principles of two-beam interference 

may be divided into two groups: those that measure surface height directly and those that 

measure the slope or the derivative of the surface. Slope-measuring interferometers, or 

differential interferometers, are usually less complex than direct surface-measuring 

inteferometers, and are not very sensitive to vibrations because they are common path. 

Direct wavefront-measuring interferometers measure the optical path difference between the 

two beams of the interferometer. One beam is always assumed to be known or a reference 

beam; hence, the optical path differences measured represent departures bet.ween the test 

surface and the reference surface. The optical path difference data may be transformed 

easily into surface height data, so the surface height information is obtained directly. This 

is a very attractive feature, because no intermediate calculations must be performed. In the 

slope-measuring interferometers an integration must be performed to obtain the surface 

height data. Multiple-beam interferometers have also been employed when testing surface 

proflles. The narrow high-finesse fringes obtained using multiple-beam interferometry 

enable more precise information about the surface under test to be extracted without the use 

of phase-modulation techniques. 

Amplitude-Splitting Interference MicroscQpes. Amplitude-splitting interference 

microscopes offer a simple and straightforward noncontact method to measure surface 

profiles. The optical arrangement in which two interfering beams travel along separate 

paths before they are recombined provides a convenient open architecture that may be 

applied in numerous ways. A variety of coatings and materials as well as either spherical 

or aspheric surfaces can be examined using amplitude-splitting interference microscopes. 
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The surface under test can be measured without application of a high reflectivity coating. 

Since the surface height profile is obtained directly, the actual values of heights, slopes, 

and curvatures may be detennined easily. 

Several of the more common direct-wavefront or surface measuring interference 

microscopes are: the Michelson, the Mirau, and the Linnik interference microscopes. Each 

of these configurations is based on division of amplitude. The division of amplitude is 

accomplished using a partially reflecting film of a metal or dielectric, commonly called a 

beamsplitter. Many different configurations exist because of the restrictions on numerical 

aperture of the microscope objective that each interferometer imposes. Generally low

power objectives (1.5X, 2.5X, and 5X) are used a Michelson configuration, medium

power objectives are used a Mirau configuration (lOX, 20X, and 40X), and high-power 

objectives are used a Linnik configuration (lOOX, 150X, and 200X). These different 

configurations provide an array of obtainable optical resolutions and profile lengths. 

An optical schematic for the Michelson is shown in Figure 3.1. This configuration 

offers the advantages that only a single microscope objective is necessary and the reference 

surface may be replaced easily. Replacement of the reference surface allows for a different 

reflectivity or for a curved reference surface in the reference arm. A curved reference 

surface may be used as long as the sag of the curve is not larger then the depth of focus of 

the given objective. The disadvantages to this configuration include the following. The 

objective should be corrected to compensate for the aberrations introduced by the 

beamsplitter cube. A high-quality beam splitter must be used or aberrations will be 

erroneously introduced into one arm of the interferometer and not the other. Since the 

beamsplitter is such a thick piece of glass, t:le working distance:; of this interference 

microscope is substantially reduced. Commonly this configuration is set up as equal path, 

so a white-light source yields white-light fringes. 
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Fig. 3.1. Michelson interference microscope. 
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A Mirau configuration may also be used to measure surface roughness. An optical 

schematic for the Mirau is shown in Figure 3.2. This arrangement, like the Michelson, 

uses only a single long-working-distance objective. This is, however, where the 

similarities to the Michelson end. In this design, the beamsplitter quality is less critical. 

Nevertheless, corrections to the microscope objective are still needed to compensate for the 

introduction of additional glass. In the Mirau, the introduction of the additional optics does 

not utilize as much working space as is used in the Michelson. The reference surface in the 

Mirau configuration imposes a central obscuration into the optical system. However, for 

the case of medium-power objectives, only a minor modification of the optical transfer 

function of the system is experienced that reduces the contrast for large fields of view. 

Since this interferometer is common path up to the beamsplitter, any aberrations introduced 

by the microscope objective are present in both arms of the interferometer and effectively 

cancel one another. Also, any irregularities in the beamsplitter are averaged because the 

interference is localized at the test and reference surfaces. The major advantages of the 

Mirau are its simplicity, low cost, and the ease with which it is possible to assemble a high

quality interferometer. Disadvantages of this system include the inability to switch 

reference surfaces, the central obscuration, and the requirement of a long-working-distance 

microscope objective. As in the Michelson, this interferometer is set up in an equal-path 

configuration so that a white-light source may be used. 

Another common amplitude-splitting interference microscope configuration is the 

Linnik (Figure 33). 111is configuration may be used for a wide variety of magnifications. 

The major drawback of the Linnik is that two matched high-quality objectives are required 

so that the optical path introduced by each objective will be equal in both arms and will thus 

cancel. As a result of this problem, and the added complexity of the Linnik, this 

configuration is used only when the Michelson or the Mirau configurations are not 
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Fig. 3.2. Mirau interference microscope. 
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Fig. 3.3. Linnik interference microscope. 
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practical. The reference surface in the Linnik may easily be replaced to change its 

reflectivity or curvature. A good-quality beamsplitter should also be used in this 

interferometer to avoid the introduction of aberrations. Here again the interferometer is 

usually set up as equal path enabling the use of a white-light source. 

Each of these amplitude-splitting interference microscopes may be adapted so that 

phase-shifting techniques may be used for the electronic acquisition of phase data (Bruning 

et aI., 1974). With the advent of microcomputers and solid-state detector arrays, the 

implementation of phase-modulation techniques has become quite common. Phase 

modulation allows a much more accurate height measurement capacity than can be obtained 

with simple fringe observations. Using electronic phase-measurement, surface heights can 

be measured to a precision of <1 nm rms (Bhushan, Wyant, and Koliopoulos, 1985). Any 

aberrations introduced by the interferometer may be subtracted from a measurement. This 

is done by examining a super-smooth surface and generating a reference file that may be 

subtracted from the following measurements. The precision of these instruments may be 

increased by averaging a number of data sets. Another favorable feature when using 

phase-modulation techniques is the fast data acquisition time (approximately 100 msec). 

Polarization-Splitting Interference Mbroscopes. Another instrument that may be used 

to determine surface profiles is an instrument developed by G. Sommargren (1981). This 

instrument incorporates heterodyne techniques in a polarization-splitting interference 

microscope.· The optical system is similar to the scanning Nomarski interference 

microscope described in the next section, except this is not a shearing interferometer. The 

system is common path, and consequently the system is relatively insensitive to 

environmentally' induced noise sources. As with other optical-tes~ng techniques, the 

optical heterodyne profiler does not come in physical contact with the surface under test. 

Because the interferometer is self-referencing, no special surface preparation is necessary, 
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and no reference surface needs to be supplied. The instrument has a measurement range 

from 1000 to 0.1 A rms and a repeatability of approximately < 0.1 A rms. A low-noise pin 

photodiode is used instead of a charge-coupled-detector (CCD) array, introducing less 

noise in the signal-detection process. 

A diagram of the optical heterodyne proftler is shown in Figure 3.4. The light source 

is a HeNe laser whose center frequency has been Zeeman split into two orthogonally 

polarized components with a frequency difference of approximately 2 MHz. The beams 

. then propagate to a Wollaston prism. The Wollaston prism is fabricated from two wedges 

of a birefringent material that are assembled with their respective fast axes orthogonal to 

each other. When examining the two collinear light beams incident upon the prism, it is 

apparent that the polarization of one beam is oriented parallel to the fast axis of the fIrst 

wedge in the prism and the polarization of the other beam is oriented orthogonal to the fast 

axis of the first wedge in the prism. As a result, the beams angularly diverge upon leaving 

the prism. The two separated be!lI1lS leaving the prism pass through a microscope objective 

that focuses the beams onto the sample under test at two distinct points 1.8 !lm in size. 

The amount of separation between the two beams is determined by the prism angle and the 

type of birefringent material used. Typically, the two components are separated by 

approximately 100 J.lII1. Upon reflection the prism recombines the two beams so that they 

are collinear again, but they leave on a path parallel to the incident beams but not 

overlapping. The returning beams interfere in the detection optics, and the surface height 

difference between the two beams may be extracted from the interference by heterodyne 

techniques. The reference beam is established by centering the focused reference spot on 

the axis of rotation of the sample, which is pluced on a rotary stage. Thus by rotating the 

sample the reference beam maintains !1 fIxed position on the surface while the test beam 
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Fig. 3.4. Optical heterodyne profiler. 
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travels along a circle whose radius is equal to the separation between the two points 

(Smythe, 1987). Hence, this instrument provides a unique circular profile. 

The heterodyne techniques for phase detection may be outlined as follows: The signal 

at each of two photodetectors is proportional to the amplitude squared of the sum of the two 

fields from the reference and test beams. It can be shown that the phase difference e/> 

between these two signals is given by the expression (Sommargren, 1981) 

27t 
e/> =- (fz' + fz) + 46, 

c 
(3.1) 

where f is the Zeeman freque,ncy, f is the center frequency, z' is the path difference 

between the test and reference beams, z is the change in path difference between the test 

and reference beams, and 6 is the angular position of a halfwave plate. As the 

measurement beam is scanned across the test surface, changes in surface height will cause 

corresponding changes in phase. However, changes in surface height are not the only 

factors that may introduce phase changes. The general equation given by Sommargren for 

changes of phase may be expressed as: 

de/> = .z;. ( z'df + f dZ' + zdf + idz) + 4d6 . (3.2) 

The term fdz is the only variable of interest, and the other terms represent instabilities of 

the system. These instabilities include: drift of the Zeeman frequency, mechanical drift, 

and cavity detuning. If the instabilities of the system are controlled, then the change in 

phase seen by the detector is simply de/> = (27t//..)&. The relative surface height difference 

between the reference and the test beam can be expressed as db = (A/47t)/de/>. 

The major disadvantage of the polarization-splitting heterodyne interference 

microscope is that it is ,very complex. Mechanical and optical constraints on the system are 

extremely tight. The reference point must maintain its position or else the integrity of the 

reference is lost. Rotation of the rotary stage must be uniform. Laser instabilities including 
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both the drift of the center frequency and the difference frequency are also difficult to 

control in dynamic environments. Further design constraints include the elimination of all 

laser feedb~ck. The scan length of the instrument is limited to 21t times the beam 

separation. Also, the instrument is vulnerable to phase-shift errors upon reflection caused 

by changes in the index of reflection of the test surface. A further problem is that if the 

sample goes out of the focal range of the instrument, then the lateral resolution of the 

system will decline since the focal spots will average over large areas. 

Differential Interference Microscopes. Surface roughness measurements may also be 

determined using a two-beam interference microscope that measures the slope of a 

wavefront instead of measuring the wavefront directly. This type of interferometer is 

known as a shearing interferometer because the two beams are displaced slightly or are 

sheared with respect to each other, overlapped, and then brought to interfere. Shearing 

interferometers, often referred to as slope or differential interferometers, offer a variety of 

advantages. Similar to other optical surface profiling instruments, shearing interferometers 

provide a noncontact method for testing surfaces. Easy operation, high sensitivity to 

surface variations, and an insensitivity to vibrations make this configuration very desirable. 

The effects of vibrations between the sample under test and the interference microscope are 

minimized because this is a self-referencing configuration. Since the sample acts as its own 

reference, the contrast of the interference fringes is extremely high. No special coatings are 

necessary for the sample under test. Long-scan surface profiles are theoretically possible 

using this technique. White light as well as monochromatic light may be employed as the 

source for this configuration. 

One example of this type of interferometer is the scanning Nomarski microscope 

(Eastman and Zavislan, 1983). The basic configuration for this system is shown in Figure 

3.5. This instrument uses a Wollaston prism to separate and shear the two beams of the 
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interferometer. The Wollaston is fabricated from two wedges of a birefringent material that 

are assembled with their respective fast axes orthogonal to each other. When plane 

polarized light is incident upon the Wollaston at 450 with respect to the fast axis of the first 

wedge, the light upon exiting the prism is split into two equal-amplitude orthogonally 

polarized beams. The two beams leaving the prism pass through a microscope objective 

that focuses the beams onto the sample under test. The amount of shear hetween the two 

beams is determined by the prism angle and the type of birefringent material used. 

Typically, the two components are separated in the shear direction approximately one

fourth of the diameter of the spot size of one focus spot. Next the prism recombines the 

two beams so that they are collinear again. An analyzer, or in this case a polarizing 

beamsplitter, is placed at -450 with respect to the fast axis of the fIrst wedge and the two 

beams are brought to interfere. 

Any changes in the height distribution on the sample under test will result in an 

intensity change at the interference plane (Lessor, Hartman, and Gordon, 1979). 

Assuming the intensities between the two beams ?f the interferometer are equal and using a 

simplifIed version of the two-beam interference equation, ii is possible to write the intensity 

at detector 1 (Figure 3.5) to be equal to 

1 
I" ='210(1 + cos (13 + x». (3.3) 

The intensity at detector 2 (Figure 3.5) is 1800 out of phase with detector 1 and may be 

written as 

1 
11. ='210 ( 1 - cos(J3 + x» . (3.4) 

By calculating the contrast ratio between the two detected signals, one obtains what is 

called the differential interference contrast ratio. This ratio is independent of intensity, 10, . 

and may be expressed as 
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1,,- I,L 
I I = cos(~ + x) , 
,,+ .L 

(3.5) 

where B is the phase retardation introduced by the Nomarski. When B = 1t/2 the 

differential interference contrast ratio becomes sin x. The variable x is the phase difference 

caused by the difference ill path length between the two focal spots. It may be expressed as 

21ts 
x =-tan(2<1», 

A. 
(3.6) 

where <I> is the surface slope examined, s is the spot separation, and A. is the wavelength of 

light. Hence, for small angles, the differential interference contrast ratio reduces to the 

linear relationship 

where s is given by 

DIe Ratio = 41ts <I> , 

A. 
(3.7) 

(3.8) 

The parameters De and no refer to the extraordinary and ordinary index of refraction of the 

Wollaston prism, <l>w is the wedge angle of the prism, and f is the focal length of the 

objective. From these equations the surface slope information is derived as the surface is 

scanned and sampled at micrometer intervals. The scanning is achieved by translating the 

interferometer assembly. The slope data are then integrated to reveal the surface height 

information. 

Disadvantages of the scanning Nomarski include the following considerations: The 

slopes that may be determined are dictated by the chosen objective and the optical 

parameters of the Nomarski prism (angle, refractive indices, and orientation). The slopes 

for this configuration can be determined only in the direction of the shear introduced by the 

prism. The prism must be aligned precisely so that its shear is parallel to the interferometer 
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motion. Also the interferometer translation must be constant and uniform or nonlinearity 

errors will be introduced into the measurement. The input beam must be collimated to 

provide uniform compensation for the two passes through the prism so that the uniqueness 

of the phase difference introduced by the surface slope will be maintained (Hartman, 

Gordon, and Lessor, 1980). Phase shifts upon reflection, resulting from dissimilar 

materials deposited on the surface under test, produce erroneous results. If any large 

discontinuities are encountered during the measurement scan, then there is no way to 

connect or piece together the data. The lateral resolution for this interferometer is limited by 

diffraction, which restricts the usefulness of this instrument to measuring features larger 

than the resolution of the microscope objective (a typical value is approximately 1.2 J.Lm). 

The accuracy of Nomarski measurements depends on the accuracy to which the output 

intensity can be measured; hence, the detector and any associated analog electronics used in 

the detection process must be linear in response. Perhaps the major problem associated 

with this interferometer is that it measures the slope variations rather than the surface height 

variations directly (Wyant, 1985). Errors that occur in each differential measurement will 

accumulate, thus weakening the integrity of a measurement. The measurement error is 

given by the expression 

1 

k2 '2 
(J = (J (k ---) 

k 0 n 
(3.9) 

where CSk is the error at the kth location in the profile, (Jo is the error in a single 

measurement, n is the total number of measurements in a scan, and k is the index of the 

scan data (Makasch and Drollinger, 1984). The error goes to a maximum at the center of 

the profile and is zero at the ends. The maximum value (Ie = n/2) is given by the expression 
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(3.10) 

The vertical resolution of this instrument is difficult to detennine because the error sources 

are hard to characterize; nevertheless, 0.1 nm resolution has been reported for a 1 mm scan 

(Bristow and Arackellian, 1987). 

MYltiple-Beam Interference Microsco.pes. Several instruments have been developed 

using the principles of multiple-beam interference for measuring surface profiles. Two 

important instruments developed in this category are the fringes c,f equal chromatic order 

(FECO) interference microscope and the scanning Fizeau interference microscope. 

FECO interferometry was first developed by Tolansky (1945). This technique 

employs, a multiple-beam interference microscope with a white-light source and a Fabry

Perot etalon. The light output from the interferometer is focused onto the entrance slit of a 

spe~trometer that disperses the fringes and a channel spectrum is obtained (Hariharan, 

1985). A schematic diagram of the optical setup is shown in Figure 3.6. 

Since the reflectivities of the surfaces being tested are high, the channel spectrum is 

crossed by narrow bright fringes over fairly broad darker regions. One strip across the 

surface is imaged onto the entrance slit of the spectrometer. This one surface strip yields 

many fringes at the output. If these fringes are displayed graphically versus wavelength, 

the variations in wavelength will correspond to variations in surface height, provided the 

reference surface is assumed perfect. This follows from a simple derivation (Wyant, 

1984). The amplitude is maximum at a wavelength when 

41t 
--nd=21tm. 
A,(m) 

(3.11) 

Now assuming that the phase shifts upon reflection are constant with wavelength, and 

that the test and reference surfaces are set parallel to one another, then the difference in 

height between two points on the test surface, .1d, can be expressed as 
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(3.12) 

To obtain the absolute magnitude of the value of .1d, the interference order can be 

evaluated using two adjoining orders m and m+ 1 at a single wavelength for a point on the 

surface 

2d = mA1(m) ; 2d = (m+l)A.1(m+l) 

mA1(m) = (m+l)\(m+l) 

mA1(m) = mA1(m+l) + A.1(m+l) 

m 
A.

1
(m+l) 

Substituting for the order number, m, leads to the final equation 

1 A.1(m+l) ] 
.1d = 2 [A.2(m) - A.1(m) . 

A.l (m) - A.l (m+ 1) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

A lateral resolution of 2 J.1m and a vertical resolution of approximately 3 A is 

achievable utilizing this technique (Bennett, 1976). The lateral resolution is limited by the 

resolution of the optical system being used. The vertical resolution is limited primarily by 

the surface roughness of the reference surface. Other limitations include the finesse of the 

Fabry-Perot cavity (that determines the width of the interference fringes), thickness 

variations in the thin film, high-reflectance coatings applied to the surfaces, and the surface 

roughness of the test surface. 

FEeO interferometry is a noncontact test that offers several advantages over other 

surface profiling techniques. The interference fringes that contour the surface variations are 

visible permitting the user the ability to select beforehand areas representative of the surface 

under test. No wedge angle is necessary, so there is no beam walk off as in a Fizeau 
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interferometer. Hence, if high reflectivities exist on the reference and test surfaces, then an 

extremely high finesse is possible. The order number of the interference fringes can be 

determined exactly so there is no ambiguity over direction (i. e. high or low points) or 

integral numbers of half wavelengths. Since no wedge angle is required, lower-order 

interference fringes can be used, enabling a much more ,sensitive instrument. The 

interferometer can be translated easily so that one can test at any location on the sample. 

The measured irregularities on the fringe are independent of the surface figure. 

The disadvantages of this interferometer include the following: The surface under test 

must be flat to approximately 'A/4. A high-reflectance coating must be placed on the surface 

under test. This coating can damage the swface and the effects of the overcoat on the 

measurement results are not clearly known. Lastly, this system is quite complex and 

expensive. 

Another instrument based on multiple-beam interference that is used to measure the 

microtopograhy of surfaces is the scanning Fizeau interferometer. This instrument was 

developed to overcome the inherent difficulties associated with the conventional Fizeau and 

FECO interferometers (Eastman, 1980). The instrument provides a noncontact method for 

testing the roughness of surfaces; however, in certain cases the test surface must be coated 

to achieve a reflectivity of at least 50% on its surface. This instrument is similar to the 

conventional Fizeau interferometer except the interference pattern is modulated by vibrating 

the sample, thus allowing the extraction of surface height information without having to 

introduce a large wedge angle. In conventional Fizeau interferometers, a wedge must be 

introduced between the reference and the test surface to produce contour fringes. If a high

power objective is utilized to increase the lateral resolution of the system, then the wedge 

angle must be large, resulting in considerable beam walk off. This walk off leads to a 

reduction in fringe contrast and a loss in vertical resolution. Hence, there is a trade off 
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between lateral and vertical resolution in the conventional Fizeau. The scanning Fizeau 

overcomes this problem. 

An optical schematic of the Fizeau interferometer is shown in Figure 3.7. The sample 

under test is mounted on a piezoelectric transducer, enabling modulation of the interference 

pattern. A reference flat is positioned directly above the test surface, and it is oriented 

parallel to the test surface using differential micrometers. The resulting interference fringes 

are projected through a microscope system onto a viewing screen. Overall magnification is 

determined by the choice of the objective and the eyepiece for the micros/';U~. Two optical 

fibers are located at the viewing screen. The reference fiber is stationary, and the scanning 

fiber is translated across the field. At the end of each fiber is a detector to measure the 

output intensity. The diameter of the fiber is such that when it is projected onto the sample 

it is larger than the diffraction limit of the microscope, hence the lateral resolution of this 

system is determined by the optical fiber diameter (7.4 J.1m for a 4X objective and 3.0 J.1m 

for a lOX objective). The phase difference between the fringes imaged on the fiber is 

proportional to the difference in spacing between the reference and the test surface. The 

associated hybrid digital/analog circuits determine the relative phase difference between the 

detector signals. The vertical resolution of the instrument has not been well characterized 

but is believed to be < 10 A. 

The disadvantages of this system include the following: The surface roughness of the 

reference surface must be considered when the surface roughness of the sample is 

comparable to that of the reference. The reference ~d test surface are positioned close to 

each other, creating a precarious situation in which possible damage to either the test or 

reference surface may result. Many noise sources contribute to the surface roughness 

determination, including acoustic and mechanical vibrations, detector electronic noise, 

thermal gradients within the interferometer, and laser instabilities. Phase shifts upon 
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reflection as the result of testing an inhomogenous substrate will result in measurement 

errors. Finally, the calibration procedure for this instrument is complicated. 

Stylus Instrum«nt~ 

Surface profile measurements may also be obtained with stylus instruments. These 

instruments operate by dmgging a mechanical probe, typically a diamond stylUS, over the 

region of interest at a constant velocity. While the stylus traverses the surface, its vertical 

motion is monitored. This motion generates a signal that is then amplified, digitized, and 

transferred to a computer that translates the stylus motions into the corresponding surface 

height measurements for the surface over which it has traveled. A schematic diagram of a 

stylUS profIler is shown in Figure 3.8. Traversals 50 mm in length are possible, making 

this instrument a favorable choice for long-scan measurements. Other advantages of the 

stylus instrument includes its ability to handle surfaces that contain discontinuities, as well 

as its ability to handle surfaces composed of several substrates that induce different phase 

changes. 

The stylus instruments provide a simple and direct method for assessment of surface 

roughness. Typical radii of curvature for the stylii are in the 4 to 12 J.Lm range; however, 

special 0.1 J.Lm stylUS tips have been produced to detect fine asperities (Jungles and 

Whitehouse, 1970). Vertical resolution of roughly 0.5 nm is possible with these 

instruments, and lateral resolution on the order of a few tenths of a micrometer is also 

claimed (Bennett and Dancy, 1981). Repeatability for vertical measurement is stated to be 

approximately 1 nm under favorable environmental conditions (Talystep, 1986). 

A major drawback of the stylus instrument is that the stylUS must contact the surface 

under test; hence, this instrument might damage or deform the surface. A stylUS load on an 

optical surface is typically 10 to 30 mg. Since the stylus makes contact with the test object 

only over a very limited area, the resulting pressure is sufficiently high to leave a trail over 
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the measurement path, or even damage the stylus itself. Many authors have investigated 

the effects of changing the stylus loads as well as the radii of curvature upon damaging of 

soft materials (Schwartz and Brown, 1961; Eschbach and Verheyen, 1974). 

To get an accurate surface profile, the stylUS must be moved at a constant velocity 

across the sample. 'The stylus should be set perpendicular to the sample so that its motion 

has only a vertical component. Any nonuniformities of the sample motion during a scan 

attributable to nonlinearities of the motor driving the stage will also result in errors of the 

calculated surface proflle. Furthermore, stylus instruments are particularly sensitive to 

microphonics, vibrations, and thermal gradients. These effects may be minimized by 

stabilizing the environment of the instrument, i.e., enclosing the instrument and placing the 

instrument on a vibration-isolation table. 

A further source of measurement uncertainty is introduced because the exact point of 

contact between the stylus and the surface is not known. Roughness on the tip of the 

stylUS could cause errors because protuberances on the stylUS could contact the surface at 

different times. To provide single-point contact, the sharper the apex of the stylus the 

better. Another reason that a sharp-tipped stylus is desirable is that the stylus 

displacements represent a convolution of the tip geometry and the surface microgeometry. 

The more the tip geometry represents a delta function the more accurate the measurement. 

Nevertheless, there is a trade off here. The smaller the area of contact, the more accurate 

the measurement and the greater the likelihood of damaging the surface because of 

increased contact pressure. 

The lateral resolution obtainable with a stylUS instrument depends on a number of 

quantities: the slopes of the surface structure being examined. the radius of curvature of the 

stylus. and the included angle between the stylUS and the surface. When the surface slopes 

are steep, the lateral resolution is limited by the included angle of the stylus. because once 
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such a steep slope is encountered, the sides of the stylus will be in contact with the surface 

instead of the stylus tip. At shallower slopes, the stylUS radius and the spatial frequencies 

of the microtopography detennine the lateral resolution (Elson and Bennett, 1979). If the 

curvature of the surface is less than the radius of curvature of the stylus, then the 

microtopography will be adequately resolved. If, however, this is not the case, then the 

stylus will not sit at the low points of the surface (Bennett an,d Dancy, 1981). Bennett and 

Dancy have derived a criterion for detennining if a certain spatial frequency with period d 

and amplitude h can be resolved with a stylUS of radius r. The surface features may be 

detennined when d > 21t"1hr. 

Some further considerations when using the stylUS profIler is the integrity of the stylUS 

tip to wear and the effects on the measurement results of any particles on the surface or on 

the stylus. It is possible for the stylUS of the instrument to change with time after repeated 

use, and this change must be characterized to obtain reliable measurements. Particles 

deposited on the surface or on the stylUS may also introduce erroneous results. 

A computer-simulation study of the frequency-response characteristics of stylus 

surface profilers conducted by AI-Jumaily et al. (1987) has revealed some very sobering 

observations. Ideally the response of a measuring instrument should be linear; however, 

for the case of the mechanical profiler, the response is shown to be neither linear nor flat. 

This nonlinearity is attributed to the finite curvature of the stylUS. Since the device is 

nonlinear, a transfer function for the system cannot be defined. Harmonic and intennodal 

distortion are introduced into measurements because of the instrument nonlinearity. As a 

reSUlt, only surfaces with long spatial wavelengths compared to the stylUS radius and small 

amplitudes compared to the stylUS radius may be measured accurately. When examining 

real surfaces that consist of many spatial frequencies, the determination of surface profiles 

from the output of the profiler becomes difficult, if not impossible. 
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Calibration of a stylus instrument is accomplished 'by examining surfaces that are 

considered calibration standards. These surfaces consist of films of different thickness that 

have been deposited on a glass substrate. Grooves and steps on these surfaces are tested 

interferometrically, giving their heights relative to a fraction of a wavelength of light. Once 

these calibration surfaces are examined with the stylUS instrument, the instrument is then 

adjusted so that the height determined by the instrument corresponds to that of the accepted 

standard. 



CHAPTER 4 

EXTENDING THE MEASUREMENT RANGE OF AN OPTICAL PROFILER BY 
COMBINING MEASUREMENTS FROM OVERLAPPING SUBAPERTURES 

Phase-Measurement Interferometry 

The field of classical interferometry has been revolutionized by the development of 

very precise methods for the direct interpretation of interference fringes. Phase

measurement interferometry originated from digital wavefront-measurement techniques 

developed by J. Bruning et al. (1974) at Bell Laboratories in the early 1970s. Since then, it 

has been applied to a wide range of optical configurations including: Twyman-Green 

interferometers (Stahl, 1985), Mach-Zehnder interferometers (Hayes and Lange, 1983), 

Mirau interference microscopes (Koliopoulos, 1981), lateral shearing interferometers 

(Wyant, 1975), radial shearing interferometers (Hariharan, Oreb, and Wanzhi, 1984), 

Smartt poirit-diffraction interferometers, and Normarski interference microscopes. Phase

measurement interferometry has also been used with holography (Wyant, Oreb, and 

Hariharan, 1984), multiple-wavelength measurements (Cheng, 1985), moire topography 

(Bell, 1985), and speckle techniques (Creath, 1985) to provide methods for contouring a 

range of surfaces and surface deformations. Phase-measurement interferometry allows for 

rapid acquisition and analysis of interferometric data and utilizes all the available accuracy 

inherent in an interferometric test. This technique overcomes the limited precision 

obtainable in the measurement of optical phase by means of static interferogram analysis. 

Restrictions such as unequal sampling, burdensome data reduction, and human interaction 

during the digitization process are avoided (Koliopoulos, 1981). 

By temporally modulating the fringe pattern in a known manner while monitoring the 

intensity, the phase relationship between the two beams may be obtained with the aid of 
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electronics and a computer using ac detection techniques. If one of the interfering beams is 

completely characterized (i.e. the reference beam) then ~e deviations of the second or test 

beam relative to the fIrst or reference may be derived. Temporal modulation is 

accomplished by introducing a known relative phase shift between the test and reference 

beams in the interferometer. 

The direct measurement of phase information using phase-measurement interferometry 

has several advantages over the more traditional methods of analysis that record the 

intensity of an interferogram and then digitally process the data. These advantages include 

the following: The measurement precision or repeatability of phase-measurement 

interferometry, AlIOO to AllOOO peak-to-valley, is much greater than that achievable when 

simply digitizing fringes, approximately AIlS. Because the visibility of the interference 

pattern drops out of the equation for the calculation of phase, good results are procured 

even when the fringe contrast of the interference is low. Phase-measurement algorithms 

are independent of intensity variations across the pupil; considerations of fIxed pattern 

noise and gain variation across the detector are therefore eliminated. The phase data are 

obtained over a fIxed uniform grid of data points (pixels) determined by the solid-state 

detector-array geometry, making the interpolation of data more accurate. I?ata may be taken 

very rapidly thereby reducing the errors attributable to a turbulent or dynamic environment 

(mechanical vibrations, thermal instabilities, and air turbulence). The polarity of the 

wavefront can be determined simply. Lastly, since data may be obtained rapidly and the 

geometry of the data points is fixed, averages and differences of data sets may be obtained 

easily and accurately. When using phase-measurement techniques, it is possible to obtain a 

contour map of the surface more quickly and more precisely than by ~imple examination of 

an interferogram of straight-line fringes by a trained human observer. 
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The phase detennination of the interferogram over a uniform grid of data points may 

be performed electronically or analytically. Electronic techniques are used in zero-crossing 

detector~, phase-locked loops, and up-down counters that monitor the intensity as the 

phase is modulated. Analytic techniques acquire intensity data as the phase is modulated 

and then export these data to a computer that processes the data to derive the phase. In this 

dissertation, only analytic techniques will be explored. 

Phase-modulation techniques may be grouped into two general categories: phase 

stepping or phase shifting. The distinguishing characteristic between the two groups is 

how the phase shift is introduced over time between the two beams: in discrete steps or 

continuously. If the sensor or detector takes measurements between shifts of phase, then 

the scheme is known as phase stepping, or quasi-heterodyne. However, if the detector 

takes a measurement or integrates intensity while the phase is being changed at a constant 

rate, then the technique is known as phase shifting, heterodyne, or integrating bucket 

Phase-Modulation Techniques 

A continuous or discrete phase difference can be introduced between two beams of a 

heterodyne interferometer several ways. The primary requirement is that the phase be 

modulated in a manner that can be completely characterized. A list of possible devices that 

will introduce a phase shift includes: translating a mirror, rotating a waveplate, tilting a 

plane-parallel plate, translating a grating, employing an acousto-optic or electro-optic 

modulator, or using a Zeeman laser source. 

The most common phase-shifting technique is the translation of a reference mirror by 

a piezoelectric transducer (Wyant, 1982). The piezoelectric element will expand linearly as 

a function of the applied voltage. The phase shift introduced will be proportional to the 

mirror displacement or the change in the optical path of the reference arm in the 

interferometer under consideration. This method provides the virtues of compactness, 
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simplicity, accuracy, and cost effectiveness. Piezoelectric transducers have a limited range 

of expansion, thus limiting the maximum phase shift possible. The limited response time 

for these devices restricts the maximum achievable frequency shift. Any nonlinearities in 

the piezoelectric-transducer motion Will cause phase errOI:s. However, if these errors can 

be characterized, they can be compensated for using a programmable waveform generator. 

Piezoelectric transducers may operate in either a step or continuous mode to yield phase 

stepping or phase shifting. 

A rotating waveplate may be used to induce a frequency shift within a polarization

isolated interferometer (Crane, 1969). A rotating half-wave plate will produce a frequency 

shift at twice the rate of its rotation frequency. Equivalently, a quarter-wave plate may be 

used in a double-pass configuration to produce the same result. The rotation of the 

waveplates may be a continuous angular motion or in discrete angular steps to produce 

either phase shifting or phase stepping. Frequency shifts are limited to twice the m~imum 

rotation rate of the waveplate, a few kilohertz. 

A relatively simple and inexpensive method to introduce a relative phase shift between 

reference and test beams is to insert a tilted plane parallel glass plate in one arm of the 

interferometer, provided the beam is collimated (Kelsall, 1973). The shift may be 

continuous or discrete. 

A translating grating may be employed to introduce a wavelength-independent 

frequency shift in the nth diffracted order of magnitude nvf, where v is the velocity of 

translation and f is the spatial frequency of the grating. An acousto-optic modulator 

provides a solid-state analog to the translating grating. In this case, the traveling acoustic 

wave serves as a grating. Note that the frequency shift obtained in the first diffracted order 

for this device is equal to its driving frequency. 
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An electro-optic modulator uses the Pockels electro-optic effect to produce a phase 

change in a plane-polarized light beam traveling through a uniaxial crystal. This device 

produces a phase shift similar to a simple mirror translation, except that there are no 

moving parts. The response time of these devices depends soley on the applied electric 

field, hence, they are very fast. The compromise when using these devices is that the 

applied voltage required is very large. 

Lastly, Zeeman lasers have also been used to introduce a phase shift in an 

interferometer. This type of laser outputs two different frequencies that are orthogonally 

polarized. These two frequency outputs can be utilized to produce a phase shift. 

Phase-Measurement Algorithms 

Over the past two decades, several different algorithms have been developed for the 

determination of wavefront phase from a series of phase-shifted interferogram intensity 

patterns. Reid (1986) provides an excellent review of these techniques. In this 

dissertation, a generalized approach valid for both phase-stepping and integrating-bucket 

techniques is outlined. In phase-stepping algorithms the phase is shifted between 

measurements, and in integrating-bucket algorithms the phase is shifted during 

measurements. An outline of these algorithms will be presented only in the detail necessary 

to understand their use in a surface profiling interference microscope. The basic 

components needed to implement a phase-modulation scheme in a simple Twyman-Green 

interferometer are sho~ in Figure 4.1. The components include: a solid-state detector 

array, a computer, an interferometer, and a phase-shifting mechanism. 

Since there are three unknowns in the two-beam interference equation, a minimum of 

three intensity measurements must be obtained to solve for the unknown phase of the 

wavefront 
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I(x,y) = I (x,y) { 1 + 'Y cos [cp(x,y) - a(t)) }. 
o 0 

(4.1) 

The unknowns in the interference equation are the dc intensity, Io(x,y), the modulation of 

the interference fringes, 'Yo, and the wavefront phase cp(x,y). The phase shift, aCt), 

between adjacent pixels may be from 0 to 7t as long as the shift is linear and constant, i.e., 

a known quantity. 

As the phase is being shifted, the detector array will integrate intensity over a relative 

phase shift. A single frame of recorded intensity may be written as (Greivenkamp, 1984) 

1 
I. (x,y) ==-

1 a 
a i - A/2 

I (x,y) ( 1 + 'Y cos [ cp(x,y) + a(t)]} da(t) , 
o 0 

(4.2) 

where lo(x,y) is the average intensity at a detector point, 'Yo is the modulation, ai is the 

average value of the relative phase shift for the ith exposure, and cp(x,y) is the phase of the 

wavefront. Mter integration and simplification, the recorded intensity may be written as 

Ii (x,y) = 10 (x,y) { 1 + 'Y 0 sinc [ t ] cos [cp(x,y) + a) } , (4.3) 

where sinc(8/2) = sin(8/2)/(M2). If the phase is stepped, then a = 0 and there is no 

reduction in modulation. If the phase is shifted, then 8 does not equal 0 and there is a 

reduction in the modulation of the detected fringes. This constant phase term across the 

pupil is the only difference between the phase-stepping and phase-shifting techniques. 

Since the modulation term cancels out in the arc-tangent calculation of phase, the decision 

to step or ramp an interferometer is inconsequential. In practice, however, the integrating

bucket technique is more often employed because it is faster and more stable. Phase 

stepping is less desirable because more time is required for the phase shifter to stabilize. 

A generalized algorithm for phase-modulated interferometry can be derived using a 

least-squares approach (Greivenkamp, 1984). The equation for the recorded intensity of an 

interferogram, Eq. (4.3), may be expanded to yield 



where 

ao (x,y) = 10 (x,y) , 

a1 (x,y) = 10 (x,y) 'Y 0 sinc(M2) cos[cp(x,y)] , 

a2 (x,y) = 10 (x,y) 'Y 0 sinc(M2) sin[cp(x,y)] . 
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(4.4) 

(4.5) 

For a series of N recorded interferograms, the phase may be calculated by using the 

matrix equation 

. where 

and 

ao (x,y) 

a1 (x,y) = A-1(ai) D(x,y,ai) , 

a2 (x,y) 

N L cos(ai) 

A(a.) = 
1 L cos(ai) LcOS

2
(ai) 

LL sin(a;) L cos(ai) sin(ai) 

D(a) = L Ii(x,y) cos(ai) 

LL i;(x,y) sin(a.) J 

(4.6) 

L sin(ai) 

L. cos(ai) sin(ai) (4.7) 

L sin
2
(ai) J 

(4.8) 

After solving at each point in the interferogram for a 1 (x,y) and a2(x,y), it is possible to 

solve for the phase at each point on the wavefront by taking the ratio of a 1 (x,y) and a2(x,y) 



II 

a2(x,y) 1010 sinc(M2) sin[cp(x,y)] 

tan [cp(x,y)] = at(x,y) - 10'Yo sinc(M2) cos[cp(x,y)] 
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(4.9) 

This equation is valid if ai is known and Il is constant for each ai. The recorded fringe 

contrast at a given point may be expressed as 

J at (x,y)2 + a,,(x,y)2 
y(x,y) = 'Yo sinc(M2) = () ao x,y 

(4.10) 

and this quantity can be used to determine if a data point has a high enough signal 

modulation to yield an accurate phase measurement. 

One of the early algorithms used for phase measurement was derived from 

synchronous detection techniques used in communication theory (Bruning et al., 1974). 

This technique relies on the acquisition of N measurements equally spaced over one 

modulation period such that the phase shift, ai, is given by 

a i = i21t/N where i = 1, .. ,N . (4.11) 

Using a synchronous detection scheme, the algorithm for computing phase is given by 

(Morgan, 1982) 

L I.(x,y) sin (a.) 
tan[cp(x,y)] = 1 1 (4.12) 

"" I.(x,y) cos(a.) £.J 1 1 

Note Eq. (4.12) is a special case ofEq. (4.6) where the matrix A is diagonal. 

Another common algorithm for phase calculations that resembles a direct quadrature 

method is the four-step or four-bucket method (Wyant, 1982). In this case, the four 

recorded sets of intensity measurements can be written as 
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11(x,y) = lo(x,y) { 1 +'Yco( CP(X,y)J} (4.13) 

I,(x,y) = 10 (x,y) { 1 + 100'[ ~ (x,y) + ~j} = Vx,y) { 1 - 1 8m[ ~ (X,y) J} (4.14) 

13(x,y) = lo(x,y) { 1 + 'Yco( CP(x,y) + 7tJ} = lo(x,y) { 1 - 'YcoJ CP(X,y)J} (4.15) 

I.(x,y) = Io(x,y) { 1 + 1CO'[ f (x,y) + 3; ~} = Io(x,yl{ 1 + 'Y sm[ f (X,y)]}, (4.16) 

where <Xi = 0, 1t/2, 1t, and 37t/2. 'Y equals 'Yo for the four-step technique and 0.9 'Yo for the 

four-bucket technique where the phase is integrated over ll. = 1t!2. The phase at any point is 

given by the expression 

-1 [14(X,y) - 12(X,y)] 
CP(x,y) = tan 11 (x,y) -13(x,y) (4.17) 

and the recorded modulation is calculated from 

(4.18) 

Another frequently used algorithm is the three-step or three-bucket technique. In this 

case, the phase can be calculated from a phase shift of 1t/2 per exposure with <Xi = 1t/4, 

31t/4, and 51t/4. The three intensity measurements may be expressed as (Wyant, 

Koliopoulos, Bhushan, and George, 1984) 

11(x,y) = lo(x,y) {I + 'Ycos [cp(x,y) + t ] } 
~ (x,y) = 10 (x.y) { 1 + 'Y cos[ CP(x,y) + ~7t] } 

13 (x,y) = 10 (x,y) {I + 'Y cos[ CP(x,y) + 5
4
1t]} . 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

When discrete steps are used, 'Y = 'Yo. and when the phase is integrated over a 1t/2 phase 

shift per frame, 'Y = 0.9 'Yo. The phase at each point is then simply 
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_ -1 [~('t,y) - I2(X,y)] 
$(X,y) - tan I ( ) _ I ( ) , I x,y 2 x,y 

(4.22) 

and the intensity modulation is 

J {II (X,y) - 12(x,y)} 
2 
+ {~(X,y) - ~(X,y)} 2 

Y (X,y) = 21 . 
o . 

(4.23) 

In the previous equations, the phase shift has been known either by calibrating the 

phase shifter or by measuring the amount of phase shift each time the phase shifter is 

moved. Carre (1966) presented a technique of phase measurement that is independent of 

the amount of phase shift. It assumes that the phase is shifted by ex between consecutive 

intensity measurements to yield four equations 

11 (X,y) = 10 (X,y) { 1 + YCOS[$(X,y) _ 3;] } 

12 (X,y) = 10 (X,y) { 1 + Y COS[ $(X,y) - ~] } 

~ (X,y) = 10 (X,y) {I + Y cos [$(x,y) + t] } 
14 (X,y) = 10 (X,y) { 1 + Y COS[ $(X.y) + 3;]} , 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

where the phase shift is assumed to be linear. From these equations the phase shift can be 

calculated using 

tan [ 1<X,y) ] = 
3 {12(x,y) - ~(X,y)} - {11(x,y) - 14(x,y)} 

{12(x,y) - ~(X,y)} + {II (X,y) - 14(x,y) } 

and the phase at each point is given by 

(4.28) 

[ ] 
{12(X,y) - ~(X,y)} + {11(x,y) - lix,y)} 

tan[Ij)(X,y)] = tan -I<X,y) {} . (4.29) 
. {12(x,y) + ~(X,y)} - II(x,y) + 14(x,y) 

To calculate the phase modulo 1t, Eqs. (4.28) and (4.29) are combined to yield 
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(4.30) 

For this technique, the intensity modulation is 

2 2 
{ (12 - ~) + (11 - I4)} + {(I2 + ~) - (1'1 + 14) } 

2 
(4.31) 

where Eq. (4.31) assumes that a is near 7t/2. If the phase shift is off by ±100
, the 

estimation of'Y will be off by ±1O%. An advantage of the Carre technique is that the phase 

shift does not need to be calibrated. It also measures accurately when a linear phase shift is 

introduced in a convergine or diverging beam where the amount of phase shift varies 

across the beam. Equation (4.30) will calculate the phase modulo 27t at each point in the 

interferogram without any errors that result from phase calibration. 

In the above outlined procedures, the calculation of phase is accomplished through the 

use of an arc-tangent function. As a result, the phase is detennined only over an interval 

between 0 and x. The phase calculation may be extended to a modulo of 27t by examining 

the sign of sin<j> and cos<j> to detennine the quadrant of the resultant phase. This is true for 

all algorithms except the Carre technique, where quantities proportional to sin<j> and cos<j> 

must be examined instead of sin<j> and cos<j> directly (Creath, 1985). 

Once the phase has been determined to be modulo 2x, the measured wavefront can be 

reconstructed using an integration technique that sums the phases to remove jumps between 

adjacent pixels greater than 7t. The phase ambiguities attributable to the modulo 27t 

calculation can be removed by comparing the phase difference between adjacent pixels. 

When the phase difference between adjacent pixels is greater than x, a multiple of 2x is 

added or subtracted to make the difference less than 7t. For the reliable removal of 

discontinuities, the phase must not change by more than 7t (A12 in optical path) between 
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adjacent pixels. As long as the sampled data do not violate this requirement, the wavefront 

can be reconstructed. 

Once the phase of the wavefront is known, the surface geometry can be detennined 

from the phase. The surface height H at the location (x,y) is 

H(x,y) = _--:.<I>..:...(x~,y..:.....) 1.. __ 
21t [cos(8) + cos(8')] 

(4.32) 

where A is the wavelength of illumination, and 8 and 8' are the angles of illumination and 

viewing with respect to the surface normal. For a Twyman-Green interferometer, this 

equation is simply 

H(x,y) =.A... cjl(x,y) 
41t 

(4.33) 

This yields a direct measurement of the test surface relative to the reference surface. A 

more accurate measurement of the test surface can be made by measuring the errors 

attributable to the interferometer and subtracting them from the results. This subtraction 

eliminates errors caused by aberrations in the interferometer or from irregularities of the 

reference surface. 

Multiple-Subaperture Testing 

Multiple-subaperture testing techniques have been studied since the 1970s because o~ 

the proliferation of phase-measurement interferometric techniques, and the need to analyze 

large .. aperture optical systems. The fIrst factor, the proliferation of phase-measurement 

techniques, allows for fast data acquisition in a digital format over a unifonn grid of points. 

Digital computers play an important role in subaperture techniques because of their ability 

to manipulate rapidly the required larg~ amounts of data. Without phase-measurement 

techniques the implementation of subaperture-analysis routines would be difficult and 

impractical. The second factor, the need to analyze large optical systems, demanded the 
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development of alternative test methods for these systems, since large monolithic test optics 

are not readily available to aid in their evaluation. 

Probably the first attempt at combining partial-aperture interferograms was described 

by Rimmer, King, and Fox (1972), who employed this technique in conjunction with a 

Ritchey-Common test where the test beam was not large enough to cover the entire aperture 

of an optical flat. They described a method for combining up to five interferograms by 

minimizing the sums of the squares of the differences in each of the overlapping regions of 

the interferograms. Further work was outlined by Kim (1982) who proposed a cost

effective technique to examine a large parabola or flat employing several smaller 

subapertures across the entire clear aperture of the system. In this technique, the 

subaperture data were used to reconstruct the wavefront errors over the entire aperture of 

the system--both over regions covered by the subapertures and over regions that were not, 

covered by subapertures. 

Several multiple-subaperture algorithms for large-aperture testing have been developed 

by different investigators (Thunen and Kwon, 1982; Lawrence .-;nd Chow, 1983; 

Stuhlinger, 1984; DeHainaut, 1985). It is important to note that all of these algorithms use 

similar principles. They convert the raw subaperture phase data into a usable form by 

removing the random phasing of each subaperture. The random phasing occurs because 

there is no uniform reference plane during testing. 

The Thunen-Kwon method is an implementation of Kim's suggested processor. This 

method attempts to predict the full aperture Zernike coefflcients from an array of 

subaperture data. The basic approach is to fit Zernike polynomials to the data in each 

subapertlJre, and then to transform, by means of least squares and a coordinate transform, 

all the subape~e coefficients into a single set of full aperture coefficients. Negro (1984) 

developed algebraic expressions, which he called the sensitivity matrix, for modeling this 
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technique. His expressions provide insight and an independent check of the Thunen-Kwon 

method. The sensitivity matrix is useful in characterizing the relationship between full

aperture aberration modes and subaperture aberration modes. 

Another method of subaperture interferogram analysis is known as the Chow

Lawrence method. It uses an unweighted least-squares approach. In this method data in 

each subaperture are defined at the full-aperture coordinates. Zernike polynomials, 

excluding piston and the two tilts, are fit simultaneously to the data in all subapertures. 

Piston and tilt terms are fit individually to the data in each subaperture. If the 

measurements are given by D and the aberration function to be solved is given by W, then 

this method finds the aberration function that minimizes the fit mean-square error, O'fit: 

(4.34) 

DeHainaut (1985) uses estimation techniques to develop a new and more noise

tolerant algorithm for the dynamic subaperture-testing problem. His processor relies on an 

augmented Kalman filter for part of the measurement processing. This technique, while 

conceptually complicated, provides a further refmement of the above techniques. 

Stuhlinger (1984) has advocated a non-Zernike analysis method. The raw phase data 

obtained from each subaperture are continuous across the entire aperture and are referenced 

to one plane. In this method the orientations of each subaperture are chosen such that an 

overlapping area exists between subapertures. It is then assumed that the wavefront in the 

overlapping region is the same except for the arbitrary piston and tilt offsets. The 

differences of phase values are taken point by point, and the piston and tilt offsets are 

derived. Once the coefficients are derived, they may be subtracted from the data in one of 
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the two subapertures to match the two subapertures to a common plane. This process is 

continued until all subapertures are reference to the same plane. 

In this dissertation the basic algorithms for multiple-subaperture testing have been 

applied not to test large aperture systems, but instead to increase the limited field of view of 

the interference microscope. In this situation, one would like to augment the measurement 

range by piecing together a number of subaperture interferograms to determine the surface 

profIle of a substrate over an extended lateral domain. Since the measurement infonnation 

extracted from the interference microscope is of a very high order, the measurement data 

cannot meaningfully be fit to a number of Zernike polynomials. This prohibits the use of 

subaperture measurement techniques outlined by Kim (1982), Thunen and Kwon (1982), 

Lawrence and Chow (1983), or DeHainaut (1985). However, techniques outlined by 

Rimmer, King, and Fox (1972) or Stuhlinger (1984) that use non-Zernike methods may be 

employed in this situation. These subaperture-measurement algorithms utilize a common 

overlap region between subaperture data sets to derive the arbitrary piston and tilt offsets 

between data sets. Using these coefficients, all subapertures may be matched to a common 

reference plane and compiled into one continuous scan. 

Combining Linear Arr~ys 

In this section the technique for extending the field of view of a two-dimensional 

optical surface profiler is outlined, and the framework for error analysis is developed. The 

optical profller, a phase-modulated interference microscope, enables the acquisition of a 

high density of data points over a restricted lateral range. The lateral range is determined by 

the microscope objective used in the interferometer and the geometry of the detector. 

However, by overlapping a series of collinear interferograms, it becomes possible to 

increase the limited field of view of this instrument using multiple-subaperture techniques. 

Non-Zernike methods developed by Rimmer, King, and Fox (1972) or Stuhlinger (1984) 
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are employed here because of the inherent higher-order polynomial nature of a typical 

surface roughness profile. This almost random nature of surface profiles prohibits fitting 

an individual subaperture to a set of Zemike polynomials. 

The nature of the problem is quite simple. A series of interferograms is acquired over 

the region of interest. Between each measurement, the sample is displaced laterally using a 

high-resolution computer-controlled stepper-motor stage such that an overlap exists 

between each successively acquired interferogram or subaperture (Figure 4.2). If motion 

of the stage is parallel to the CCD detector-array geometry, then the data in the overlap 

region between subapertures are common to both subapertures. The importance of the 

overlap region is evident upon examination of the output of a series of subapertures before 

any processing of the data into a composite long-scan measurement. From Figure 4.3, we 

can easily see that an accum:Jlation of arbitrary piston and tilt offsets is inherent to the 

scanning process. These offsets are the result of optical path difference changes between 

the reference and test surfaces of the interferometer as the sample is translated between each 

measurement. These arbitrary piston and tilt om:ets must be resolved in order to piece all 

the separate subaperture data sets into one continuous data scan without discontinuities. 

This is where the overlap region becomes important 

If we assume that the data in the overlap regions are the sanle except for the arbitrary 

piston and tilt offsets, then by subtracting the measurement data point by point in this 

overlap region, and then fitting the overlap difference data to a line, we may derive the 

matching piston and tilt offset coefficients. Once the matching coefficients are derived, 

they may be subtracted from the measurement data of one subaperture to match it to the 

second. This prOCess is continued until all subapertures have been matched or referenced 

to the same plane. 
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Fig. 4.2. A series of partially overlapping subapertures. 
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Fig. 4.3. A series of subaperture interferograms with arbitrary piston and tilt offsets. 
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The coefficients for piston and tilt used to match interferograms can be derived by 

either a global or a serial method. The criterion used for the global technique consists of 

minimizing the total mean-square error in the overlap difference data between all 

subapertures 

where 

i = index of subaperture 
I = total number of subapertures 
j = index of point in overlap 
J = total number of points in overlap 
zi(Xj) = height ofxjth point for ith proflle 
ai = matching piston coefficient for ith profIle 
mi = matching tilt coefficient for ith profIle. 

(4.35) 

This leads to a set of 2(1-1) equations and 2(1-1) unknowns in ai and mi. Any errors 

introduced into the composite profile from the incorrect determination of ai and mi will be 

distributed uniformly throughout the entire composite profile. 

The serial technique is a simpler method to determine the matching piston and tilt 

coefficients, ai and mi. For this method a simple least-squares minimization in each 

overlap region is considered sequentially from the first subaperture to the last 

(4.36) 

where the coefficients are given by 

";+! = ~ (~X~ ~ Y;+1 (xj) -~ Xj ~V;~! (Xj») 

ml+! = ~ (J ~ Xj Y;+! (xj) -~ Xj ~ YI+! (Xj») 

(4.37) 

(4.38) 
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J Lx. 
. J 

.1= J (4.39) 

~Xj LX~ • J 
J J 

Any errors introduced into the composite prome from the incorrect detemrlnation of ai 

and mi will accumulate as the interferograms are concatenated, being smaller at the start 

and greater at the finish. In thi8 paper, a Ferial U"ethod was employed because of its 

simpler implementation. In fact, if one chooses the numbering or indexing of subaperture 

data properly, it can be shown that a global method will reduce to the simpler serial 

method. 

Characterization of Errors Introduced by Combinin& Linear Arrays 

The total error introduced when a series of partially overlapping collinear 

interferograms are pieced together is presented and analyzed in this section. Two 

investigators, Slettemoen (1984) and Church (1986), have developed models for 

characterizing the errors introduced by this method. These models are useful in the 

application and improvement of the long-scan technique. The error analyses of these two 

investigators derive equations for 1) the cumulative rms error of the composite profile and 

2) the trade off between the cumulative rms error, the number of subapertures required, and 

the degree of overlap between subapertures. Each model will be outlined. Comparisons 

between the two approaches will be made and relevant consequences of the analyses will be 

explained. 

Slettemoen Model 

In this section the error analysis model developed by Slettemoen (1984) is outlined 

and developed. First, the groundwork on which the model is based is presented. Then an 

equation for the total accumulated rms error of a composite long-scan profile is derived. 
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The correlation coefficients on which this equation depends on are given. In particular, the 

accumulated piston error, which is the predominant error source when concatenating a 

series of interferograms, is discussed. Certain simplifying assumptions are made to allow 

a more workable expression for the composite error to be derived. Lastly, generalizations 

or guidelines for using the long-scan technique are made. 

Figure 4.4 shows the measurement setup. A series of subapertures is acquired over 

the region of interest ranging from point 1 to X. The reference index, i, of each 

subaperture ranges from 1 to I. The points in each overlap range over an index, j, that runs 

from -«J-1)/2) to «J-1)/2), where J is the total number of points in each overlap region . 

.1x provides an index of position for the non-overlapping regions of a subaperture 

comprising the piece of the subaperture that is added to the composite profile. In an actual 

measurement session, each subaperture interferogram will have an arbitrary piston and tilt 

offset between all of the other subaperture measurements. It is assumed that any other 

associated errors are small relative to the piston and tilt offsets, or that these errors may be 

subtracted from the subaperture measureI?ents in some other manner, i.e., subtracting out a 

reference surface. To acquire a meaningful surface profile, the arbitrary offsets between 

subapertures must be eliminated. Slettemoen uses a serial technique where all of the 

subapertures, 2 through I, are matched relative to subaperture 1. The matching or 

correction is accomplished using the overlapping area between subapertures to determine 

the offset piston and tilt coefficients. 

Potentially, two choices exist for combining the array measurements using a serial 

technique. The choices available for a given situation depend on the size of the overlap 

between files. If the size of the overlap between files is less than·half the subaperture 

length, then one can utilize only adjacent subapertures when combining the subapertures 

into one continuous scan. All subapertures are corrected relative to the first subaperture, 
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Fig. 4.4. A measurement situation. 
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which establishes a baseline for all successive measurements. Subaperture i is corrected to 

subaperturc i-I, which in turn is corrected to i-2, and so on, until subaperture 1 is reached. 

This technique retains the measurements with the smallest correction of errors. 

Furthermore, if the ~verlap is larger than half the subaperture length, then more than just 

the adjacent subapertures may be employed in the combination scheme. Using the second 

combination scheme, one may average several subapertures at a certain point, which will 

reduce the noise in the measurement. The noise in the measurement will be reduced by the 

square root of the number of subapertures averaged. The error analysis explained here 

uses the fIrst technique with only adjacent subapertures, because it is much simpler to 

handle mathematically and, consequently, easier to understand. 

The measured height value for subaperture number i at element position x can be 

written as 

(4.40) 

This equation states that the measured height value at a point is equal to the actual height 

value at that point plus an additive noise term, an accumulated piston offset, and an 

accumulated tilt offset. Table 4.1 provides a list of parameters and defmitions used in this 

model. Note that Ax is the element number inside array i relative to the center of the non

overlap region. When creating a long-scan composite profIle, the corrected measured 

height values are determined by subtracting the derived and estimated piston and tilt offsets. 

These corrected height values can be written as 

car At r I\r 
z.(x) = z.(x) + E.(X) + (~a. - ~a.) + (~b. - ~b.) ~X • 

1 1 1 11 11 
(4.41) 

DefIning the noise in the corrected measurement to be 

r Ar r I\r 
n.(x) = E.(X) + (Aa. - ~a.) + (~b. - ~b.) ~x , 

1 1 1 1 1 1 
(4.42) 



i 
I 
j 
J 
K 
x 

Table 4.1. Slettemoen model parameters. 

Index of subapenure of array 
Total number of subapenures or arrays 
Index of position in a given overlap 
Number of points in the overlap between subapenures 
Number of points in one subapenure 
Index of position in long-scan or composite profile 
Total number of points in long-scan or composite profile 
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X 
6x Position index of the part of a subapenure contributing to a measurement 

z~(x) 

z~(x) 
z~(x) 
ei(X) 
a; , 
bi 

Actual height value in subapenure i composite position x 

Measured height value in subapenure i composite position x 

Corrected height value in subapenure i composite position x 

Additive noise in subapenure i composite position x 
Piston term of subapenure i 
Tut term of subapenure i 

Accumulated piston offset of subapenure i reference to subaperrure 1 

Accumulated tilt offset of subapenure i referenced to subapenure 1 

Estimate of ~ 

Estimate of Llb~ 

Piston offset of subapenure i unreferenced 

Tut offset of subapenure i unreferenced 

Estimate of &': 
A "U. U 
LolO, Estimate of Llbi 

t1A~ = Lla~ - Llt. = Accumulated piston error , , , 
LlB~ = ~b~ - LlS,~ = Accumulated tilt error , I 

t1A~ = Lla
u 

-~ = Piston offset error , , , 
LlB~ = Llb~ - LlS~ = Tllt offset error 

a; Actual height variance 

a! Noise variance 
a = 2/J Alpha coefficient 

~ = 24/(J(r- 1» Beta coefficient 
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one can then write the corrected measured height values as 
c a 

zi (x) = Zi (x) + ni(x) . (4.43) 

If the noise term is zero, then the actual height values are equal to the corrected height 

values. To evaluate the effect of the noise contribution on the composite profile, we 

compute the overall variance of the composite profile using 

x [ x]2 cr = k L z~(x) - k LZ~(x) . 
x=l x=l 

(4.44) 

In Eq. (4.44) X is the total number of points in the long-scan profile. The above equation 

may be written more succinctly as 

2 c c [ _J2 
G = Z -Z • (4.45) 

For the error analysis, the variance over an ensemble of composite profiies given by 

(4.46) 

must be determined. The spatial and ensemble averages in Eq. (4.46) are interchangeable 

since they are simple sums. Now substituting Eq. (4.43) into Eq. (4.46) 

(4.47) 

Expanding Eq. (4.47) we fmd 

(4.48) 

Since we have assumed that the noise sources are white-noise processes, we can write 

«n-ii» = 0 . (4.49) 

Defming the actual variance and the noise variance over the composite region to be 

respectively, 
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(4.50) 

and 

~ = <en - iil> , (4.51) 

we may substitute into Eq. (4.48) 

<cil> = ~ + a~. (4.52) 

Rearranging this equation, we find 

(4.53) 

Equation (4.53) reveals that over an ensemble of many long-scans or composite 

profiles, an estimate of the true height variance is given by calculating the measured 

composite variance given by Eq .. (4.46) and subtracting the noise variance given by Eq. 

(4.51). The term ~ represents the lower limit for the measurement of the composite 

profile rms calculation. 

Continuing with the analysis, we now derive the expression 0; given by Eq. (4.51), 

where n is given by Eq. (4.42). To do this, we must derive ~A~ and ~B~ (defined in 

Table 4.1), which are referenced to the first subaperture establishing a baseline. To derive 
u "u 

these terms, we will first acquire all values ~a~, ~~., £\b~, and ~D., which are the 
1 1 1 1 

corresponding piston 1ll1d tilt offset terms that have not been referenced to the first 

subaperture. These terms will then be translated into the accumulated referenced values. 

The unreferenced term may be acquired using the overlap region between 

subapertures, that is, where 
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base: £110) = 7!. 1(j) + e. 10) + a~ 1 + b~ Ij 
1- 1- 1- 1- 1-

(4.54) 

The actual height values for all positions j in the overlap are the same for both the base and 

the matching subaperture. Therefore, we may write 

z~ 10) = t.'(j) . 
1- 1 

(4.55) 

To calculate an estimate of the piston offset between two subapertures, we sum over 

all elements, J, in the overlap between the two subapertures 

Since j is an index relative to the center of the overlap, then we may write 

Lj = O. 
j 

(4.56) 

By subtracting the two subaperture interferograms, an unreferenced piston offset term is 

derived 

~ar = ar -a~_l = j L [~(j) -~lO)] + j L [ei_10) - ciO)]. 
j j 

(4.57) 

The estimate of ~ar is given by ~i: and is calculated by 

(4.58) 

Therefore, the deviation of the actual piston offset from the estimated is given by 



M~ = ~af -M: = i LJ~-l(j) -£i(j)]. 
j 
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(4.59) 

Note that the error in the piston offset tenn between two subapertures is the result solely of 

additive noise in the overlap region. 

To calculate an estimate of the tilt offset between two subapertures, one multiplies Eq. 

(4.54) by 

to obtain 

Once again 

Subtracting the two subaperture interferograms, an unreferenced tilt offset tenn is derived 

~b> b~ - b:_1 1 i. ., [iLj(~(j) - ~lG»+ i Lj(£i-1G) - £i(j)~ 
f J j j J 

j 

. (4.61) 

The estimate of ~b~ is given by ~S: and is calculated by 

~G: = :i l [i>'i'(j) -~l G»] . 
j 

(4.62) 

Therefore, the derivation of the actual tilt offset from the estimated tilt is given by 



AB~ = Ab> AS; = ii' [:t:i(£i.!GHiGll] . 
j 
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(4.63) 

Note that the error in the tilt offset term between two subapertures is the result solely of the 

additive noise in the overlap region. 

To solve the summation in Eq. (4.63), one refers to Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (1980) to 

find 

n L k2 = n(n+l)(2n+l) . 

k=1 6 
(4.64) 

Substituting we fmd 

1-1 1-1 
2 2 
~ .2 _ 2~ .2 _ J(J+l)(J-l) 
LJJ - kJ J - . 

1 1 · 12 
- J=1 -2 

(4.65) 

Therefore, Eq. (4.63) may now be written as 

~B~ = 122 [~j(e. 1(j) - e.(j»l . 
J(J -1) f 1- 1 J (4.66) 

All of the piston and tilt offset terms must be related to the first subaperture. This is 

accomplished using an induction proof. The proof is outlined graphically in Figure 4.5, 

and the results are 

i i 

~a~ = L ~~ + L ~b~ {(K/2) + (K-J)(i-l)} (4.67) 
1=2 1=2 

~b~ = t~b~. (4.68) 
1=2 

Correspondingly, the estimates of these values may' be written as 



Abf r u 
I.Jt. I' = !lb. l+!lb. 

I- 1 

!la~ I ~aLl 6a~ 
I-

I· J ·1 
I~ K-J 

I· KI2 

I· K 
First Step: (subapenures 1 to 2) 

!l~ = 6~ + 6b~(I{/2) 

6b~ = 6b~ 

·1 
·1 

Following Steps: (sub apertures i-I to i) 

·1 

6a~ = 6a~ + 6b~(KJ2) + 6a~ 1 + 6b~ 1(K-J) 
1 1 1 . I- 1-

6b~ = 6b~ + 6b~ 1 
1 1 1-

Fig. 4.5. Graphic induction proof. 

1 
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i i . 

Ai~ = L A~u + L AS
1

U 

{(KI2) + (K-J)(i-l)} (4.69) 
1=2 1=2 

r i u 

ASi = LAS1 • (4.70) 
1=2 

Substituting Eqs. (4.67) through (4.70) into Eq. (4.42), one finds 

i i 

ni(x) = Ei(X) + L (A~ -~) + L (Ab~ - AS:) {(KI2) + (K-J)(i-l)} 
1=2 1=2 

(4.71) 

Defining the quantities 

(4.72) 

and 

(4.73) . 

We may write Eq. (4.42) as 

(4.74) 

To find the noise variance given in Eq. (4.51), it is necessary to calculate <n2> and <ii2> 

ii = iLL (Ei(X) + M~ + AB~Ax) 
i l1x 

(4.75) 

(4.76) 

Note, that since 
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then 

~ L L L\B~ L\x = 0 , 
j L\x 

(4.77) 

and 

2 

(
K-JJ ~ ~ r r 

+ X) £.J £.J (Mj M.) . 
•• 1 ~ 

(4.78) 

11 ~ 

Therefore, we may write 

(4.79) 

(4.80) 

(4.81) 

Note, since 

LL\x = 0 
L\x 

then 

Therefore, we may write 
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(4.82) 

To proceed further, it is necessary to calculate the correlations 

It can be shown that the autocorrelations of accumulated piston error are greater by an 

order of magnitude than the other correlations. Hence, the accumulated piston error is the 

dominant error term, and to simplify the following calculations, all other terms will be 

dropped. Therefore, the noise variance given by Eq. (4.51) is 

~ = a: (1- ~)+ (Ki)~ «M~)2> 
II 

2 

_(I~/J ~~<M~I M~2> . 
II '2 

It is important to note that 

-('iJrLL(M;,MY. 
i l i:z 
il ~ i2 

(4.83) 

(4.84) 

<.AA~ M~ > are expressed in terms of the unreferenced correlation <M~ M~>, 
II '2 II '2 
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<.AA~ .1B~>, and <.1B~ .1B~>. Referring to Eqs. (4.59) and (4.63), one can see that the 
11 12 11 12 

noises, £i(X) and £i.l (x), in different overlap regions, are uncorrelated. Hence 

(4.85) 

when il :¢: i2. Furthennore if il = h = i, then 

<M~.1B~> = 0 . (4.86) 
1 1 

U 2 u 2 • 
As a result of Eq. (4.86), only the tenns «.1Ai ) > and «.1Bi ) > contnbute, and they 

may be expressed as 

(4.87) 

(4.88) 

It is now possible to solve the correlations in Eq. (4.84) 

Dropping the cross tenns that go to zero and substituting into Eq. (4.89) the fonnula from 

Eqs. (4.87) and (4.88), we find that 
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Solving the sums in Eq. (4.90), we obtain the result 

I L «8A~)2> = I(~l) (ex + (K2/4)13)~ 
i=2 

+ (~;)l3cr~I(I-l)(I-2)[2K+ (K-J)(I-l)] . (4.91) 

Continuing, we find 

x (tM~ + t6B~ [K12 + (K-J)(i2-12)] J ) . (4.92) 

Dropping the cross tenns that go to zero and substituting into Eq. (4.92) the fonnula from 

Eq. (4.87) and Eq. (4.88), we find that 

Solving the sums, we obtain the expression 



I I L L <~A~I~A~> = (l/3)1(I-l)(1-2){ (ex~ + 13~(K2/4» + 
i1=2 i2=2 

il~~ 

(1I8)13a;(K-J)K(31-5) + (1/20)P~(K-J)2(1-3)(31-2)} 

Substituting Eqs. (4.91) and (4.94) into Eq. (4.84), we can derive the result 

~ = ";(1- ~) +( ~JX 1- ~JX !(I; I) (a+(K'/4)P)~ + 

( ~i1P 0' ~I(I-I)(I -2) [2K +(K -J)(I-I) l} -(~ J 12~ 1(1-1)(1-2) 

81 

(4.94) 

{ (ex+(K2/4)13)~ + -k13~(K-J)K(31-5) + 2~ 13~(K-J)2(1-3)(31-2)} . (4.95) 

To simplify this expression, we can assume that 1»1, X»J, X»K, and J, K, X»1. 

As a result,'Eq. (4.95) reduces to 

~_~[ X 2 X2K X3 11 
, n - £ 1 + 6(K-J) (ex + (02) 13) + 8(K-J) 13 + 30(K-J) 13J . (4.96) 

Substituting for ex and 13 in Eq. (4.96), we derive 

(4.97) 

Assuming X»J, one can further reduce Eq. (4.97) to 

[ 
4 X3 ] ~=~ 1 + 5 3 • 

J (K-J) 
(4.98) 

Taking the derivative of Eq. (4.98) with respect to the size of the overlap, J, and 

setting this quantity to zero, we find the minimum value for the noise variance at J = 
O.75K. This represents the optimum size for the overlap between subapertures. In the 

limit of large X the noise variance goes to 
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(4.99) 

In their final reduced fonns, Eqs. (4.98) and (4.99) provided much insight into the 

effect that noise will have on a long-scan measurement in tenns of the given long-scan 

parameters: the number of points in the long-scan profile, X; the number of points in one 

subaperture, K; the number of points in the overlap between subapertures, J; and the 

variance of the noise present at each subaperture me,~. Several generalizations or 

guidelines may be deduced from these equations. First, as mentioned above, we fwd the 

minimum value for the composite variance occurs at J = 0.75K. This represents the 

optimum choice of overlap between subapertures. This optimum is the result of a 

compromise between desiring the maximum size overlap for an accurate determination of 

the piston and tilt offsets and trying to minimize the number of subapertures necessary to 

achieve the desired long-scan length. The variation of the composite variance/noise 

variance versus the number of points in the overlap for the SIettemoen model is illustrated 

in Figure 4.6. The curve is plotted for long-scan lengths 5, 10, and 20 times an individual 

subaperture length. We can clearly see the minimum value occurs at 750, which represents 

0.75 times an individual subaperture length (K=l000). Second, we see that the composite 

standard deviation is linearly proportional to the noise standard deviation and that the 

constant of proportionality is a function of the long-scan parameters. This is illustrated in 

Figure 4.7, where the long-scan composite standard deviation versus the input noise 

standard deviation for overlaps between subapertures of 30, 50, and 70% of an individual 

subaperture length is plotted. Figure 4.8 is a plot illustrating the long-scan composite 

variance versus the number of points in the overlap for several different input noise 

variance values. Third, we can determine that the increase of the composite error for large 

overlap occurs (see Fig. 4.6) because of the factor l/{K-J). For large overlap values, a 

very large number of subapertures is necessary to achieve a certain long-scan length (see 
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Fig. 4.6. Long-scan composite variance/noise variance vs. size of overlap for long-scan 
lengths of 5, 10, and 20 times an individual subaperture length (Slettemoen 
model). 
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Fig. 4.7. Long-scan composite standard deviation vs. input noise standard deviation for 
an overlap between subapertures of 30, 50, and 70% of an individual 
subaperrure length and a long-scan length equal to five times an individual 
subaperrure length (Slettemoen model). 
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Fig, 4,8. Long-scan composite variance vs. number of points in overlap for several 
different input noise variances (Slettemoen model). 
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Fig. 4.9). For the case in which the overlap is approximately equal to the sub aperture file 

length, (J == K), the factor l/(K-J) ~ 00. Fourth, when we look at the case of a small 

overlap between subaperture files (see Fig. 4.6), we can determine that the increase of the 

composite error occurs because of the factor 1/J3• In the case where J ~ 0 the factor 

l/J3~ 00. This increase in the composite error occurs because it is difficult to determine 

the matching piston and tilt coefficients when only a small overlap exists between 

subaperture data files. Note that too small an overlap region is much worse than having too 

large an overlap region (the power dependence in the fonner case is -3 and in the latter -1). 

Fifth, we can see that the overall composite error will increase proportional to the cube of 

the long-scan length (X3). This makes sense, since the longer the attempted profile length, 

the larger one would expect the composite error. Refer to Figure 4.10 for a graph of the 

long-scan variance/noise variance versus the long-scan length for overlap settings of 45, 

60, 75, and 90% of an individual subaperture length. If J = 0 and X = K, then one 

subaperture composes the entire long-scan length and the individual subaperture noise 

variance equals the composite noise variance. This is a limiting case and provides a good 

check of the integrity of the model. Sixth, the multiplication factor 4/5 in Eqs. (4.98) and 

(4.99) is unique to the Slettemoen model. We will find in the next section that similar 

equations (equations of the same functional form) will be derived, however, the 

multiplication factor will be different. This factor may be scaled to account for different 

types of noise distributions, as well as the effects of systematic errors that may enter into a 

long-scan measUrement. In Figure 4.11 the effect of changing this multiplication factor is 

illustrated by plotting the composite variance/noise variance versus the number of points in 

the overlap for several values of M, the multiplication factor. Note that the generalizations 

derived from this model are over an ensemble of long-scan measurements, so to get a clear 

understanding of surface characteristics, a number of scans over the region of interest must 
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Fig. 4.9. Number of subapenures vs. number of points in the overlap for a long-scan 
five times the length of an individual subapermre (Slettemoen model). 
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Fig. 4.10. Long-scan composite variance/noise variance vs. long-scan length for 
several different overlap values between subapenures (Slettemoen model). 
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Fig. 4.11. Long-scan composite variance/noise variance vs. number of points in overlap 
for several values of the multiplication factor. 
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be acquired. Also, note that the rms error calculated in the above equations is an "average" 

over the entire length of the composite profile, and, in fact, the error is least at the start and 

greatest at the end of a profile. 

Church Model 

The error-analysis model developed by Church (1987) is similar to the model 

developed by Slettemoen (1984) except that there are significant notation, development, 

and assumption differences in the progression of this analysis. In this presentation, 

Church's notation is modified to resemble Slettemoen's as closely as possible so that the 

similarities between the two models may be better realized. Church considers taking a 

series of undetrended data sets, detrending the data sets according to some statistical 

criterion, and then processing or piecing the data sets together according to some 

composition rule in terms of a general statistical approach. From this approach, Church 

develops an error-analysis model that may be used to characterize the error introduced by 

piecing together a number of sub apertures in terms of the cumulative rms error for a 

composite profile. This analysis may be separated into three general components: 1) 

characterization of the noise in the overlap, 2) calculation of how the noise introduces 

piston and tilt errors, and 3) calculation of the total compositional piston and tilt errors. 

The measured height value in subaperture i at element position x can be written as 

(4.100) 

This equation states that the measured height value is equal to the actual height value plus 

an additive noise term, a piston offset, and a tilt offset Parameters and definitions used in 

this model are listed in Table 4.2. The measurement position index, x, ranges from 1 to X, 

where X is the total number of points in the composite profile. The reference index, i, of 
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Table 4.2. Church model parameters. 

i Index of subapenure of may 
I Total number of subapertures or mays 
j Index of position in a given overlap 
1 Number of points in the overlap between subaperrures 
K Number of points in one subaperrure 
x Index of position in long-scan or composite profile 
X Total number of points in long-scan or composite profile 
Xi = (i-l)(K-J) + 1 Index of first point in the i subaperture 

z~(x) Actual height value in subaperture i composite position x 

Z?l(X) Measured height value in subaperrure i composite position x 
.. 1 
m 

2i (x) Estimate of tr(x) 
Ai Accumulated piston offset of subaperture i 
Bi Accumulated tilt offset of subaperrure i 

Ai Estimate of Ai 

~i Estimate of Bj 

~A = (A. - A.) Accumulated piston error 
1 1 

~~. = (B. -13.) Accumulated tilt error 
1 1 1 

~(x) Additive noise in subaperrure i composite position x 

~ Noise variance 
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each subaperture may range from 1 to I, where I represents the total number of 

subapertures that make up the composite profile. 

The method of analysis in Church's model assumes that the values of Ai and Bi may 

be determined by some statistical criterion for overlapping subapertures, i.e., a simple 

least-squares approach. The criterion used to find the estimates of the piston and tilt offs~ts 

between successive subapertures consists of a simple serial technique in which the height 

differences between ith and the i-I th subaperture are minimized. This may be expressed 

mathematically as 

erro~ =L[ { z~(x)+Ai+Bi(x-xi)+ei(x) } -
x 

(4.101) 

To fmd the minimum error value, we take the derivative ofEq. (4.101) with respect to 

Ai and Bi, set the result equal to zero, and solve: 

a erroxl 0 and a erroxl 
aA. aBo o. 

1 1 

(4.102) 

Rewriting Eq. (4.101), we find 

erro~ = L [Ai + Bi(x-xi) - Qt = minimum , (4.103) 
x 

where 

Q = A. 1 + B. lex-x. 1) - {e. (x) - e. lex)} . 
1- 1- 1- 1 1-

(4.104) 

Taking the derivatives, we find 

(4.105) 

(4.106) 
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This gives us two equations and two unknowns for each of the 1-1 overlap regions. 

Mathematically this may be written as 

(4.107) 

(4.108) 

Equations (4.107) and (4.108) form a system of equations that may be solved using 

Crammer's rule to obtain the estimates of the piston and tilt offsets between subaperture 

data files 

(4.109) 

(4.110) 

where 

Norm = (4.111) 

The sums are over the overlap regions and may be solved simply yielding 

P(J-l)2 
Norm = 12 (4.112) 

and 



~. = 2 [(2J-l) ~ Q - 3 ~ (x-x.)Ql 
1 J(1+1) £..i £..i 1 J 

fi. = 6 [2 ~ (x-xj)Q - (1-1) ~ Ql . 
1 J(12-1) £..i £..i J 
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(4.113) 

(4.114) 

The sums over Q are more difficult to evaluate, but after some algebraic manipulation, we 

can write 

LQ = Aj_IJ + Bj_I ~ (2K-J-l) - L [£j(X) - ej_I(x)] (4.115) 

L(X-Xj)Q = Aj_/(~I) + Bj_/(1-1)(~K-J-l) - L(X-Xj)[£i(X) - ei_I(x)] . (4.116) 

Substituting Eqs. (4.115) and (4.116) into Eqs. (4.113) and (4.114), we find after 

collecting terms 

Ai = Ai.l + (K-J)Bi_l - J(1~l) L [(2J-l) - 3(x-xi)] [ei(x) - ei_l(x)] (4.117) 

(4.118) 

These expressions may be simplified by making the following substitutions 

c'
l 

= _2_ r(2J-l) - 3(x-x.)]=_2_ [2(J+l) +3(i-l)(K-J) - 3x] 
1- ,x J(J-l) l 1 J(J-l) (4.119) 

b'_l = ~ r(J-l) - 2(x-x.)]= ~ [(1+1) - 2x - 2(K-J)(i-l)] . 
1 ,x J(J -1) l 1 J(J -1) 

(4.120) 

As a result, we fmd 

A. = A. 1 + (K-J)B. I -~ C. I re1·(x) - £1' I(X)] 
1 ~ ~ £..i ~ ~[ - (4.121) 

x 

fi. = B. I + ~ b. I r£.(x) - £1' I(X)] . 1 1- £..i 1- ,x [ 1 - (4.122) 
X 

Referencing these coupled recursion relationships to the initial or first subaperture to 

establish a baseline piston and tilt for the composite pronIe, we find 
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i-t 

~i = At + (i-l)(K-J)Bt + (K-J) L(i-j-l) Lbj,lt[ Ej+1(X) - Ej(X)] 
j=1 It 

(4.123) 

(4.124) 

Rewriting Eq. (4.123), we obtain 

i-t 

~. = A1 + (i-l)(K-J)"R -~ a.. [E.+1(X) - E.(X)] I I. ..t.J j,I,lt j j 
j=1 

(4.125) 

where 

a.. = c. - (i-j-l)(K-J)b. . j,l,lt j,lt j,lt (4.126) 

Over an ensemble of many long-scans or composite proflles, we can write 

(4.127) 

Over an ensemble of many long-scans or composite profiles, we can write the accumulated 

piston and tilt errors as 

(4.128) 

(4.129) 

The quantity of interest in this error analysis is the difference between the composite 
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profile and the true surface profile, which in the region covered by the ith trace may be 

written 

m A A 2. (x) - i.'(x) = M. + L\H.(X-X.) + e.(x) . 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

(4.130) 

To derive the root-mean-square error of the composite profile it is fIrSt necessary to 

assume a priori knowledge about the possible errors. This is true because this entire model 

may be viewed as a calculation relating the errors of the observable composite profile 

quantities to the measurement errors. The assumptions in this model are that the errors are 

Gaussian distributed additive noise and that these errors are uncorrelated. Mathematically 

we may write 

(4.131) 

Even though these assumptions may not apply exactly to the given measurement situation, 

they provide the simplest and most reasonable approach to modeling the noise properties. 

A more complicated treatment of the noise properties would lead to overly cumbersome 

algebra and a substantially more difficult solution to interpret. 

It follows from the linear nature of the estimation procedure that 

( 2~ (X» = ~(x) . (4.132) 

This means that, over an ensemble of composite profiles, one obtains the actual surface 

height measurement. A more meaningful calculation is the computation of the root mean 

square of the deviation of the composite profile from the actual height values. The mean

square error may be written as 

--2 _ (1... ~r 2~(x) - Z~(X)0 
Oji- XLll 1 

x=l 
(4.133) 

Making substitutions into Eq. (4.133), we find 
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(4.134) 

Rewriting Eq. (4.134), we can write: 

(4.135) 

Expanding and utilizing the fact that all cross terms containing ei(x) will go to zero, we may 

express the resulting equation: 

where 

and 

¢.= ~ + ~ [(~OXt.(AJ.:») +{~lXt<AJ.iAft~) + 

(~2Xt(Aft:»)] · 

j = x - (i-l)(K-J) +1, 

i-l 

.1~i = L [pj - (i-j-l)(K-J)qj] , 
j=l 

Continuing the analysis, we must evaluate 

(4.136) 

(4.137) 

(4.138) 

(4.139) 

(4.140) 

(4.141) 



Evaluating the necessary algebra, we find 

< Aaj = ~ {[ (pD -2(i-l)(K-Jl(Pjqj) + (i-J)2(K_J)2( qD] i" + 
. j=1 

2(K -J)[ (PjqV -(i-l)(K -J~ qf)]l + (K -J)X qf) l} 

(Aai~) = -~{[ (PjqV -(i-l)(K-~qDJi" +[ (K-J)(qDJl} 
J=1 

The sums over j may be evaluated by 

i-I 
~ ,0 'I 
~J =1-

j=1 

i-I 2 
~.1 i - i 
~J=-
. 1 2 J= 

i-I 3 2 
~.2 2i -3i +i 
~J = . . 6 
J=1 
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(4.142) 

(4.143) 

(4.144) 

(4.145) 

(4.146) 

(4.147) 

Substituting Eqs. (4.145) to (4.147) into Eqs. (4.142) to (4.144), we find it is possible to 

write the various expectation values in terms of powers of i 

(4.148) 

(4.149) 



where 

(Xl = -(p2)- 2(K-JXpq) - (K-J)2(q2) 

P1 = (p2) + 3(K-J)(PC!) + ~ (K-J)~ q2) 

11 = -(K-J)(PC!) - ~ (K-J)2(q2) 

. 2 
a

1 
= (K;J) (q2) 

(X2 = (pC!) + (K-J)( q2) 

P2 = -(pC!) -!<K-J)( q2) 

12 = (K-~( q2) 

(X3 = -(q2) 

~3 =(q2) . 

Evaluating the noise properties, we find 

( 1\ 4(2J-l) a: 
PI = J(J+l) £ 

(pn\ _ 12 a1:. 
"1/ - J(J+l) £ 
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(4.150) 

(4.151) 

(4.152) 

(4.153) 

(4.154) 

(4.155) 

(4.156) 

(4.157) 

(4.158) 

(4.159) 

(4.160) 

(4.161) 

(4.162) 

We have now derived all the expressions necessary to evaluate Eq. (4.l36). The ftrst teon 

in Eq. (4.136) is simply the variance of the additive noise itself. The second teon in Eq. 

(4.136) is composed of three subterms: a pure piston, a piston tilt, and a pure tilt. Of these 
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three quantities, the pure piston term predominates for practical values of i. The major 

contributions from this piston result from the cubic term of i. Using this information, 

Church simplifies Eq. (4.136) and substitutes into it Eq. (4.142). He then derives a simple 

expression that provides guidance for the application of the long-scan technique 

Substituting into Eq. (4.163), we fmd 

I 2 
~ = ~ + 1.. (K-J) ~ (K-J) 24 ~ i3 • 

£ X £:t 3 J(12-1) £ 

Solving the sum and simplifying, we can write 

The total number of subapertures, I, may be expressed as 

1= X-J 
K-J . 

Substituting Eq. (4.166) into Eq. (4.165) and assuming X».J, we may write: 

<r. = ~(1 +2J';JJ . 

(4.163) 

(4.164) 

(4.165) 

(4.166) 

(4.167) 

Differentiating Eq. (4.167) with respect to the size of the overlap, J, and setting this 

quantity to zero, one fmds the minimum value for the noise variance at J = O.75K. This 

represents the optimum size for the overlap between subapertures. In the limit of large X, 

the noise variance goes to 
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(4.168) 

Upon examining Eqs. (4.167) and (4.168), one can see these equations are almost 

equivalent to Eqs. (4.98) and (4.99). The same generalizations apply for this model that 

applied to the previous model. The major difference between the results of the two analytic 

models is the m~U;iplication factor. In the case of the Slettemoen model the factor is 4/5 and 

in the' Church model the factor is 2; hence, the Church model always predicts the larger 

composite error. The optimum choice of overlap between subapertures for the Church 

model is the same as that derived in the Slettemoen model, J = 0.75K. This result is 

encouraging, since both models arrive at the same result using different derivations. 

Further similarities are illustrated by comparing Figure 4.12, which plots the variation of 

composite variance/noise variance versus the number of points in the overlap for the 

Church model, to Figure 4.6, which plots the same situation for the Slettemoen model. 

Here we see that the Church model has similar characteristics to the Slettemoen model, 

except that it predicts a larger magnitude of error. In Figure 4.13, we see the dependence 

of the composite standard deviation to the noise standard deviation for the Church model, 

which is well correlated to the results in Figure 4.7 (the Slettemoen model). In Figure 

4.14, a plot illustrates the long-scan composite variance versus the number of points in the 

overlap for several different input noise variance values using the Church model. This 

figure may be compared to Figure 4.8 (the Slettemoen model), showing once again that the 

two models yield similar results. Plotting the long-scan variance/noise variance versus the 

long-scan length for overlap settings of 45,60,75, and 90% of an individual subaperture 

length using the Church model, we find the results of Figure 4.15. Once again, the results 

correlate well with the fmdings of the previously outlined model (Figure 4.10). Note that 

the generalizations derived from this model, as in the previous model, are over an ensemble 

of long-scan measurements, so to understand surface characteristics, a number of scans 
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over the region of interest must be acquired. Also, note that the nns error calculated in the 

above equations is an "average" over the entire length of the composite proftle and, in fact, 

the error is least at the start and greatest at the end of a proftle. 

Monte Carlo Simulations 

The Monte Carlo technique is often used in statistics to detennine an output probability 

law of a given system where the probability density function of the input variables are 

known or can be assumed. This technique is used when the transfonnation of a random 

variable to derive an analytical solution of a problem is too difficult. Typically, in these 

problems, the output random variable depends on a great many intennediate events, each 

randomly dependent upon its antecedent event. As a result, the usual Jacobian approach to 

derive the output probability law would become far too complicated because of the shear 

number ofintennediate events that comprise the output probability law. In such problems, 

the Monte Carlo technique greatly simplifies the analysis of the problem, leading to a 

suitable solution where analytic solutions are very difficult, if not impossible (Frieden, 

1983). 

The Monte Carlo approach is based on the law of large numbers. This law states that 

if many trials of a system output are observed for a certain given input, then one may 

construct an output prob~bility law for the system. This probability density function may 

be used to predict output events. The system output is acquired by randomly sampling 

from an assumed probability distribution that governs the process or system that is being 

studied. Consequently, the name Monte Carlo is derived because the outputs are obtained 

in a roulette-like sampling from a given probability distribution. 

The aim of an error analysis, of course, is to fmd the error or to estimate an upper 

bound or statistical expectation for it. When attempting to evaluate the errors introduced 

when you concatenate a series of overlapping collinear traces, we find that the Monte Carlo 
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technique is a good candidate to analyze these errors. Since the Monte Carlo technique is 

inherently simpler than analytical models, less time is spent in cumbersome analytical 

derivations. However, some time is sacrificed in generating appropriate models and codi.ng 

algorithms. In the evaluation of errors when piecing together a number of subaperture 

interferograms, we understand that the random noise in the overlap region between two 

successive subapertures produces accumulated piston and tilt errors. Since these errors are 

a direct consequence of the random noise between the subaperture files, one can simulate 

the output error in a long-scan measurement using a Monte Carlo technique. This is true 

because in many respects the long-scan problem is very much like the random walk 

problem in statistics. When we match a subaperture to its preceding subaperture there 

exists a probability density function for the range of matching piston and tilt coefficients. 

By determining the expectation value for these coefficients at each overlap, we can 

determine the expected resultant error. To accomplish this, we simply generate a number 

of subaperture data fIles containing a given amount of noise. Then, for a large number of 

trials, we concatenate these subaperture data files together according to the proposed 

composition rule. The additive noise for each data set is obtained by sampling from a 

certain probability density function. In this case, a normal distribution is chosen. For 

each trial, all the relevant output information is recorded and a resultant probability law is 

generated. The total mean-square error and the variance of the generated errors may be 

obtained easily using standard statistical formulas for the mean and variance c~culation of a 

finite sample. 

The program written to perform the Monte Carlo simulations of the long-scan 

composition technique is listed in Appendix A. Several control constants may be set in the 

program giving the user a variety of ways to arrange an experiment. First, the user has 

control over the type of surface under examination: flat, curved, rough, or sinusoidal. 
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Second, the user has control over the long-scan processing parameters: the number of 

points in a given subaperture, the total number of points in a given long-scan, and the 

number of overlapping points between subapertures. Third, the user has control over 

parameters that control the possible error sources: the distribution characteristics of the 

additive noise, the distribution characteristics of the added piston and tilt offsets, the 

magnitude of spatial amplitude variations across the detector, the introduction of a reference 

curvature, and the size of a longitudinal offset error in processing. A variety of Monte 

Carlo experiments may be configured using controlling loops in the program. 

The control flow of the program is outlined as follows: First, a long-scan reference 

file is generated corresponding to the region over the test surface. The surface may be flat, 

curved, rough, or sinusoidal. Typically, most surfaces chosen are flat. Next, depending 

on the given processing parameters, the subaperture acquisition procedure generates the 

correct number of subaperture data files from the long-scan reference file. These 

subaperture files are run through a procedure that may add random noise, random piston 

and tilt offsets, spatial-amplitude variations, and offset errors, depending on the input 

parameters. Piston and tilt are not added to the flrst data set, so that a common baseline is 

established when concatenating the meso The added noise simulates any noise that may 

arise in actual long-scan measurements as the result of fundamental instrument limitations 

(these limitations are outlined in Chapter 6). The amplitude of the noise may be set so that 

it corresponds in magnitude to that of actual noise encountered during experimentation. 

The magnitude of the piston and tilt offsets and spatial-amplitude variations across the 

detector may also be set so that they correspond to observed expeIimental values. Once the 

input subaperture data mes have been generated and the appropriate noise has been added, 

the program joins all the data sets together using the long-scan algorithm (as outlined in the 

previous sections of this chapter). The long-scan algorithm operates according to the given 
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processing parameters: the offset between successive traces, the subaperture length, and 

the overall long-scan profile length. If a longitudinal offset error parameter is set, then the 

long-scan algorithm will mismatch subapertures during processing and the results will 

reflect this error in the long-scan composite profile. Once the subaperture files are 

processed, a long-scan proflle is created. The statistics of this profile are then calculated, 

and it is compaired to the original reference long-scan profile. The long-scan generation 

procedure may be repeated for any given number of trials, and the statistics of each result 

may be saved. The larger the number of a:ials, the more reliable the output statistics. As 

the number of trials approaches infinity, the results converge to their true values. For each 

trial, the resultant peak-to-valley, rms, and roughness average of each long-scan are 

calculated. These values are stored and, after the desired number of trials have been 

performed, the resultant statistics of the output probability distribution may be calculated. 

The composite profiles are displayed both detrended and undetrended. In conclusion, the 

fIrst and second derivatives (tilt and curvature) for the long-scan f,rofIle are also 

determined. Figure 4.16 presents a flow chart of the program. 

One purpose for designing a long-scan simulation program is to numerically verify the 

theoretical results derived from the analytical models of Slettemoen (1984) and Church 

(1987). These computer experiments provide a cross check to the validity of their results. 

As part of the verification procedure, all possible parameters were varied and examined, 

i.e., the length of the overlap region, the number of subapertures, the length of the long

scan array, and the length of a single array. This enabled complete comparisons to the 

existing analytical models. Another purpose of these simulations was to explore and 

calculate the effects of longitudinal offset or positional mismatch between files, and the 

effects of spatial amplitude variations across the detector on the processing of subaperture 
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interferograms. These latter effects have not been modeled analytically because the 

complexity in doing so is prohibitive. 

The Monte Carlo experiments verify several relevant long-scan properties. First, in 

the absence of any noise or turbulence, we can concatenate a series of individual 

subapertures into a perfect reconstruction of the composite profile. In the noise-free case, 

no error is introduced by the long-scan algorithm. This result is independent of all the 

relevant long-scan parameters such as: the long-scan length, the number of subapertures, 

the size of an individual subaperture, and the size of the overlap between subapertures. 

The condition where no noise is present is, of course, only a hypothetical case, which may 

only be examined using computer-generated data. The computer-generated data are useful 

as a test of the software and the integrity of the long-scan algorithm. It is important to note 

subapertures that do not have noise added to them can be compiled together exactly, 

independent of the magnitude of the piston and tilt offsets between each subaperture. If a 

piston or tilt offset is introduced or added between subapertures, it may be removed easily 

during processing without the introduction of any error. Since no noise is present in the 

overlap regions, the least-squares determination of piston and tilt is exact. 

The second observation extracted from the Monte Carlo experiments is that if random 

noise is added to each subaperture, there will be an error in the composite profile. From 

these experiments, we can verify that the error introduced by the measurement process into 

the long-scan composite will depend on such factors as the overlap between files, the 

subaperture length, and the overall composite length. It is also possible to see that the 

magnitude of the relative piston and tilt offsets between proflles is not important, but only 

the characteristic signature of the noise in the overlapped regions that dictates the errors 

introduced in deriving the matching piston and tilt coefficients. This fact was clearly 

supported in the analytic models of Slettemoen (1984) and Church (1987) as well (see Eqs. 
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(4.59), (4.63), (4.128), and (4.129) all of which depend on the noise characteristic 

quantity [£i+l-eiJ ). 

The third quantity examined using the Monte Carlo technique was the variation of the 

composite variance/noise variance versus the number of points in the overlap region. rThe 

results of this experiment are shown in Figure 4.17. From this figure, one can discern that 

increasing the overlap region appears to decrease the resultant composite error. Results 

from these overlap experiments compare well to analytic models (Figures 4.6 and 4.12) for 

the case of small overlap (<15%). The results for large overlap values (~75%), however, 

are contrary to analytic models and intuition, which indicate that if one increases the size of 

the overlap region, the number of subapertures necessary to achieve a desired long-scan 

length becomes prohibitively large. As a result of the required number of subapertures 

necessary to achieve the desired length, one can assume that larger errors will be introduced 

because of the sheer number of subapertures that must be fit together. For the case of large 

overlap, the Monte Carlo model fails to predict a minimum introduction of error at an 

overlap value equal to 0.75 times an individual subaperture length. This discrepancy is 

most likely caused by accumulated round-off error encountered during the large number of 

calculations necessary in the long-scan algorithm. In the case of large overlap, the 

interrelation between the various rounding (and truncation) errors is so complicated that the 

Monte Carlo analysis breaks down. 

The fourth quantity examined using the Mont~ Carlo technique was the relationship 

between the magnitude of the composite profIle error versus the magnitude of the input 

noise to each subaperture. In Figure 4.18, we can clearly see the linear relationship 

between the magnitude of the input noise sigma and the output composite profIle sigma. In 

this figure the composite length is five times the length of an individual subaperture. The 

results are shown for overlaps between subapertures of 30%, 50%, and 70% of the 
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individual subaperture length. As the magnitude of the random noise present in each 

profile increases, the magnitude of the composite profile error will also increase. The slope 

of the curve is a function of the subaperture length, overlap length, and long-scan length. 

This is clearly indicated in Figure 4.18 where each line, representing a different subaperture 

overlap, has a different slope. Figure 4.18 supports well the results of the analytic models 

developed by Slettemoen and Church. This can be seen by comparing Figure 4.18 with 

Figures 4.7 and 4.13. 

In Figure 4.19, a plot illustrates the long-scan composite variance versus the number 

of points in the overlap for several different values of input noise values. These values 

compare nicely to the analytic results illustrated in Figures 4.8 and 4.14, once again 

verifying the integrity of the derived models. 

Another parameter of interest is the effect of the overall composite length. Upon 

examination of the analytical derivations earlier in this chapter, we expect to see a cubic 

dependence of the long-scan variance/noise variance versus the desired length of the long

scan profile. Figure 4.20 presents a comparison of the Slettemoen, Church, and Monte 

Carlo models for the optimum overlap condition. From this figure, we see that all the 

graphs exhibit a third-order dependence with the length of the profile. The curves for each 

model correspond very well to each other, especially Slettemoen's model and the Monte 

Carlo simulation model. From this graph, we can state that it is not advisable to increase 

the length of a long-scan measurement past ten times the length of an individual 

subaperture. Otherwise, the ratio of the composite variance versus the noise variance will 

become extremely large (>20 times). To maximize the achievable length of a given long

scan, the individual subaperture size should be as large as possible; this will decrease the 

number of require subapertures to achieve a given long-scan length as well as decrease the 

resulting composite noise variance. The compromise in this situation is the optical 

--_ .. _-_._------_ ..•. __ . 
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resolution. If an individual subaperture length is increased, the optical resolution will 

decrease. 

Using the Monte Carlo simulation program, one can also examine the effects of 

longitudinal displacements or positional mismatch between subaperture~. This type of 

error has not been Illodeled analytically because the complexity in doing so is prohibitive. 

To develop such a model, it would be necessary to develop expressions where correlation 

distances and surface height deviations would be used as input. From the Monte Carlo 

experiments, one can see that the magnitude of longitudinal displacement errors is highly 

surface dependent. If a surface has a short correlation distance, then the surface will be 

very sensitive to mismatch between subapertures. Conversely, if a surface has a long 

correlation distance then the surface will be relatively insensitive to mismatch between 

subapertures. The extreme examples for these arguments are a perfectly flat surface and a 

random rough surface. In the fonner case, the subaperture data are totally insensitive to 

mismatch and the subaperture data sets may be concatenated perfectly without error when 

mismatches are present. In the latter case, the subaperture data are inelastically sensitive to 

mismatch between subapertures. This means that only for an exact overlap will the 

subaperture data be combined correctly. For any particular magnitude of mismatch 

between fIles, one can expect a set error independent of the mismatch value. Generally, for 

typical surfaces (i.e., those falling between flat and random) the larger the longitudinal 

mismatch between subapertures, the greater the error introduced into the long-scan 

measurement. Table 4.3 illustrates the results of experiments on the effects of a systematic 

mismatch between subaperture data mes for various surface geometries: flat, sine wave, 

and rough. The data are expressed as an rms of the difference data between the generated 

composite long-scan profile of the surface and the actual surface for both the detrended and 

undetrended cases. The, offset or mismatch values range from -10 to 10, having units of 
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Table 4.3. Longitudinal systematic errors in processing. 

Surface Type - Data Undetrended 

Flat Sine Sine Sine Rough 
rms =0.0 rms = 7.07 nns = 7.07 rms = 7.07 rms= 10 

freq = 1 freq = 10 freq = 100 
Offset [pixels] 

-10 0.00 0.23 12.91 79.70 14.27 
-8 0.00 0.18 10.18 52.04 18.42 
-6 0.00 0.14 7.52 29.04 18.62 
-4 0.00 0.09 4.93 12.16 15.75 
-2 0.00 0.05 2.43 2.54 25.03 
0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 0.00 0.05 2.35 6.13 25.97 
4 0.00 0.09 4.61 19.62 34.02 
6 0.00 0.14 6.79 39.76 44.51 
8 0.00 0.18 8.88 65.32 44.86 
10 0.00 0.23 10.89 94.69 66.43 

Surface Type - Data Detrended 

Flat Sine Sine Sine Rough 
nns =0.0 rms = 7.07 nns =7.07 nns = 7.07 rms = 10 

freq = 1 freq = 10 freq = 100 
Offset [pixels] 

-10 .000 .021 1.331 10.108 12.704 
-8 .000 .017 1.053 7.551 12.705 
-6 .000 .013 .782 5.273 12.728 
-4 .000 .009 .516 3.305 12.788 
-2 .000 .004 .255 1.594 12.815 
0 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
2 .000 .004 .245 1.666 12.837 
4 .000 .009 .494 3.562 13.049 
6 .000 .013 .733 5.771 13.208 
8 .000 .017 .966 8.286 13.198 
10 .000 .021 1.119 11.030 13.910 

-Data are the rms of the difference between output and reference surface. 
-Frequency is in units cycles/long-scan length. 
-Offset is in units of pixels. 
-An individual subapenure length is 1000 pixels. 
-The composite long-scan length is 5000 pixels. 
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pixel size. The subaperture length is 1000 pixels, and the composite length is 5000 pixels. 

Thus, the mismatches range from -1 % to 1 % of the subaperture length. This is roughly 

equivalent to the resolution of ~e stage actually implemented in the long-scan system made 

during this project. From Table 4.3, one can see that mismatching the subaperture data 

flIes has no effect on flat data. For a sine wave of very low frequency (1 cycle/long-scan 

length) longitudinal mismatch between flIes has little effect. As the frequency of the sine 

wave is increased however, the position errors begin to produce a dramatic effect. At a 

frequency of 100 cycles/long-scan length, the longitudinal position errors are nearly 

equivalent to the case of a mndomly rough surface. We see for a rough surface that the 

error in the composite proflIe is relatively insensitive to the magnitude of the mismatch 

between subapertures. However, for more typical surfaces (the sine waves) the larger the 

mismatch between subapertures, the greater the error introduced into the long-scan 

measurement. From this table, we also discern it is possible to reduce the introduced error 

by detrending the composite profile, i.e., removing piston and tilt. A final note: when 

considering positional mismatch between subapertures, we need to know if the mismatches 

are a random or a systematic process. In the Monte Carlo experiments it has been assumed 

the errors are systematic. In actual pmctice, it is difficult to determine which is the case. 

Another phenomenon explored using the Monte Carlo technique is the effect of 

spatial-amplitude variations across the detector. By modeling this effect in the Monte Carlo 

program, it is possible to determine that the larger the spatial-amplitude variations are 

across the detector, the larger is the error introduced into the composite long-scan profile. 

The magnitude of the effect strongly depends on the magnitude of the surface heights under 

examination. In real data this phenomenon may be eliminated by properly adjusting the 

interference microscope. However, if there is a problem then the best way to minimize 

these errors is to increase the size of the overlap between subapertures to greater than 30% 
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of the subaperture length. Results of computer simulations on a sine-wave-geometry 

surface, which has a frequency of 30 cyclesllong-scan length, an amplitude of 10 units, 

and an rms of 7.07 units, is shown in Table 4.4. Note for the case where the spatial

amplitude variation across the detector is 0%, the rms for the long-scan composite profile is 

7.07 units, as it should be. If the magnitude of the amplitude variations across the detector 

is increased, we then see that an error is introduced into the long-scan composite profile. 

The error is larger for small overlap values, and the error is smaller for large overlap 

values. 

Experimental Results 

Experimental data demonstrating the long-scan technique for increasing the profile 

length of an optical profiler are shown in Figs. 4.21 and 4.22. A 20X microscope 

objective was used to collect the data. The repeatability of the surface proflling instrument 

for a single subaperture was approximately 0.08 nm rms. A reference file was subtracted 

from all measurements to eliminate any effects of the roughness of the reference surface. 

Typically, a 20X microscope objective has a scan length of 665 J.Un. However, by piecing 

together 50 subaperture data sets that have an overlap of75%, it is possible to increase this 

profile length to 8.78 mm. This represents a gain of approximately 13.2 times. Thus it is 

possible to obtain a profile that has a scan length comparable to that of a 1.5X objective 

except with the higher resolution of a 20X objective. With the larger measurement 

window, the maximum measurable surface wavelength has been extended from 333 J.UD to 

4.39 mm. Figure 4.21a shows a long-scan profile of a photolithographic mask. In Fig. 

4.21b, the repeatability for the measurement of the photolithographic mask is 

approximately 1.74 nm rms. Figure 4.22a shows a long-scan profile of a diamond-turned 

mirror. In Fig. 4.22b, the repeatability for the measurement of the diamond-turned mirror 
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Overlap 
10% 
20% 
30% 
40% 
50% 
60% 
70% 
80% 
90% 

Table 4.4. Spatial-amplitude variations in processing. 

Spatial-Amplitude Variation 
0% 20% 40% 60% 

7.07 9.24 13.14 17.67 
7.07 8.04 9.26 9.10 
7.07 8.02 9.11 10.31 
7.07 7.99 8.91 9.85 
7.07 8.04 9.02 10.02 
7.07 8.11 9.17 10.23 
7.07 8.17 9.28 10.39 
7.07 8.23 9.39 10.57 
7.07 8.28 9.52 10.75 

-Surface type: sine wave (amp = 10, rms = 7.07). 
-Data are the rms of the detrended composite profile. 
-An individual subapenure length is 1000 pixels. 
-The composite long-scan length is 5000 pixels. 
-Overlap between subaperrures is expressed as a 
percentage of an individual subapenure length. 

-Spatial amplitude is expressed as a percentage of 
surface height reduction across the detector. 
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80% 

22.40 
12.14 
11.57 
10.79 
11.01 
11.30 
11.50 
11.75 
11.99 
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(a) 

Fig. 4.21. (a) Long-scan profile of a photolithographic mask. A 13.2 gain in profile 
length is achieved when using a 20X microscope objective. 
(b) Repeatability of long-scan profile. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Distance on Surface in Mi 1 1 imeters (20.0X) 
Fig. 4.22. (a) Long-scan profile of a diamond-turned mirror. A 13.2 gain in profile 

length is achieved when using a 20X microscope objective. 
(b) Repeatability oflong-scan profile. 
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is given to be approximately 4.5 nm rms. 

A direct comparison between a high-resolution long-scan measurement using a 20X 

microscope objective and a lower-resolution 2.5X objective over the same profile.area is 

shown in Fig. 4.23. In this figure, the high-resolution long-scan has the same scan length 

as that of the lower-resolution profile, but the high-resolution long-scan is composed of 

eight times the number of pixels across the image. This figure indicates quite clearly the 

dramatic increase in lateral resolution without compromising the field of view. 

A typical overlap region between two subaperture data sets for the photolithographic 

mask is shown in Fig. 4.24. A common value for the rms in the overlap region between 

traces once piston and tilt have been removed is approximately 2.0 om rms. This value is 

the result of the random noise between data sets, longitudinal positional offsets, 

misalignments of the stage motion parallel to the linear detector array, spatial-amplitude 

variations across the detector, ai'1d any other instrument limitations. These limitations will 

be further explained in Chapter 6. 

Once a long-scan profile has been obtained, a variety of analyses may be performed. 

As indicated in Fig. 4.21, a long-scan profile of surface heights, or a difference between 

two separate long-scans may be displayed. In Fig. 4.25, histogram analysis, including 

height and slope histograms, of the long-scan profile on the photolithographic mask is 

displayed. In Fig. 4.26, the power spectrum and autocovariance function for the long-scan 

profile given in Fig. 4.21 is shown. Explanation of the significance of these plots is given 

in Chapter 2, and explanation of the implementation of these analysis routines into software 

is given in Chapter 6. 

A comparison between the analytic models, the Monte Carlo model, and actual data (in 

this case the photolithographic mask) is presented in Fig. 4.27. These results use the fact 

that the rms repeatability error, f2 0'£ ' of. an individual scan for the surface profiler is 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 4.23. (a) Long-scan profile of a photolithographic mask using a 20X microscope 
objective. (b) Equivalent profile using 2.SX microscope objective. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 4.25. (a) Histogram of profile' heights and (b) histogram of profile slopes for a 
long-scan of a photolithographic mask. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 4.26. (a) Power spectrum and (b) autocovariance for a long-scan of a 
photolithographic mask. 
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Comparison of error models to actual data 
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Fig. 4.27. Comparison of error models to actual data where X = 13517, K = 1024, 
J = 768, and ae = 0.8 Angstroms. . 
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equal to 0.8 Angstroms. The nns repeatabilities for actual data are roughly five to six times 

greater than the predicted values using the various models outlined in the previous sections. 

This discrepancy results primarily because the error models only take into account random 

noise inherent to a single subaperture measurement. Systematic errors attributable to 

misalignments and instrument limitations are not included in the error models because the 

treatment becomes too complex. 

The error-analysis models derived by Church (1987) and Slettemoen (1984) predict 

that the optimum value for the overlap between subapertures is 0.75 times an individual 

subaperture data set. Experiments were performed to confirm these results and the data are 

presented in Fig. 4.28. Data in this figure represents the average value of the rms 

differences between five separate long-scan measurements compiled using several different 

offset values, i.e., the long-scan composite sigma versus overlap. The data were collected 

using a 20X magnification objective. There were 1024 pixels per subaperture and 5120 

pixels per composite long-scan. For an overlap value of 10%, six subapertures were 

necessary to complete a composite scan, and for an overlap value of 90%, thirty-five 

subapertures were necessary to complete a composite scan. The surfaces under 

examination were the photolithographic mask (Fig. 21a) and the diamond-turned mirror 

(Fig. 22a). Results from examination of the photolithographic mask demonstrate quite 

nicely that the composite sigma is minimum at an overlap of 75% between subapertures. 

Also demonstrated is the functional form of the dependence between the composite sigma 

and the overlap between subapertures. The results for the diamond-turned mirror do not 

indicate that the minimum composite variance occurs at 75%, rather these results seem to 

indicate that the maximum overlap is best. However, the general shape of the graph for 

overlap values less than 75% is supportive of the analytic models derived earlier in this 

chapter. Discrepancies using the diamond-turned mirror are most likely because this 
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Fig. 4.28. Composite sigma versus overlap (experimental results). 
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surface is highly susceptible to lateral positioning errors, which are not characterized in the 

error-analysis models. 

Experimental results shown in Fig. 4.29 confIrm that detrending the final composite 

long-scan result eliminates a large portion of the long-scan errors. In this figure the surface 

statistics (rms data) of the photolithographic mask and the diamond turned mirror are 

displayed for both detrended and undetrended composite profiles. From this figure, one 

can see that when profiles are detrended, the composite results for the determination of 

surface roughness are consistent for all overlap values between subapertures. 

The long-scan surface profiler developed in this dissertation has been utilized by a 

number of experimenters for a variety of measurements. These experiments illustrate 

several practical applications for the long-scan technique in industry. One such experiment 

examined methods for predicting the stray-light effects on the ultimate performance of an 

acousto-optic modulator (Brown, Craig, and Lee, 1988). In this experiment, a 

conventional optical surface profiling instrument did not provide adequate coverage of the 

band of spatial frequencies of interest. Low spatial frequencies that directly determine the 

low-angle scattering characteristics of the surface could only be explored using the long

scan technique. Using the long-scan surface roughness data, the experimenters were able 

to determine the amount of scatter attributable to the surfaces of the crystal as opposed to 

scattering from index inhomogeneity, bubbles, and subsurface damage. The long-scan 

data were also used to extrapolate the measured bidirectional transmission distribution 

function (BTDF) to smaller angles than can be measured with the BTDF instrument. A 

2.SX microscope objective was used, and scan lengths of approximately 17.3 mm were 

achieved with approxiruately 3 Angstrom rms repeatability. The long-scan profile and its 

corresponding power spectrum derived in these experiments are shown in Fig. 4.30. 

Another application of the long-scan technique has been demonstrated by United 
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Fig. 4.29. Comparison between detrended and undetrended data (experimental 
results). . 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 4.30. (a) A 17.3 mm long-scan profile of an uncoated Te02 crystal sample and 
(b) its corresponding power spectral density plot (Naval Research Lab). 
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Technologies Optical Systems Laboratory. This group has used the long-scan surface 

profiler to characterize the surface roughness of an x-ray telescope mirror. Long-scans 

22.1 mm in length have been demonstrated by this group with an average repeatability of 

1.06 Angstrom rms. Employing a 2.5X objective, this group combined 14 subapertures to 

create their composite profiles. Each subaperture represents an average of eight 

measurements, and the overlap between subapertures was 75%. Results from these 

experiments are shown in Fig. 4.31. Lastly, the long-scan technique has also been 

employed to measure near-angle scattering from binary optics (Ricks, 1987). Results from 

these experiments are discussed in Chapter 5, which explores combining long-scan and 

two-wavelength techniques. 

Summary 

1) For noise-free subaperture data, the long-scan algorithm works perfectly. 

2) Adding piston and tilt to each subaperture does not change the output profile, only the 

characteristics of the noise in the overlap matters. 

3) Changing the magnitude of the additive noise variance only scales the magnitude of 

the output error noise variance for a given set of conditions. This relationship is 

linear, and is verified in both analytic models and Monte Carlo simularl<?n models. 

4) For a given length long-scan, increasing the individual subaperture length will 

decrease the number of overlapping data fIles, and hence decrease the resultant error. 

5) According to analytic models, the optimum overlap between subapertures to minimize 

the errors introduced by the long-scan technique is 75% of an individual scan length. 

6) Increasing the overlap region decreases the resultant error. However, by increasing 

the overlap region too much, the number of subaperrures must be increased to a very 

large value. Results of overlap experiments using Monte Carlo simulations compare 

well to analytic models in the case of small ~verlap (<75%). For the case of large 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 4.31. (a) A 22.1 mm long-scan profile of an x-ray mirror. (b) Repeatability of 
long-scan profile (United Technologies). 
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overlap ~75%), the Monte Carlo model fails to predict a minimum introduction of 

error at an overlap value equal to 0.75 times an individual subaperture.length. This 

discrepancy is most likely the result of accumulated round-off error encountered 

during the large number of calculatio~s necessary in the long-scan algorithm. The 

interrelation between the various rounding (and truncation) errors for the large 

overlap case are so complicated that the process of Monte Carlo analysis breaks 

down. 

7) As the total number of points in the long-scan is increased, the resultant error will 

also increase. This relationship is proportional to the cube of the long-scan length. 

The Monte Carlo results for this case compare well with the analytic models, 

especially the Slettemoen model. 

8) Combining the subaperture data files in a forward or reverse direction makes no 

difference to the output profile as long as a common baseline is established. The 

characteristics of the noise in the overlap solely detennine the composite profile 

output. 

9) Results are obtained over an ensemble of long-scans; to obtain a good understanding 

of a surface, a number of measurements over the surface must be taken. 

10) The rms error calculated using either analytic models or Monte Carlo techniques is a 

useful quantity for characterizing the performance of the serial overlap scheme, but it 

should be kept in mind that this value is an "average" over the entire length of the 

composite profile. In fact, the error is least at the start and greatest at its end. 

11) In the analytical models the whole calculation can be viewed as a way to relate the 

errors in the observed quantities (here the composite profile)" to the measurement 

errors about which we have a priori information real or assumed. 
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12) Detrending the final result eliminates a large portion of the long-scan errors. These 

errors include errors from random noise in the overlap, longitudinal positioning 

errors, and spatial-amplitude variations across the detector. 

13) Piston and tilt should be removed from the final long-s('!an result because of the 

following: Part of the long-scan roughness data are incompletely or erroneously 

characterized, and they should therefore be removed. These data components are the 

frequency components that have a spatial frequency below 1/2L. These frequency 

components should be removed because they are not uniquely defined according to 

the sampling theorem. 

14) Long-scan provides an excellent technique to measure surface roughness over an 

extended domain with high resolution, provided one detrends the composite profile. 

15) Long-scan should not be used to measure the surface figure over an extended 

domain. 

16) The magnitude of longitudinal displacement errors is highly surface dependent. If a 

surface has a short correlation distance, tpen the surface will be very sensitive to 

mismatch between subapertures. If a surface has a long correlation distance, then the 

surface will be relatively insensitive to mismatch between subapertures. 

17) A perfectly flat surface is totally insensitive to longitudinal position errors, and a 

perfectly random surface will demonstrate an inelastic sensitivity to longitudinal 

position errors. 

18) Generally, the larger the longitudinal mismatch between subapertures, the greater the 

error introduced. However, this phenomenon is surface dependent (one must 

consider correlation distance and the magnitude of surface heights). 
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19) When characterizing posinonal mismatch between subapertures, one must know if the 

mismatches are a random or a systematic process. This is very difficult to determine 

in actual practice. 

20) The noise in an overlap is difficult to characterize since it is swface dependent 

21) The greater the magnitude of spatial-amplitude variations across the detector, the 

greater the resulting long-scan error arising from this phenomenon. 

22) The effects of spatial-amplitude variations across the pupil may be minimized by 

making the overlap between sub apertures large. 

23) To assess low-angle scattering of an optical element, it is desirable to profile a length 

equal to as large a fraction of the diameter of the optical component as is possible, 

since small-angle scatter can begin with spatial frequencies equal to half the diameter. 

Long-scan data can be used to extrapolate BRDF data to smaller angles than can be 

measured with a standard BRDF measurement instrument 

24) The long-scan technique seems to introduce errors precisely in the region we are 

trying to investigate. However, in measurement science we always introduce errors 

precisely in the region we are trying to investigate. 

25) Any phase discontinuities in the subaperture measurement data destroy the possibility 

of piecing together a long-scan composite profile. 

26) At WYKO Corporation, 8.78 mm long-scans with 17 Angstroms rms repeatability 

have been demonstrated. This was accomplished using a 20X objective and 

combining 50 subapertures that have a 75% overlap. 

27) At Naval Research Lab, 17.3 mm long-scans with 3 Angstroms rms repeatability 

have been demonstrated. This was accomplished using a 2.5X objective. 
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28) At United Technologies Optical Systems Labomtory, 22.1 mm long-scans with 1.06 

Angstroms rms repeatability have been demonstrated. This was accomplished using 

a 2.5X objective and combining 14 subapertures that have a 75% overlap. 



CHAPTER 5 

COUPLING MULTIPLE-SUBAPERTURE TESTING TECHNIQUES AND TWO
WAVELENGTH INTERFEROMETRIC TECHNIQUES 

Two major drawbacks of an optical surface profiling instrument are (1) the limited 

field of view and (2) the finite vertical dynamic range. As explained earlier in this 

dissertation, the field of view, or the measurement window, of the instrument is limited by 

the numerical apel1ure of the microscope objective. The greater the numerical aperture of 

the system, the greater the resolving power and the smaller the measurement range. Thus 

there is a clear tradeoff between resolving power and the length of a profile. The vertical 

dynamic range of the instrument is limited to surfaces whose slopes do not change the 

optical path difference between adjacent pixels by more than half of the measurement 

wavelength. (In reflection test configurations, this corresponds to height changes of one

quarterwave.) This constraint arises because phase-measurement interferometric 

techniques assume that the phase does not change by more than'1t between adjacent pixels. 

To overcome these restrictions, in this dissertation the techniques for combining 

multiple subapertures or scans (Cochran and Creath, 1987) and two-wavelength phase

shifting interferometry (Cheng and Wyant, 1984) have been combined (Cochran and 

Creath, 1988). The effective trace length of the optical profller is augmented by making a 

series of partially overlapping collinear measurements. These individual scans are then 

concatenated by matching the arbitrary piston and tilt error introduced between 

measurements using a simple least-squares fitting procedure, thus extending the field of, 

view of the instrument. The vertical dynamic range of the optical profiler is extended by 

taking each individual s~baperture measurement at two wavelengths and then subtracting 

the measurements at these two wavelengths. This provides the same result as ~ the object 
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had been tested at a longer equiva!ent wavelength. As a result, it is possible to unwrap the 

phase where ambiguities existed before. 

Combining these techniques offers numerous possible applications in testing deep 

wavefronts and surfaces with variable sensitivity. Many situations originate in which step 

heights greater than a quarter of a wavelength, structures of rough surfaces, or steep sloped 

surfaces need to be examined and measured over an extended region. Optical components 

such as gratings and waveguides may be considered in these categories. Geometries on 

integrated-circuit components sometimes contain very large slopes that cannot be tested 

with conventional optical interference microscopes. However, these surfaces may be tested 

using the techniques outlined here. Machined surfaces are another area of application 

where these techniques would provide benefits. 

Two-Wavelength Phase-Shifting Interferometrv 

Two-wavelength phase-shifting interferometry is a technique that extends the 

measurement range of single-wavelength phase-shifting interferometry. This technique has 

evolved from the coalescing of phase-shifting interferometry (Creath, Cheng, and Wyant, 

1985) and two-wavelength holography (Leung, Lee, and Bernal, 1979) in an effort to 

develop a microcomputer-based optical-testing technique that can measure steep surfaces. 

By combining these two techniques, we gain the benefits of a larger phase-measurement 

range than what is nonnally possible using conventional phase-shifting interferometry and 

a higher measurement precision than what is nonnally possible using two-wavelength 

holography. 

The algorithms used to calculate phase in single-wavelength phase-modulated 

interferometry always involve solving for the arc tangent of an argument. As a result, the 

phase is measured modulo 21t. To resolve the phase ambiguities that result from this 

method, an assumption must be made that the wavefront incident on the detector does not 
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have an optical path difference greater than one-half of the measurement wavelength 

between adjacent pixels of the detector. This is equivalent to requiring less than one-half of 

a fringe or one-quarter of the measurement wavelength in surface height per pixel when the 

object is being tested in reflection. If the variations across the surface are greater than one

quarter of the measurement wavelength per pixel, it will be impossible to determine the 

fringe order numbers when trying to resolve the phase ambiguities because the data have 

not been sampled sufficiently. Two possible courses of action may be used to resolve 

these phase uncertainties; either a longer wavelength source, such as an IR source, may be 

used to test the surface, or two visible wavelengths may be used to synthesize a larger 

equivalent wavelength, so that the variations across the surface are less than one-quarter of 

the measurement wavelength. 

The phase-modulated interferometry algorithm that can be used to extract phase when 

using the two-wavelength technique, the four-bucket algorithm, was developed by Carre 

(1966). By ramping the reference mirror with a piezoelectric transducer through a 2a. 

phase change (usually near 90 degrees), the instrument integrates the intensity into four 

frames or four buckets 

A(x,y) = 10 [1 + Y cos( cp(x,y) - 3a. )] 

B(x,y) = 10 [1 + Y cos( cp(x,y) - a. )] 

C(x,y) = 10 [1 + Y cos( cp(x,y) + a. )] 

O(x,y) = 10 [1 + Y cos( cp(x,y) + 3a. )] , 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

where 10 is the average intensity, and y is the modulation of interference. The phase is 

calculated using the arctan relation 

[
J[(A - 0) + (B - C)][3(B - C) - (A - 0)]1 

cp = arctan (B+ C) - (A + D) J (5.5) 

for each array point The calculation of the phase is independent of the actual amount the 
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phase is shifted as long as it is linear and constant. This allows the same equations to be 

used at different wavelengths without changing the high voltage ramp to the PZT, i.e., 

recalibration of the instrument is not necessary. The virtues of phase-modulated 

interferometric algorithms, such as CamS's, include: fast data acquisition. highly accurate 

phase measurements, data obtained over a uniform array of points, results obtained with 

poor fringe contrast, and insensitivity to intensity variations across the detector. 

The two-wavelength a.1gorithm involves subtracting the phase measurements, CPa and 

cflb, taken at each of the test wavelengths, Aa and Ab, 

21t OPD(x,y) _ '" ( ) _ '" ( ) 
- 'I' x,y 'I'b x,y , A a 

eq 
(5.6) 

yielding the same result as if the measurement had been taken at an equivalent wavelength 

Aeq = (AaAb)/(IAa-Abl). This phenomenon can be understood as a moire technique where 

the computer generates the moire fringe pattern with equivalent wavelength Aeq. The OPD 

in the above equation refers to the optical path difference between the wavefront that 

emerges from the test arm relative to the wavefront that emerges from the reference arm of 

the interferometer. In reference to the optical profiler used in this experiment, the optical 

path difference is proportional to twice the deviation in surface height between the test and 

reference surface, since each surface is tested in double pass. Hence surface height is 

given by 

_.!. [cfleq(X,Y) Aeq] 
H(x,y) - 2 21: . (5.7) 

To remove 21t ambiguities from the equivalent-wavelength data, the phase difference 

between two adjac~nt pixels of the equivalent phase must be less than 1t. 21t ambiguities 

are resolved or unwrapped after calculation of the equivalent phase by adding or subtracting 

multiples of 21t until the difference in phase between two adjacent pixels is less than 1t. 
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The vertical resolution of two-wavelength interferometry is limited roughly to the 

equivalent wavelength used. A phase-shifting algorithm is accurate to roughly Al100 to 

Al1000, so when using the two-wavelength technique, the accuracy is roughly Aeq/IOO to 

Aeq/1000. When using the two-wavelength technique there is a possibility of what is 

called the error magnification effect (Cheng, 1985). This occurs because the resulting 

wavefronts from each of the two wavelengths may have phase differences not solely 

dependent on just the surface under test (i.e., any refractive elements will behave 

differently at each separate wavelength). In the two-wavelength algorithm, this error will 

be magnified by a factor proportional to the equivalent wavelength. This error

magnification effect degrades the precision of the test, and is an artifact of all synthetic 

wavelength techniques. The presence of the error-magnification effect means that the two

wavelength technique will not give results as precise as the single-wavelength technique, 

even though both techniques have the same accuracy. To increase the resolution and 

precision of the test at the same time, a wavelength-correction technique has been proposed 

(Cheng and Wyant, 1984). In this technique, the equivalent-wavelength data are used to 

unwrap the phase ambiguities, by determining the correct fringe orders, of one of the single 

wavelength data measurements. The corrected phase is determined by comparing the 

equivalent-wavelength phase to the visible-wavelength phase and finding an integral 

number of 27t to add to the visible wavelength phase. This technique can be applied using 

multiple wavelengths, where the correction routine described above is applied repeatedly 

using the longest equivalent-wavelength data to correct the next longest equivalent 

wavelength. This process is repeated until the measurement at the reference or smallest 

wavelength is corrected. The wave-correction algorithm extends the dynamic range of the 

shorter wavelength and increases the signal-to-noise ratio by the ratio of the equivalent 

wavelength to that of the visible wavelength. 
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The sensitivity of this test may be tailored to any particular value by changing the two 

wavelengths employed. A list of equivalent wavelengths attainable for wavelengths used in 

this experiment is shown in Table 5.1. The depth of focus of the microscope objective 

determines the vertical dynamic range for the two-wavelength technique when it is 

employed on an interference microscope. For a lOX objective this distance is 10 Jlm. 

Another fundamental limitation of this technique is detennined by the ratio of the detector 

size to the fringe spacing (Creath, 1987). If too many fringes are incident on a single 

detector element, when the phase is shifted in the interferometer, the modulation at the 

single detector point will not be large enough for a measurement to be obtained. This is 

true because the detector averages the intensity across its area. So when large numbers of 

fringes are present and the phase is modulated, the intensity appears essentially constant to 

the detector. Low modulation points are discarded by !1ata-processing algorithms during 

calculations. To avoid this problem, the detector size must be smaller than the fringe 

spacing. 

Combining Long-Scan and Two-Wavelength Techniques 

The procedure used when combining these two techniques is simple. First, the 

sample under test is placed on a computer-controlled stepper-motor stage that contains an 

encoder enabling 0.1 Jlm lateral-positioning resolution. The stage is used to move the 

sample between measurements allowing the acquisition of successive overlapping linear 

traces and thus the extension of the measurement range or the field of view. The 

measurement wavelength is dictated by a narrowband interference filter positioned after a 

white-light source. The two-wavelength technique is incorporated by letting the computer 

take four frames of data at. the first wavelength while shifting the phase in the 

interferometer. Next, the phase-shifting device is returned to its starting position, the 

narrowband filter is exchanged to the second wavelength, and four additional data frames 



Table 5.1. Equivalent wavelengths. 

Wavelen ( 0.6117 0.6207 0.6316 0.6335 0.6400 0.6509 0.6563 0.6700 0.7039 0.7313 
O. 117 42.19 19.41 17.78 13.83 10.16 9.00 7.03 4.67 3.74 
0.6207 42.19 35.97 30.72 20.58 13.38 11.44 8.44 5.25 4.10 
0.6316 19.41 35.97 210.59 48.12 21.30 16.78 11.02 6.15 4.63 
0.6335 17.78 30.72 210.59 - 62.38 23.70 18.24 11.63 6.33 4.74 
0.6400 13.83 20.58 48.12 62.38 38.22 25.77 14.29 7.05 5.13 
0.6509 10.16 13.38 21.30 23.70 38.22 79.11 22.83 8.64 5.92 
0.6563 9.00 11.44 16.78 18.24 25.71 79.11 32.10 9.71 6.40 
0.6700 7.03 8.44 11.02 11.63 14.29 22.83 32.10 --- 13.91 7.99 
0.7039 4.67 5.25 6.15 6.33 7.05 8.64 9.71 13.91 --- 18.79 
0.7313 3.74 4.10 4.63 4.74 5.13 5.92 6.40 7.99 18.79 ---

-~ 00 
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are acquired while the phase is shifted. The phases for each wavelength are calculated 

modulo 27t and then subtracted to yield the equivalent wavelength phase modulo 27t. An 

integration routine is then used to unwrap the phase ambiguities, and profile data for that 

subaperture are obtained. The stage is then incremented to the next position; data are 

acquired using the two-wavelength technique; and the stage is moved again in an iterative 

manner. This process continues until the desired profile length is obtained. Once the 

desired profile length has been obtained, the subaperture data for either the case of 

equivalent wavelength data or corrected single wavelength data are combined into one 

composite profile using multiple-subaperture techniques. Once these data are compiled, the 

results are displayed in a variety of formats along with relevant statistical parameters. 

Surface proflle, surface slope, power spectrum, and autocovariance plots may also be 

displayed. 

Long-Scan and Two-Wavelength Results 

Figures 5.1 to 5.7 show the results of this new technique for a gold-coated grating 

that has a modulation depth of 1.3 J..Lm. The grating steps when measured at a single 

wavelength of 650.9 nm could not be determined since they are greater than one quarter of 

a wave in height .(see Figure 5.1). However; when two-wavelength and multiple

subaperture techniques are used, the results as shown in Figure 5.2 are possible. In this 

profile a modulo-27t phase at 611.7 nm is subtracted from a modulo-27t phase at 650.9 nm 

for a number of subapertures. This gives subaperture proflle data that are effectively 

measured at 10.1 J..I.Ill. The nine subaperture profIles that have a 50% overlap between 

successive data flIes were combined using multiple-subaperture techniques giving a proflIe 

that is five times longer than what is normally possible with a lOX objective. The 

combination of these techniques enables the grating step heights to be determined 

unambiguously over an extended region. Figure 5.3 shows the repeatability of this 
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technique to be approximately 16.2 run rms. Figure 5.4 presents a long-scan profile 

composed of 611.7 nm wavelength subaperture profJ.1es whose data have been corrected 

using the 10.1 J.1m equivalent-wavelel1.gth profJ.1e data, which reduces noise and gives the 

higher precision of the visible wavelength instead of that of the equivalent wavelength. 

Figure 5.5 shows corrected 620.7 nm wavelength profJ.1e data. Phase data for this trial 

were taken at 620.7 nm and 650.9 nm wavelengths, giving an equivalent wavelength of 

13.4. Figure 5.6 shows corrected 611.7 nm wavelength long-scan profJ.1e data. Phase 

data for this trial were taken at 611.7 nm and 633.5 nm wavelengths, giving an equivalent 

wavelength of 17.8 J.lm. Last, in Figure 5.7, a long-scan profJ.1e of corrected data similar 

to those in Figure 5.2 is shown, except only seven fJ.1es were connected, and roughly a 

40% overlap was used. From these results it is easy to determine that both the two

wavelength and the multiple-subaperture methods prove to be effective in measuring this 

grating. The two-wavelength algorithm was tested with a variety of wavelength 

combinations revealing consistent results for all cases (Figures 5.4 to 5.6). The multiple

subaperture algorithm proved its worthiness by demonstrating similar results when using 

different overlap sizes between subapertures (Figures 5.4 and 5.7). 

A further application of the two-wavelength long-scan technique is in the measurement 

of near-angle scattered light from binary optics (Ricks, 1987). For amplitudes much less 

than the wavelength of light, the intensity of the scattered light is proportional to the power 

spectral density (Church and Zevada, 1975). The power spectrum of the surface 

roughness is the square of the amplitude in the Fourier transform of the surface height So 

by measuring the surface profJ.1e, a characterization of the near-angle scatter is possible. 

For the particular binary optic used in this experiment, the measurement however is 

complicated by the fact that abrupt height changes occur on the surface of approximately 

633 nm in magnitude. This rules out the use of single-wavelength phase-shifting 
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interferometry. Nevertheless, two-wavelength techniques can be utilized to resolve any 

phase discontinuities that may occur. In this expeIiment, the spatial wavelengths of interest 

correspond to angles between 0.01 and 0.80 degrees or in surface wavelengths between 

0.045 and 3.6 mm. As a result, a surface profile of at least 7.2 mm is required, nonnally 

for this length the 1.5X objective would be necessary. The 1.5X has a lateral resolution of 

8.88 J.1m, which will only give five data points on the narrow parts of the substrate. 

However, if the long-scan technique using a lOX objective is employed, a lateral resolution 

of 1.30 J.1m can be obtained which gives 32 data points on the narrow parts of the 

substrate. This enables much higher resolution for the calculation of the power spectral 

density. The actual data represent a compilation of 25 subaperture data files covering about 

16 mm on the surface (Figure 5.8). There was a 50% overlap between files or 

approximately a 0.65 mm offset between files. Each individual data set was acquired using 

a multiple-wavelength correction scheme using the wavelengths 611.7, 620.7, 633.5, and 

650.9 nm. The discontinuities evident in this profile are long-scan errors attributable to 

noise in the overlap region between subapertures. These discontinuities detract from the 

overall surface figure measurement, but not from the overall surface roughness 

measurement Figure 5.9 shows the power spectrum for this surface profile data. The data 

in Figure 5.9 may be compared to data obtained measuring the same substrate using a low

angle scatter-measurement instrument developed at the Naval Weapons Center (see Figure 

5.10). It can be seen that the angle and relative magnitude of the peaks correspond very 

well. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show a comparison between the two-wavelength long-scan 

data obtained with a lOX objective and two-wavelength data obtained with a 2.5X objective 

over the same sample region. Here again the results correspond very well, except that the 

lateral resolution for the two-wavelength long-scan data using the lOX is higher than that 

obtained using two-wavelength with the 2.5X. From these figures, one can see that the 
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horizontally while increasing the lateral re~olution of the instrument as well. 

The data presented here demonstrate the successful extension of both the horizontal 

and vertical dynamic ranges of an optical surface profiling instrument. The two

wavelength technique provides the mechanism to test steep surface features because of its 

ability to synthesize a longer equivalent wavelength that can be used to unwrap the phase 

ambiguities that exist when using single-wavelength techniques. The sensitivity of the 

vertical dynamic range is variable depending on the chosen wavelengths. The multiple

subaperture testing technique provides the mechanism to augment the scan length of the 

instrument and increase the instrument's field of view. Combining these two techniques 

enhances the dynamic range of this instrument in both dimensions, making the profiler a 

much more versatile instrument capable of measuring surfaces with steep slopes over larger 

regions. 



CHAPTER 6 

IMPLEMENTATION 

The basic assumption underlining the feasibility of the long-scan technique is that an 

optical surface profiling instrument is capable of very accurate and repeatable measurements 

of a surface. Providing a series of interferograms can be acquired to within a high degree 

of positional accuracy, it seems reasonable that a representative profile of an extended 

region is possible. Nevertheless, the long-scan technique places very stringent design 

constraints on the profiling system that are not encountered or that are not nearly as 

stringent when only a single measurement is taken. Very precise translation of the sample 

under test relative to the interference microscope ~ust be achieved to maintain the high 

degree of accuracy needed for a long-scan measurement. In this chapter, the requirements 

on the instrument and the stage will be made evident when we discuss each specific system 

under question. 

The major design considerations pertaining to the augmentation of the measurement 

range of a surface profiler will be presented in this chapter. The surface profiler accuracy, 

repeatability, and resolution will be outlined so that the special considerations when 

extending the measurement range of the instrument may be better understood. In 

particular, the mechanical, test-sample, optical, detector, phase-calculation, and long-scan 

considerations will be examined as they pertain to extending the measurement range of the 

surface profJ.ler. A review of the computer-controlled micropositioning stage is included so 

that its contributions when augmenting the optical profiler's measurement range can be 

understood. Finally, the development of the data acquisition and analysis software used to 

realize this technique will be discussed. 

165 
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Optical Surface Profiler 

An optical surface pro filer known as the TOPO-2D was developed by WYKO 

Corporation and is commercially available for measuring the surface roughness of suitable 

optical surfaces. The TOPO-2D is a linear surface profiling instrument that uses a 1024-

element photodiode-detector array for image detection (Bhushan, Wyant, and Koliopoulos, 

1985). Output from the TOPO-2D is similar to that from a stylus profiling instrument

namely, a two-dimensional slice across a surface. This instrument is capable of accurate 

and highly repeatable measurements of microsurface structure. 

The basic design of the instrument is a combination of an interferometer and a 

microscope (Wyant, 1985). The interferometer provides an accurate means for determining 

the phase differences between a test and a reference surface. Through the application of 

phase-modulation techniques, the phase differences between the two interfering wavefronts 

may be evaluated quickly and directly from the resulting interference intensity patterns 

(Creath, 1987). Phase-modulation techniques automatically provide data over a well 

dermed geometry. These techniques are independent of intensity variations across the pupil 

and reveal both the direction and magnitude of the deviations in the surface under 

examination. These techniques also eliminate the need for a skilled technician to select the 

proper number of tilt fringes, interpret the effects of intensity variations across the pupil, 

and determine the direction and magnitude of surface defects. Furthermore, the microscope 

provides a high numerical aperture, enabling excellent optical resolution. As a result, 

minute surface features may be extracted. 

The microscope employed in the TOPO system is manufactured by Nikon 

Corporation. The Nikon system is used because it is well made and mechanically stable, 

consisting of high-quality optical components. However, almost any commercially 

available microscope could have been employed. A schematic diagram of the interference 
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microscope is shown in Figure 6.1. A further advantage of the Nikon systems is that 

Nikon manufactures microscope objectives that are easily transformed into phase

modulated interference-microscope objectives. Depending on the power of the microscope 

objective, either a Michelson, Mirau, or Linnik interferometer is attached to the microscope 

objective. 

In the interference-microscope objectives, phase modulation is accomplished using a 

reference mirror that is mounted to a piezo-electric ceramic material. This ceramic will 

expand linearly with applied voltage translating the mirror. Translating the reference 

surface will cause a change in the optical path between the two interfering beams of the 

interferometer. Typically the PZT ceramics are capable of a 2 to 6 J.1m excursion range with 

a motion sensitivity of approximately 0.002 JlID/V and a linearity < 1 %. 

A trinocular head is used in the microscope so that both the user and a CCO array can 

view the test surface simultaneously. This makes finding the desired measurement area on 

the sample easy. The CCD array is manufactured by the Fairchild Corporation. The 

detector consists of a line of 1024 image sensors separated by diffused channel stops and 

covered by a silicon-dioxide passivation layer. Each detector element is 13 J.lm square and 

is positioned on 13 J.lm centers. Image photons pass through the transparent silicon

dioxide layer and are absorbed in the single-crystal silicon creating hole-electron pairs. The 

photon-generated electrons are accumulated in the photosites. The amount of charge 

accumulated in each photosite is a linear function of the incident illumination intensity and 

the integration period. The detector array is placed at a plane that is conjugate to the test 

surface and records the interference patterns derived from the interference of the reference 

and test wavefronts as the phase is modulated. 

To provide uniform irradiance at the entrance pupil of the microscope objective, a 

Koehler illumination scheme is employed. The light source is a 50 W tungsten quartz 
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halogen bulb. The white-light source may be considered an extended source, i.e., 

consisting of many point sources. So this source is spatially incoherent and does not 

require the use of a spinning ground-glass plate at the image plane as would a coherent 

source such as a laser. In the case of an interference microscope, the high temporal 

coherence of a monochromatic source is not desirable. Coherent light will introduce a large 

number of spurious interference fringes resulting from reflections off of and diffraction 

from the many optical components in the system. Spurious fringes make the interpretation 

of the fringes at the detector very difficult. A white-light source eliminates the stray 

reflection problem. The white-light source is filtered using a narrowband filter to reduce 

the error in the phase calculation that results from its spectral width. As the spectral width 

increases, the contrast of the interference fringes decreases with increasing optical path. 

The con~ast or temporal coherence is related to the normalized Fourier transform of the 

intensity distribution of the source. Moreover, a white-light source allows for 

unambiguous focusing of the microscope. When a white-light source is used, the resulting 

interference fringes are localized at a single plane in space. During the construction of the 

interference microscopes, the plane of best focus is aligned coincident to the plane of fringe 

localization. So, best focus is achieved when the dark fringe is in the center of the field of 

view. This "dark-fringe" focusing technique is not possible when using a laser source. 

Another added advantage when using a spatially incoherent source is that in an 

interferometer that is configured in converging light, the surface roughness of the 

beamsplitter is averaged out 

A schematic diagram of the system is shown in Figure 6.2. The instrument is 

controlled by a Hewlett-Packard 9000 Series 330 Computer. With a 16 MHz MC68030 32 

bit microprocessor, an MC68881 floating-point coprocessor, and a built in cache, this 

workstation provides high performance and enough processing" power to operate the 
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surface profiler software fast and efficiently. Between the computer and the interference 

microscope resides what is called the interface box. This box contains the electronics that 

control the CCO functions, generate the appropriate high voltage ramp for the PZT, convert 

the analog pixel intensity values into corresponding digital values, and control the light 

source. When an intensity measurement is taken, the computer generates the necessary 

control signals that activate the PZT and coordinate the acquisition of intensity data from the 

CCO. The phase-modulation algorithm used by the instrument requires five intensity 

frames, so the intensity measurement procedure outlined above is repeated five times 

during any given phase measurement. The total data acquisition time for the system is 

approximately 75 ms. Also residing between the computer and the interference microscope 

is a programmable stepper-motor control unit This device will be discussed in more detail 

later in this chapter. 

The system software provides full system control through easy-to-use menu displays, 

surface height or profile calculation, graphic display, and statistical analysis of surface 

profIle data. Analysis options include the determination ofproflle statistics (peak-to-valley, 

rms, and roughness average), surface height distributions, surface slope distributions, 

autocovariance functions, and spectral-density functions. Image processing in the 

frequency domain is possible using high, low, bandpass, or inverse-bandpass filters. Also 

data sets may be averaged or differenced easily to respectively reduce and evaluate system 

noise parameters. The program also contains procedures for determining the surface 

roughness of the reference surface, calibrating the motion of the PZT, calculating the 

magnification of the system, and making what is called an absolute measurement. Oata 

may be stored on a floppy diskette, on a hard disk, or as hardcopy from a printer. 

Software modules also exist for controlling micro-positioning stages, stitching together a 

number of scans, automatic focusing of the microscope objective, and implementing two-
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wavelength analysis techniques. These additional software modules were implemented for 

the realization of the long-scan technique and will be discussed in more detail later in this 

chapter. 

System Performance 

This section will examine the fundamental accuracy, repeatability, and resolution of 

the TOP0-2D optical surface profller. All surface measurement devices are limited in their 

ability to extract and evaluate surface features. The limitations of the surface profiler are 

presented in a category format to help organize the material. The categories include: 

mechanical, test-sample, optical, detector, phase-calculation, and long-scan considerations. 

Each of these limitations may be categorized into one of two types of errors-systematic or 

random errors. In this section a discussion of how each of these error sources affects both 

individual subaperture and long-scan measurement results is presented. 

Before attempting to present the system performance parameters of the optical surface 

profiling instrument, it is important that we establish the proper tenninology. 

Instrument Accuracy Adherence or calibration to an accepted or traceable 

standard or reference surface. Accuracy is related to 

both the lateral and vertical resoluti'on of the instrument. 

Instrument Repeatability - Ability of an instrument to produce consistent results one 

trial after another. The term repeatability is often used 

interchangeably with precision. 

Instrument Resolution Lateral or vertical resolution of an optical surface 

profiling system. Lateral resolution is the minimum 

distance required between surface features such that the 

objects may be discerned as separate features. Vertic:gl 
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resolution is defined as the minimum discernible height 

variation on a surface. 

An extraneous disturbance in a data set. 

A data set without noise. 

Errors that are repeatable with a fixed bias. 

Errors that are different for each independent experiment 

and that may be analyzed statistically. 

True phase + systematic errors + random errors. 

The accuracy of the TOPO-2D surface profiling instrument is difficult to determine 

exactly because a reliable standard reference is not available for step heights of fractions of 

a nanometer. H~nce the absolute accuracy of the instrument cannot be determined by direct 

measurement of a traceable standard. Rather, the accuracy is evaluated indirectly by 

examining the magnitudes of possible error sources inherent in a measurem6nl as well as 

the fundamental physics limiting system operation. Many of these errors are quite small 

and may be considered negligible. Since the surface promer used in this dissertation is 

based on the interference of light, only the ability of the instrument to measure the intensity 

of the interference should limit the accuracy of a measurement. Therefore, the accuracy of 

the instrument depends on the signal-to-noise ratio of the detector, the linearity of the 

detector, and the digitization in the computer. In the surface profIler the errors introduced 

from these phenomena are smaller in magnitude than the instrument repeatability. In 

practice, other limitations may truncate system accuracy before these fundamental limits are 

encountered. In particular the surface roughness of the reference surface, typically 4 to 8 

Angstroms rms, is often considered the limiting factor in the determination of a surface 

measurement; however, the effects of the surface roughness of the reference surface may 
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be routinely evaluated and subtracted from a measurement. In conclusion, since the 

fundamental limitations on the surface proftler are inherently small in magnitude, and since 

other possible limiting error sources are either small in magnitude or may be compensated 

for, the accuracy of the instrument is considered better than the instrument repeatability as 

long as the environmental and mechanical effects are minimized 

The lateral accuracy of the instrument depends on how well the magnification of the 

microscope objective is determined. In a surface profile measurement the spatial 

dimensions are calculated by taking the distance covered by the image on the detector and 

scaling it by the magnification of the system. When the TOPO-2D is delivered, the 

magnifications are set to the theoretical magnifications rather than the actual magnification 

values. However, the instrument operator may calibrate the actual magnification by 

examining a surface of known radius using the calculate magnification option. How well 

the magnification is determined is strictly a function of how well the radius of the test 

surface is known. 

Repeatability 

The repeatability of a phase-modulated interference microscope is probably the most 

outstanding feature and virtue of this instrument. It is also the simplest quantity to 

determine. By subtracting the data obtained from two successive data sets and calculating 

the rms of the difference, the performance of the instrument may be evaluated. The 

measurement repeatability is generally better than 1 Angstrom nns. By averaging a number 

of data sets over the same location, the repeatability performance of this system may be 

increased. The phase-modulated interference microscope is ~apable of achieving 0.1 to 0.2 

Angstroms rms repeatability when averaging is employed. The repeatability theoretically 

improves when averaging a number of data sets by a factor that is the square root of the 

ratio of the number of measurements made. Because of various environmental conditions, 
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the improvement may not be as great as the theoretical value. Under certain conditions 

averaging may even decrease the repeatability of a measurement. This will happen if the 

interferometer drifts over time, or if vibrations of a very low frequency are present during 

the measurement process. Therefore, the decision of when to average and of how many 

measurements to average, depends on the sample, its reflectance, the noise in un averaged 

data, the stability of the instrument's setup, and what repeatability is desired. For typical 

measurements, the environment is stable enough that the repeatability always increases as 

the number of averaged data sets is increased. 

Lateral Resolution 

The lateral resolution of the interference microscope is a difficult quantity to 

characterize because it is hard to define what is meant by resolution (Smith, 1966). There 

are two well-known criteria for determining when two points are considered resolved: the 

Sparrow and Rayleigh resolution criteria. However, it is important to observe that a 

measurement will probably reveal features that are smaller in extent than these defined 

criteria since the exact dividing line between "just resolved" and "just not resolved" is hard 

to determine. Even though one may not be able to determine the feature's size, one will 

know that it is there, and possibly be able to differentiate it from another similar feature. 

The limit to lateral resolution can be either the optics of the system or the detector. 

First we will discuss the limit to lateral resolution attributable to the optical system. If no 

abeITations are pre~ent in the optical system, the system is considered diffraction limited, 

and the image of a point is given by the Airy disk. In both the Sparrow and Rayleigh 

criteria it is assumed that the optical system is diffraction limited, so that the image of a 

single point is an Airy disk. Figure 6.3 illustrates the images of two points separated by 

several different distances. In the first case, the points are too closely spaced to distinguish 

them as two separate points, so we see a single irradiance peak. In the second case, the 
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Fig. 6.3. Resolution criteria for resolving two points. 
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points are separated by the Sparrow criterion, where the two points are separated so that the 

sums of irradiances in the overlap region are constant. As a result in this case, there is a 

flat elongated region rather than a single point. In the third case, the points are separated by 

the Rayleigh criterion where the maximum of one image is at the fIrst zero of the diffraction 

pattern for the other. There is a discernible dip in irradiance between the two points. The 

last case illustrated shows two points far enough apart that they are clearly resolved. 

Mathematically, the two resolution criteria can be written as 

S C"-~ parrow ntenon - 2 NA Rayleigh Criterion = 1.22 ~ (6.1) 

where A. is the illumination wavelength and NA refers to the numerical aperture of the 

microscope objective, which is related to the collection angle of the microscope objective 

and the index of refraction in the surrounding media. Thus, the resolution limit is solely 

defIned by the wavelength of light being used, the index of refraction of the surrounding 

media, and the collection angle of the microscope objective. The only way to increase this 

limit is to use a shorter wavelength, a higher-numerical-aperture objective, or an oil

immersion objective. 

Defocus of the sample can degrade the optical resolution from the theoretical 

maximum. The surface profIler used in these experiments is aligned so that the dark fringe 

of the white-light interference is obtained at the best focus of the microscope objective. 

When measurements where performed, every effort was made to have the dark fringe in the 

field of view and the microscope at best focus. 

The other limit to optical lateral resolution can be the detector sampling interval at the 

image plane. This sampling interval can be determined by projecting the detector elements 

onto the sample or test surface. It is important to sample at less than or equal to one-half 

the lateral resolution of the optical system; otherwise the sampling will limit the lateral 
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resolution of the system. In the interference microscope, for the 1.5X to the 20X 

magnifications, the sampling interval is slightly less than the optical resolution of the 

microscope objective used, so the detector is the limi~ to the resolution. For the 40X 

objective, the sampling interval is exactly twice the optical resolution. For objectives 

higher in power than the lOOX, the sampling interval is much smaller than the optical 

resolution. This results in oversampling, which means that the detector has more than two 

detectors for each resolution element. In this case, features smaller than the resolution 

criteria stated above can be seen, but their images will be smeared by the limited resolution 

of the optics, and the operator will not be able to measure their size accurately. 

The lateral resolution limits for the surface profiler are shown in Table 6.1. A further 

consideration is that the size of a pixel of the detector array is not a point, so the detector 

actually measures and averages the intensity over the area of the detector pixel. 

Limitations 

Mechanical Considerations 

Vibration. Mechanical and acoustical vibrations may influence the measurement 

accuracy of an optical surface profiler. These error sources are typically the largest 

introduced during a measurement. Any vibrations introduce a periodic variation in the 

phase measurement at twice the fringe frequency (see Figure 6.4). To minimize these 

effects, the instrument should be placed on a vibration-isolation table. The isolation table 

uses air springs that have a low resonance frequency, typically 1 to 2 Hz in response to 

actual floor-vibration amplitudes. As a result, vibration frequencies above the resonance 

frequency of the spring are strongly attenuated and are not transmitted to the table top. The 

attenuation increases with increasing frequency. The table top weighs a considerable 

amount, creating a large inertial mass. Therefore, any residual accelerations that reach the 

table are reduced. By acquiring data as quickly as possible, vibrations are further 



Table 6.1. Lateral resolution. 

Pixel Spacing (JUD) 13 
Wavelength (JIm) 0.65 
Nwnbel DelCClOr' E1emen!S 1024 
Standard Filler Bandwidth (nm) 40 

Magnification (X) 1.5 2.5 5 10 20 40 100 150 200 

I Nwnerical ApenUlC 0.04 0.08 0.10 0.25 0.40 0.50 0.90 0.95 0.95 

i 
WOIking Dislance (mm) 11.5 1.5 1.5 4.5 2.5 4.0 1.0 0.2 0.2 
Profile Lenglh (Jun) 8874.67 5324.80 2662.40 1331.20 665.60 332.80 133.12 88.75 66.56 

I Spatial Sampling Inlerval ij1m) 8.67 5.20 2.60 1.30 0.65 0.33 0.13 0.09 0.07 

I 
Sparrow Resolulion Criterion (J1m) 8.88 4.33 3.25 1.30 0.81 0.65 0.36 0.34 0.34 
Rayleigh Resolution Crilerion ij1m) 10.83 5.29 3.97 1.59 0.99 0.79 0.44 0.42 0.42 
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Fig. 6.4. Effect of vibration on a phase measurement. 
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minimized. In the surface profiler the total data acquisition time is 75 ms. Acoustical 

vibrations may be minimized by eliminating any unnecessary acoustical sources. 

Mechanical stability. The mechanical stability of the interference microscope is an 

important factor in the determination of the system accuracy. The thermal coefficient of 

expansion of the system components as well as the ~asses of each component have been 

designed to be as small as possible. If this were not done, these factors might introduce a 

very small phase drift during a measurement. Letting the measurement instrument stand for 

fifteen minutes with its light source on prior to taking any measurements allows the 

instrument to reach thermal equilibrium. This minimizes the effects of any thermal 

variations. 

Air turbulence. Any dynamic variation of the air induces an index variation in the 

optical path of the interferometer and thus introduces phase errors. The error introduced by 

air turbulence is of a low frequency. As a result, for some cases it may be treated as a 

vibration introduced into the system. For short time exposures, air turbulence introduces a 

piston shift. Therefore, to minimize the effects of air turbulence, data should be acquired 

as quickly as possible, the air path should be kept as small as possible, and the 

environment should be as tranquil as possible. In an interference microscope, the air path 

is fixed to the working distance of the given microscope objective being used. 

Test-Sample Considerations 

Range of spatial wavelengths. Depending on the particular microscope objective 

chosen, a well-defined range of surface wavelengths may be examined. The lower limit is 

determined by one-half of the field of view of the microscope objective. The upper limit is 

determineq. by either the Nyquist frequency for that objective or by the spatial frequency 

cutoff of the optics, whichever is smaller. The Nyquist frequency is determined by 11(2 x 

sampling interval), and the optical spatial frequency cutoff for a diffraction-limited 
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incoherent optical system is given by 1/(Sparrow resolution criterion). In practice, spatial 

wavelengths longer than the optical spatial frequency cutoff may be measurable if the optics 

limit the spatial wavelengths. This is because the system is not truly incoherent. 

Therefore, we approximate the upper range of spatial wavelengths assuming that the 

system is incoherent. Table 6.2 specifies the spatial wavelength range of measurements 

that can be made with the surface profiling instrument. 

Phase change upon reflection. The optical surface profiler measures the phase 

difference between the optical beam reflected from the sample compared to that reflected 

from the internal reference. Under most circumstances, the sample will be composed of a 

single substrate with uniform index of refraction. In this case the phase shift is directly 

proportional to the height profile of the sample according to the following simple 

relationship: 

z(x) = tx CP(x) , (6.2) 

where cP is the measured phase, Z is the measured height, and A. is the wavelength of the 

light. However, if the sample is composed of different materials, then a bi9.s will be 

introduced caused by differences in the index of refraction of the two materials, additional 

dependences on the wavelength, film thicknesses, and other optical parameters. The bias, 

llz, may be introduced into the measurement modeled as follows: 

Z(x) = * CP(x) - ~z(x) . (6.3) 

For three of the more common cases - a junction between two dissimilar materials, a 

contamination layer, or a thin reflecting layer, the bias may be modeled using simple 

analytical expressions. These expressions may be found in a paper written by Church 

(1986). 



Table 6.2. Range of spatial frequencies and spalial wavelengths. 

Pixel Spacing (pm) 13 
Wavelength.(pm) 0.65 
Nwnber Detcctor Elements 1024 
Standard Filler Bandwidth (om) 40 

Magnification (X) 1.5 2.5 5 10 20 40 
Nwnerical Aperture 0.04 0.08 0.10 0.25 0.40 0.50 
Working Dislance (nun) 11.5 1.5 1.5 4.5 2.5 4.0 
Profile Length (pm) 8874.67 53~4.80 2662.40 1331.20 665.60 332.80 

Spatial Sampling Inlecval {J.1m) 8.67 5.20 2.60 1.30 0.65 0.33 
Sparrow Resolution Criterion {Jun) 8.88 4.33 3.25 1.30 0.81 0.65 
Rayleigh Resolution Crilerion (J.lm) 10.83 5.29 3.97 . 1.59 0.99 0.79 
Spatial Frequency Culoff (Vnun) 112.62 230.77 307.69 769.23 1230.77 1538.46 
Nyquist Frequency (Vmm) 57.69 96.15 192.31 384.62 769.23 1538.46 

Max. Measureable Feeq. (Vmm) 57.69 96.15 192.31 384.62 769.23 1538.46 
Min. Measureable Freq. (Vmm) 0.23 0.38 0.75 1.50 3.00 6.01 

Min. Meas. Wavelength (JUD) 17.33 10.40 5.20 2.60 1.30 0.65 
Max .. Meas. Wavelength (J.lm) 4437.33 . 2662.40 1331.20 665.60 332.80 166.40 

100 150 
0.90 0.95 

1.0 0.2 
133.12 88.75 

0.13 0.09 
0.36 0.34 
0.44 0.42 

2769.23 2923.08 
3846.15 5769.23 

2769.23 2923.08 
15.02 22.54 

0.36 0.34 
66.56 44.37 

200 
0.95 
0.2 

66.56 

0.07 
0.34 
0.42 

2923.08 
7692.31 

2923.08 
30.05 

0.34 
33.28 
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The bias can be insignificant, or alternatively quite important, depending on the 

required measurement accuracy and the various materials under consideration. Usually the 

bias presents QO problem when one is using the profller as a process-control instrument and 

is interested only in the relative height difference between samples. However, if the 

concern is over absolute accuracy, then an approximate method exists to detennine the bias 

which is outlined as follows: First profile the surface and store the data, then deposit a thin 

fIlm of chrome over the surface, profile the surface again, and subtract the measurements. 

This will derive the approximate phase shifts upon reflection that may be subtracted from 

subsequent measurements of the uncoated samples. Another method is to measure the 

complex indices of refraction using an ellipsometer and Church's equation to determine the 

bais term. 

Orientation of the sample plane relative to the detector. Errors can arise if the 

reference and test surfaces are not parallel to the detector. This is true because defocus is 

introduced across the sample plane being imaged. Note that this may happen even when 

the fringes are nulled. It is best to align the reference surface so that it is parallel to the 

detector plane, and then use a tip-tilt stage to tilt the object with respect to the reference 

plane and null the fringes. This will minimize the effects of defocus and yield the most 

accurate measurement. This is also a good practice to use when subtracting a reference 

surface, since any change of the reference-surface position relative to the detector will 

require the generation of a new reference data set. In any case, the best measurement is 

obtained when the interference fringes are minimized across the field of view, because this 

minimizes the effects of defocus at the detector plane. 

Optical Considerations 

Optical components. The optical quality of all system components is another critical 

consideration for the determination of accuracy. In particular, the quality of all the optics of 
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uncommon paths in the interferometer is very important. If these two paths are not equal, 

then a systematic error may be introduced if the quality of the optics is not good. 

Depending on the objective used, the uncommon paths may be longer or shorter, making 

particular interferometer configurations mOre sensitive than others (for example, the Linnik 

has a long uncommon path as opposed to the Mirau, which has a short uncommon path. 

Therefore, the Linnik is more sensitive to the quality of its optics.). To minimize any 

possible effects of optical path differences in uncommon paths, high-quality optics are 

employed in the profiling systems. Because a filtered white-light source is used, 

extraneous diffraction or ghost images that arise in systems with a large number of 

components are not pre~ent. By subtracting a reference-surface measurement containing 

surface errors caused by the reference surface, it is possible to reduce the effects of these 

errors, provided they are not unusually large. 

Magnification. In a surface profile measurement the spatial dimensions are calculated 

by taking the distance covered by the image on the detector and scaling it by the 

magnification of the system. The lateral accuracy of an interference microscope depends on 

how well the magnification of the microscope objective is determined. When the TOPO-2D 

system is delivered, the magnifications are set to the theoretical magnifications rather than 

the actual magnification values. However, the instrument operator may calibrate the 

magnification to its actual value by examining a surface of known radius using the 

calculate-magnification option. In this procedure, the operator inputs the radius of 

curvature of a known sample (a sphere or ball bearing makes an ideal sample). The more 

accurately this value has been determined the more precisely one can determine the 

magnification. The relationship between the lateral accuracy versus the accuracy to which 

the radius of the known sample has been measured is given by the following equation 



where 
Ap = the uncertainty in the profile length, 
x = 1/2 the detector length, 
m = the system magnification, 
r = the radius of the known radius sample, 
Ar = the uncertainty in the radius measurement, 
s = the measured height at the edge of the field. 
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(6.4) 

It is important that the known sample or sphere is centered on the optical axis of the 

instrument during the calibrate-magnification proqedure. This may be determined by 

examining the fringes and positioning the sample so that the fringes form concentric 

circular rings. Once the object is in place and a measurement is taken, the computer can 

determine the actual magnification of the system by comparing the radius of curvature 

specified by the user to the actual measured radius. If the actual magnification is known 

then the lateral dimensions can be determined to within the accuracy stated by Eq. (6.4). 

Lateral optical resolution. The resolution is the ability of an optical system to 

distinguish two closely spaced point sources. Criteria for determining system lateral 

resolution were discussed in detail in an earlier section. Using the Sparrow criterion of 

resolution, two incoherent point sources are barely resolved by a diffraction-limited system 

when their irradiances in the overlapping region are equal. The optical resolution of the 

surface profiler is determined by the numerical aperture of the microscope objective of the 

profJler, the aberrations present in the objective and the interierometer, the focus position of 

the objective, and the wavelength of light being used A simple formula for calculating the 

resolution for the instrument is given above in the resolution section. Note that at high 

numerical apertures, the surface profilers use a Linnik interferometer to preserve high 

optical resolution while phase modulation is executed. If the Linnik configuration is not 

used when high numerical aperture objectives are used, then the optical resolution might 
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suffer, because the test surface would move in and out of focus during the phase-shifting 

process. 

Finite roughness of the reference surface. The surface roughness of the reference 

surface, typically 4 to 8 Angstroms rms, can be the limiting factor in the profiling of a 

super-smqoth surface. By averaging a number of measurements on a smooth surface, the 

roughness of the reference surface may be evaluated and subtracted from future 

measurements. In the case where the sample is known to have a roughness less than that 

of the reference surface, it is mandatory that the user generate a reference surface and 

subtract this generated reference surface from all subsequent measurements to obtain 

accurate results. Even if the sample under examination is rougher, it is good practice to 

remove the effects of the reference surface. For flat surfaces with large roughnesses (>10 

nm), the roughness of the reference surface will not affect the measurement. For an 

accurate determination of the radii of curvature, it is necessary to subtract the reference 

surface, since it may have some inherent curvature. 

To create a reference-surface data file, the user takes a series of measurements on a 

smooth surface (Wyant, 1985). A smooth surface here is defined as a surface whose 

heights are unifonnly ra.'ldom and of a magnitude less than or equal to that of the reference. 

Between each measurement, the sample is moved a distance greater than the correlation 

length of the sample. Hence, over an ensemble of measurements, typically 5 to 10, the 

surface roughness of the reference surface may be extracted by averaging all the 

measurements. This procedure takes only a couple of minutes to perform, but once the 

reference surface has been determined it may be automatically subtracted from all 

subsequent measurements as long as the reference surface is not subsequently tilted relative 

to the detector. 
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On surfaces that are unifonnly random and that have a surface quality better than the 

reference surface of the TOPO-2D profiler, the user may make what is called an absolute 

measurement (Wyant, 1985). The rms surface roughness of the sample under test can be 

determined quickly and accurately without generating a reference surface. For an absolute 

measurement, two measurements are taken on the same sample. Between each 

measurement the sample is translated a distance greater than the correlation distance of the 

sample so that the two measurements are statistically independent The reference tilt is kept 

constant between the measurements. Once the data sets have been obtained, the computer 

will subtract the two measurements. Since the reference surface was the same for the two 

measurements, it is effectively subtracted out in the process. The computer calculates the 

rms surface roughness by dividing the resulting difference by the square root of 2. 

Because this is a statistical calculation, this technique does not provide a surface profile. 

Intensity modulation. Modulation of the interference fringes is defined as the 

percentage of the maximum variation in the ac signal as compared to the maximum 

detectable range of intensity values (see Figure 6.5). To make a measurement with 

repeatabilities as outlined in the repeatability section, the modulation must be greater than 

10%. Measurements can be made with smaller modulation values; however, the 

repeatability of the measurement will not be as good. 

. Finite spectral bandwidth. The surface profiler does not use a single frequency 

source, but instead a white-light source that is passed through a narrowband filter. 

Therefore, the effects of the finite spectral bandwidth need to be examined. A narrowband 

fIlter may be modeled as a rectangular function with bandwidth tll. and center wavelength 

A.. Now if the two-beam interference equation, which represents the intensity distribution 

resulting from the interference of two wavefronts, is integrated over all the wavelengths of 

the finite bandwidth source (Creath, 1987), i.e., 
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(6.5) 

then one fmds that the intensity distribution is the same as that for a single wavelength 

source except a sinc factor appears in the modulation term 

1= Io [ 1 + 'Y sinc( -7t opd ~}) cos ( 2~ opd)] . (6.6) 
A. 

This factor reduces the modulation of the interference and may be tolerated as long as the 

modulation is fairly high. The ~ffect of fmite wavelength range is illustrated in Figure 6.6. 

The wider the bandwidth of the filter, the more the modulation of the interference fringes is 

lowered; however, the effect is small for bandwidths up to 40 nm and surface heights less 

than 1 Jlm. 

~cal dynamic ran'ie. The vertical dynamic range of the optical surface profller is 

limited by one of two factors: the coherence length of the light or the depth of field of the 

microscope objective (see Table 6.3). The coherence length is a measure of the range of 

heights over which the instrument will be able to obtain measurable interference fringes. It 

has a simple formula given by 

2 
Coherence Length =.2.:... , 

~A. 
(6.7) 

where A. is the wavelength of light, and ~A. is the bandwidth of the filter. The surface 

profiler may use filters of two different bandwidths: 40 nm and 10 nm. The depth of field 

of the microscope is a measure of how far the sample may be moved and still be considered 

in focus. It can be calculated in a number of ways. If we assume that we can tolerate only 

'N4 of defocus, then the depth of field is given by 
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Table 6.3. Vertical dynamic range. 

Pixel Spacing (pm) 13 
Wavelength (pm) 0.65 
Number Detector Elements 1024 
Slandard Filler Bandwidlh (om) 40 

Magnification (X) 1.5 2.5 5 10 20 40 100 150 200 
Numerical Aperture 0.04 0.08 0.10 0.25 0.40 0.50 0.90 0.95 0.95 
Worlring Distance (nun) 11.5 1.5 1.5 4.5 2.5 4.0 1.0 0.2 0.2 
Profile Lenglh (Jun) 8874.67 5324.80 2662.40 1331.20 665.60 332.80 133.12 88.75 66.56 

Coherence Lenglh [10 om BW] (Jun) 42.25 42.25 42.25 42.25 42.25 42.25 42.25 42.25 42.25 
Coherence Length [40 om BW] (Jun) 10.56 10.56 10.56 10.56 10.56 10.56 10.56 10.56 10.56 
Deplh of Field - Lambda/4 (pm) 485.23 115.56 65.00 10.40 4.06 2.60 0.80 0.72 0.72 
Deplh of Field - Geometrical (Jun) 484.91 115.23 64.67 10.07 3.72 2.25 0.35 0.22 0.22 
Min. Surface Height (om) 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
Max. Surface Height [10 om BWI (JlJIl) 42.25 42.25 42.25 10.07 3.72 2.25 0.35 0.22 0.22 
Max. Surfucc Height [40 lUll BW] (pm) 10.56 10.56 10.56 10.07 3.72 2.25 0.35 0.22 0.22 

..... 
~ 
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(6.8) 

where NA is the numerical aperture of the microscope objective (Wyant, 1987). Another 

way of calculating depth of field is to consider the distance over which the geometrical 

image has a size less than that given by the Sparrow resolution criterion. This is written 

mathematically as 

Depth ofField (Geometrical) = l ,/n
2 

- (NA)2 , 
(NA)2 

(6.9) 

where n is the index of refraction of the media surrounding the object (Kingslake, 1965). 

Note that the geometrical calculation yields smaller results for high NA than the l/4 

calculation and is a more accurate representation of what happens in practice. Note that 

both these equations show the entire range of depth of field where the best focus is in the 

middle of the range. The maximum surface heights measurable across the field of view 

will be the lesser of the coherence length and the depth of field, depending on which filter 

bandwidth is used. 

For objectives with magnifications less than or equal to 5X, the vertical dynamic range 

is limited by the coherence length of the light source. For objectives with magnifications 

greater than lOX, the vertical dynamic range is limited by the depth of field of the objective. 

To utilize the greatest dynamic range, it is necessary to employ the two-wavelength 

technique because of the slope limitations (Creath, 1987). The two-wavelength method 

uses two visible wavelengths to synthesize a larger equivalent wavelength, so the variations 

across the surface are less than one-quarter of the equivalent-wavelength measurement. 

Hence, the basic assumption of the phase-modulation algorithm, that the incident wavefront 

on the detector will not change by more than half a wave between detector elements, is not 
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violated With the two-wavelength technique, the entire vertical dynamic range given in the 

Table 6.3 can be obtained. 

Detector Considerations 

Signal-to-noise ratio. The ultimate accuracy of the surface profiling instrument 

depends directly on the signal-to-noise ratio of the intensity measurements for each 

interference pattern. The signal-to-noise ratio describes the extent to which an image is 

corrupted by electronic and detector noise. It is defined as the mean intensity value over the 

standard deviation of the noise. This ratio gives an indication of the random noise 

introduced in each measurement. The noise may be categorized as white noise, 

background noise, detector noise, quantization noise, or shot noise. Subtracting two 

successive measurements of intensity and calculating the nns of the resulting difference, 

provides an indication of the signal-to-noise ratio for a given measurement. A histogram of 

this difference should be Gaussian, indicating that the system is limited by the signal-to

noise ratio of the detector. 

Sampling reQuirements. The spatial sampling of the instrument affects both the 

vertical and horizontal resolution of the system. The sampling interval of the surface 

profiler can be determined by projecting the detector elements onto the sample or test 

surface. 

First, when examining the effects of sampling on the lateral resolution, if the image is 

sampled by less than two detector elements per resolution element, the detector sampling 

will limit the lateral resolution of the system. This was discussed in the sections on lateral 

resolution and spatial wavelengths. For objectives with less than 40X magnifications, the 

system is limited by the detector sampling and not the optical resolution. However, for 

high-powered objectives (I00X or greater), the sampling interval is much smaller than one

half the optical resolution, which results in oversampling. Values for the lateral resolution 
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are given in Table 6.1. A further consideration is that the size of a pixel of the detector 

array is not a point, so the detector actually measures and averages the intensity over the 

area of the detector pixel (see Figure 6.7). 

Second, examining the effects of sampling on vertical resolution, it is important to 

consider the relationship between the detector size and spacing on the recorded fringe 

modulation and phase reconstruction. For the phase-modulation algorithms to function on 

the profiling instrument, the modulation of the fringes must be large enough for detection. 

When the area of the detector is finite, the detector reads the average fringe intensity over 

this finite area over the integration time as the relative phase between the object and 

reference beams is shifted. So long as there is less than half a fringe over the area of the 

detector, the detector will see modulation. However, if there are one or more fringes over 

the area of the detector pixel, there will be no modulation (see Figure 6.7). Another 

important consideration is that the interference data are sampled at the Nyquist frequency 

(defined in the section on spatial wavelengths) so that there are two detector elements per 

fringe. If this is not the case, then a basic assumption of the phase-modulation algorithms 

is violated and the phase ambiguities in the data cannot be resolved. 

Aliasing and slope limitations. The sampling theorem states that aliasing will occur 

when a detector array attempts to measure a signal having a spatial frequency higher than 

one cycle for each two detector pixel elements. This sets a fundamental upper limit to the 

step heights measurable with the surface profiler when using single-wavelength phase

shifting interferometry. For the step heights to be less than this limit, the optical phase 

between adjacent detector elements must be less than 180 degrees. This corresponds to 

surface slope values given in Table 6.4. These slopes are calculated using the assumption 

that in reflection the height differential between adjacent pixels may not change by more 

than one-quarter of the measurement wavelength. 
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Fig. 6.7. Modulation of the detected signal vs. detector element size and fringe spacing. 



Table 6.4. Surface slopes. 

Pixel Spacing (J.un) 13 
Wavelength (pm) 0.65 
Nwnber Detector Elements 1024 
Standard Filler Bandwidth (run) 40 

Magnification (X) 1.5 2.5 5 10 20 40 100 150 200 
Numerical ApenW'C 0.04 0.08 0.10 0.25 0.40 0.50 0.90 0.95 0.95 
Woddng Distance (mm) 11.5 1.5 1.5 4.5 2.5 4.0 1.0 0.2 0.2 
Profile Length (J.un) 8874.67 5324.80 2662.40 1331.20 665.60 332.80 133.12 88.75 66.56 

Max. Slope Sampling (deg) 1.07 1.79 3.58 7.13 14.04 26.57 51.34 61.93 68.20 
Max. Slope N.A. (deg) 2.10 4.30 5.74 14.48 23.58 30.00 64.16 71.81 71.81 
Max. Surface Slopes (deg) 0.81 1.34 2.68 5.34 10.53 19.92 38.51 46.45 51.15 

-~ 
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The size of the largest step hefght which can be measured by the optical surface 

profiler may be extended using a technique known as two-wavelength phase-shifting 

interferometry (K. Creath, 1987). The sensitivity of this test may be tailored to any 

particular value by changing the two wavelengths employed. When using the two

wavelength technique, the user is limited in vertical range only by the depth of focus of the 

microscope objective. 

Detector linearity. A nonlinear response from a detector can introduce phase errors. 

These errors are especially noticeable if they are not consistent from detector to detector in 

an array. Many CCD detector arrays read out the odd and even pixels through different 

shift registers. If the ~ains in the two sets of registers are not equal, then errors will arise 

that must be removed. These errors may be reduced by the proper choice of phase

modulation algorithm depending on the order of the nonlinearity present. In most cases the 

largest distortion in the phase calculation would probably be caused by third-order 

harmonics. These effects are minimized by using the appropriate phase-shifting algorithm 

(Creath, 1986). 

Wavelength range. The detector material is silicon and is sensitive to wavelengths 

between 400 nm and 1100 nm. The tungsten source is used with an interference filter to 

isolate a certain bandwidth of the source. The electronic design of the instrument and 

source emission limits the wavelength range between 450 nm and 780 nm. 

Detector sensitivity. The system is designed so that reflectivities of 1 % to 100% can 

be measured using the 40 nm bandwidth filter and a 50 W tungsten source. A 100 W 

tungsten source is available for use with the 10 nm bandwidth fllters if the 50 W source 

does not provide enough light. 

-- .. '-.- ... ---_._ ... _-_. ---
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Phase-Calculation Considerations 

Phase shifter calibration and linearitt. For these types of errors it may be shown that 

the error is periodic with a frequency twice that of the interference fringes (Cheng and 

Wyant, 1985). Phase errors caused by inaccurate phase-shifter calibration and linearity can 

be minimized by adjusting the interferometer for a single or null fringe. Furthermore, these 

errors may be reduced by the proper choice of phase-shifting algorithm. Since the phase 

error has the double-frequency characteristic, the phase error can be reduced by averaging 

two results from runs that have approximately 90 degrees of phase shift with respect to 

each other. Phase-shifter errors can also be reduced by increasing the number of frames of 

intensity used in the phase calculation (Schwider et al., 1987). 

Ouantization error. A quantization error for surface height measurement is produced 

in the process of digitizing the intensity measurements of the interference patterns to a finite 

number of discrete levels. In TOPO-2D the data are digitized to 12 bits so that each 

intensity measurement should be accurate to 1 part in 4096. To utilize the entire dynamic 

range of the instrument, the light level should be adjusted so that the majority of discrete 

levels in the 12-bit analog-to-digital conversion are used without saturating the detector 

where the intensity exceeds the highest quantization level. 

Vertical height sensitivitt. If the assumption is made that the signal-to-noise ratio is 

very high and that the reference subtraction algorithm is very exact, then the primary 

limitation on the vertical height sensitivity is the quantization error introduced when 

acquiring intensity data. These errors will, in turn, generate errors in the determination of 

phase. If we assume zero mean intensity noise, it is possible to derive the standard 

deviation of the resultant phase to be 
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C1 1 
4» 13 (Number of gray levels) 'Y 

(6.10) 

where 'Y is the modulation value of the detected interference fringes and C1<j) is the standard 

deviation of the measured phase in radians (Brophy, 1988). In the TOPO-2D there are 

4096 quantization levels, hence C1<j) = 0.0001 rad. Translating these values into height 

. sensitivities, one can use the equation 

A. 
C1h = 47t C14» • (6.11) 

From this equation assuming A. = 650 nm, one finds that the height sensitivity for the 

TOPO-2D is 0.005 nm. However, when the other possible noises are considered, the 

minimum measurable feature height is 0.05 nm. If a step height of this size was measured, 

the signal-to-noise ratio would be one. This number is the rms repeatability for a single 

measurement. The calculation accuracy of the instrument for each measured data point is 

0.01 nm. 

Long-scan Considerations 

Detector. Several constraints in terms of accuracy exist on the detector when a long

scan system is being considered. First, the detector must be positioned as precisely as 

possible so that it is parallel to the reference and test surfaces. If this is not true, a slight 

defocus will be introduced across the sample plane being imaged. This defocus may be 

greater on one side of the array and less on the other. So when trying to piece together a 

number of interferograms, where the right side of the first subaperture data file is matched 

to the left side of the second subaperture data me, the defocus, which varies across both 

subaperture fJles in the same manner, will introduce an error into the long-scan analysis. 

Even if the positioning between two subapertures is perfect for an overlap region, when 

defocus exists, the data from one subaperture will not correspond exactly to the other 

because their contrast is reduced. As a result, errors will be introduced when trying to 
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derive the matching piston and tilt coefficients between two data files. To minimize this 

problem the detector is mechanically aligned as accurately as possible, and the stage 

assembly may be placed on a tip-tilt stage to align the sample parallel to the detector plane. 

A second constraint on the detector when attempting to make a long-scan measurement 

is that the detector must be oriented so that its geometry is parallel to the stage motion. If 

this is not the case, the data in the subaperture-overlap regions will not correlate and errors 

will be introduced into the measurement. In the long-scan system developed for this 

dissertation, the detector is aligned to within 0.001 radians of the stage motion. This 

minimizes the amount of error introduced to within what is physically possible given the 

micro-positioning equipment employed in the system. The alignment procedure is detailed 

in the section on the translation stage assembly. 

The last constraint on the detector is that its response is linear across the detector. In 

the CCO array used in the interference microscope, the array electronics read out the odd 

and even pixels through different shift registers. The gains in the two sets of registers are 

not always equal, so the response between even and odd pixels is not the same. These 

errors are typically very small and difficult to categorize, but they may be reduced by the 

proper choice of phase-modulation algorithm. Nevertheless, they ar~ ~till present. In 

terms of long-scan measurements, the test sample should only be moved 'an even integral 

number of pixels between scans. Therefore even pixels always overlap even pixels and 

odd pixels always overlap odd pixels. This minimizes the error introduced in a long-scan 

measurement because of what is termed the "odd-even effect." 

~. Stage considerations are also of paramount concern when implementing the 

long-scan technique. These considerations may be divided into two. general categories: 

lateral positioning requirements and rotational positioning requirements. In terms of lateral 

positioning, there are several requirements. First, the stage must translate through the 
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distance it was commanded to go. This relates to the accuracy and repeatability of the 

stage. The stage must be able to return to its zero position in a repeatable manner, 

otherwise. aCCUf"dte long-scan repeatability measurements can not be evaluated. Second, the 

stage should be mounted so that it is level or parallel with the detector-array geometry, thus 

eliminating any defocus problems. Third, when the stage is translated it should be 

translated through an even integral number of pixels to minimize the "odd-even effect." 

Fourth, for the prome data to reflect precisely the actual distance traversed, the lateral 

accuracy of the instrument ,needs to be determined and calibrated correctly. The lateral 

accuracy of an interference microscope depends on how well the magnification of the 

microscope objective is determined, as was discussed earlier in this chapter. In terms of 

rotational positioning requirements, the linear stage motion must be parallel to the detector

array geometry. If this is not the case, then overlap data regions do not have a one-to-one 

correspondence. The 'stage demands and requirements will be outlined in the section on the 

translation-stage assembly. 

Interferometric. There are several interferometric limitations in relation to the long

scan technique. First, in the process of piecing together a large number of interferograms, 

the continuity or integration algorithm for any given subaperture must not be violated. The 

continuity algorithm unwraps any phase ambiguities that might exist in the raw phase data. 

This is accomplished by adding or subtracting 21t to a pixel until the difference between 

adjacent pixels is less than 1t. Any invalid pixels are ignored by this routine, and the phase 

difference is calculated between the nearest good pixel. Invalid pixels introduce problems 

because they may cause the phase to change substantially between the adjacent valid pixels. 

The result when pixels have an error in phase is that from one point to the next, the phase 

jumps by 21t. If this effect occurs in an overlap region, the discontinuity may be different 

in each subaperture me. This will introduce gross errors into the algorithm for matching 
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the piston and tilt coefficients between subapertures. To reduce this problem the surface 

under examination should be clean and smoothly varying. A second interferometric 

problem encountered in a long-scan series of measurements is that as the sample is moved 

underneath the microscope, a slight defoc,us may be introduced between each subaperture 

measurement. This might introduce a curvature into the long-scan result that is not real. 

This effect may be minimized by refocusing the microscope for each subaperture 

measurement either manually or by using the autofocusing routine to make sure the 

interferometer is focused on the dark fringe. A final interferometric concern when 

employing the long-scan procedure is the subtraction of the reference surface from each 

subaperture measurement. Experiments reveal that as the sample is moved relative to the 

starting position where the reference was generated, the integrity of the generated reference 

decreases as the stage moves further away from its initial position. This is so because 

during the stage translation, the optical path difference between the reference and test 

surfaces may change slightly as the stage rocks and rolls on its bearings. This effect is not 

large and usually is only apparent with smooth surfaces where scalliengths greater than 1 

cm are attempted. To minimize this effect, the stage should be selected for hs stability and 

the generation of the reference surface file should be completed carefully. 

Translation Stage Assembly 

The realization of long-scan cannot be accomplished in a practical way without an 

efficient and accurate method for translating the test sample between each subaperture 

measurement. The sample being tested must undergo an exact lateral translation over the 

desired distance or offset between scans, otherwise a shear will exist between successive 

subapertures (see Figure 6.8a). This shearing will force the introduction of error when 

attempting to piece together a number of files, since the overlap data will not represent the 

appropriate corresponding surface regions. The magnitude of the error introduced in this 
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Fig. 6.8. Motion control considerations. 
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case will be very surface dependent. On a flat surface an inaccurate lateral offset will not 

introduce a very large error. However, on a periodic surface, such as a diamond-turned 

mirror, the error will be dramatic increasing in magnitude with the increasing amplitude of 

the surface features. Another constraint on the motion of the test sample is that it must be 

parall~l to the orientation of the CCD array (Figure 6.8b). If this is not true, the data in the 

sub aperture-overlap regions will not be correlated and errors will be introduced when 

trying to derive the matching piston and tilt coefficients between sub aperture data sets. 

Other important considerations for the positioning system included the following: 

accuracy, repeatability, stability, sensitivity, range of travel, and compatibility or the ease 

of implementation with the TOPO-2D optical surface profiler. 

The motion-control requirements of the long-scan system prohibit the use of a simple 

linear translation stage operated by a highly sensitive lead screw attached to a knurled knob, 

such as a differential micrometer, even though these devices provide smoothly controlled 

linear motion. Since long-scan measurements require the acquisition of a large number of 

subaperture data sets, an automated procedure for the acquisition of data is necessary. 

Automation is important to decrease the total measurement time and to eliminate the 

possibility of operator error. DC motors were examined for controlling the translation of a 

linear stage. However, these devices may be used only when positioning is not critical 

(over 10 Ilm), for they do not provide the necessary sub-micrometer resolution that is 

required for this experiment. To minimize the possibility of lateral position errors, the only 

logical choice was a closed-loop micro-positioning stepper-motor system. 

A stepper motor is a device that translates electrical pulses into mechanical movements 

in fixed increments. Such a motor possesses the ability to rotate in either a clockwise or 

counter-clockwise direction as well as stop and start at various mechanical rotation 

positions. The shaft of a stepper motor moves in precise angular increments for each input 
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excitation step. A basic stepper motor driver delivers a dc voltage commutated successively 

to different windings of the motor stator. This commutation is controlled by binary pulses, 

which may be counted to determine the total angular motion. A stepper motor allows 

control of position, velocity, distance, and direction. Because each step moves the shaft to 

a known position, the shaft position error (regardless of distance or direction of movement) 

will be determined by the single step accw'acy. Advantages of stepper motors include: 1) 

stepper motors are inherently digital in nature, 2) they are relatively maintenance free, 3) 

they produce high torque per package size, 4) they are very stable at zero speed, 5) errors 

are not cumulative, and 6) the motor can be repeatably stalled without damage. 

Disadvantages of stepper motors include: 1) they are rough at slow speeds, 2) they will 

resonate once reaching the desired location, 3) they will resonate at certain speeds causing a 

performance deterioration. The basic system components of a stepper motor system are 

shown in Figure 6.9. 

Microstepping is a technique whereby proportioning the current between the motor 

phases, the stepper motor is capable of electronically dividing each 1.8 degree step (1/200 

rev) into 125 discrete positions. As a result, since there are 200 steps per revolution in a 

standard stepper motor, in microstepping mode 25,000 steps per revolution are possible. 

The benefits of microstepping are great: 1) enhanced positioning accuracy, 2) exceptional 

'smoothness at slow speeds, 3) the ability to accelerate and decelerate through resonant 

points, 4) minimal torque loss at resonance points, and 5) a wide range of speeds 

eliminates the need for gear reduction. 

The position accuracy of the long-scan technique requires that the translation stage 

must perform better than the lateral resolution of the optical system (which for some 

microscope objectives equates to a submicrometer tolerance). Hence, micro-position 

stepper motor control is required. In addition, since such a tight tolerance is required, a 
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closed-loop system is necessary. Closed loop is an operating mode in which the motor 

driver receives a signal or feedback from a sensor (or encoder) that indicates the position of 

the motor (see Figure 6.9). With feedback, the resolution of the positioning system is 

determined by the resolution of the encoder. The benefits to the system performance are: . 

1) improved accuracy, 2) improved velocity regulation, and 3) the ability to detect a stall. 

Klinger Scientific Corporation manufactures a computer-controlled microstepping motor 

complete will an encoder that provides sufficient feedback such that one can achieve 

approximately O.l J.l.m position resolution. 

The mechanical accuracy of a linear stage is the difference between the desired target 

value and the real or actual dimensional value obtained. In the case of a micro-positioning 

stage the dimension measured is the distance between two successive positions on the same 

object. The admissible positioning tolerance can be represented by a sphere (see Figure 

6.10) and can be expressed as an absolute error value divided by the total travel range. The 

tolerance is a function of many randomly distributed parameters including stability and 

repeatability. The typical accuracy for Klinger's UT 100 linear stage, the stage that is 

employed in the long-scan system, is 3 J.l.m/IOO mm (Klinger Scientific, 1987). 

Another consideration of the translation stage is its stability. This parameter is closely 

related to mechanical constraints and can normally be considered as an elastic eqUilibrium 

phenomenon. In a stable environment (i.e., minimal thermal and vibration effects) the 

repeatability of the translation stage will be ideal with the exception of a small amount of 

drift. Drift is the result of gradual wear of the translation mechanism, variations in 

lubricant thickness, or thermal variations in the stage components. The Klinger stages are 

designed to resist wear, to have a uniform thickness of lubricant, and to expand minimally 

with changes in the thermal environment. 
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Hysteresis is another common problem encountered when precise positioning is 

required. It is generally described as a difference in the absolute position of the moving 

portion of the stage after traveling in one direction and then reversing to return by the 

opposite direction. Hysteresis often appears to be backlash but actually is a change in the 

equilibrium position created by an inversion of the dire~tion on the friction force. A 

common method for avoiding this phenomenon is to always approach the desired position 

from the same direction. This technique is employed in all of the long-scan procedures. A 

drift of the zero location is controlled by keeping the environment as constant as possible 

and resetting the zero position after each origin search is initiated. 

Another parameter of interest in motion control is the sensitivity. This is the ability of 

the positioning system to respond to a motion command, and it is defined as the point just 

above the threshold at which the stage will move. This movement does not necessarily 

correspond to the command value if an encoder is not used. The sensitivity of a motor 

system is inversely proportional to the mass of the load on the stage. Samples tested using 

the long-scan technique place only small loads on the stage so that the sensitivity of the 

stage is not compromised. In the case where a servo system is used (for example, an 

encoder) the sensitivity is equal to the resolution of the servo system, which in the case of 

the Klinger translation stage is 0.1 J.1Il1. 

The stage chosen for implementation in these experiments, the UT 100 linear stage 

made by Klinger Scientific, is a micro-displacement translator composed of a slide frame 

that supports a mobile carriage. The guide consists of double-track linear ball bearings that 

are preloaded to eliminate play. The command motions derived from the stepper motor are 

transmitted to the system by means of a lead screw and nut. The pitch of the screw is 1 

nun per rotation: The travel of the stage is limited by positive mechanical stops to a range 

of 10 cm. The straightness of the trajectory in terms of the pitch and yaw is less than 5 x 
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10-5 rad and 2.5 x 10-5 rad respectively. The stage is fairly compact and integrates nicely 

into the TOPO microscope package. Figure 6.11 shows the dimensions of the linear 

translation stage. A rotary stage is also necessary when implementing the long-scan 

technique so that the alignment of the motion of the linear translation stage and the 

geometry of the CCD array can be made parallel. The stage chosen for this job, the UR 

100 rotary stage made by Klinger Scientific, is the rotational complement of the UT 100 

linear stage. This stage has a square body in which a turntable is supported by a preloaded, 

playless ball race and driven by a 1 :36 worm and gear system. The average accuracy of the 

rotary stage is 0.01 degree, and the resolution with an encoded microstepping positioning 

system is 0.001 degree. The total ball-race wobble is less than 5 x 10-5 rad. Figure 6.12 

shows the dimensions of the rotary stage. 

The Klinger system features a stepper-motor controller that is fully programmable 

over an IEEE-488 communications interface bus. This makes the automation control from 

the HP-330 computer quite convenient. The interface may be used in a manual mode, 

which is helpful when first putting the sample in place. The stage/motor position is 

indicated by means of an LED display or from external outputs that may be read by the 

computer. A versatile instruction set makes programming the stage easy. A variety of 

commands enables the stage to perform the following operations: 1) establish a home 

reference to the present position and make all movements relative to this home position, 2) 

perform movements relative to the present position in the positive or negative direction, 3) 

execute movements over a wide speed range with varying acceleration rates, 4) perform 

repeated movements with looping commands, 5) execute conditional branching contingent 

on external events, 6) delay between movements, and 7) provide addressable output pins 

that can be used for synchronizing purposes or to start an origin search. 
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The actual integration of the micro-positioning stepper translation stages in place of the 

standard x,y sample stage in the TOPO-2D is accomplished with minimal modification of 

the existing setup. Alterations of the base plate were made to allow for a stack of Klinger 

translation stages to be mounted in place of the x,y sample stage. The stack of translation 

stages consisted of the following: 1) on the bottom plane, the computer-controlled rotary 

stage, 2) on the middle plane, the computer-controlled linear x-translation stage, and 3) on 

the top plane, a manual micrometer driven y-translation stage. Figure 6.13 shows the 

integration of the stacked-stage assembly into the TOPO-2D package. Each of the stages 

was firmly mounted to its neighbor by four captive screws and then the entire assembly 

was bolted to the microscope base plate, which provide the desired flatness and rigidity 

needed for the long-scan experiments. Because of the compactness of the Klinger stages, 

the entire assembly mounted to the base plate measured less than six inches tall. This was 

well within the accommodation range of the microscope allowing for the use of all 

objectives and still leaving approximately three inches of accommodation for the sample 

thickness. The rotary stage was positioned at the bottom to permit the most precise 

alignment of the linear translation table. The mechanically driven y-translation stage 

allowed easy location of areas of interest on a test surface. 

Aligning the: x-translation stage so that it is parallel to the geometry of the detector is 

accomplished using the following procedure: First, a photolithographic mask consisting of 

10 J.Lm squares on 60 J.Lm centers (see Figure 6.14) is placed on the x-translation stage so 

that a line array of squares on the mask is roughly parallel with the stage motion and 

positioned such that the squares lie over the crosshairs of the eyepiece. The microscope 

objective is set to a magnification of 20X, enabling the geometries of the mask to be clearly 

resolved. Next, the x-translation stage is then moved back and forth in an interative 

manner, while the array of 10 J.Lm squares is examined relative to the crosshairs in the 
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eyepiece. During the stage iterations the photolithographic mask is made parallel with the 

stage motion using the micro-positioning rotary stage. Using this technique the line array 

geometry of the mask is made parallel to the stage motion to within an angle of 0.0006 

radians. Once this is accomplished the detector array may be aligned parallel to the stage 

motion by rotating the detector and examining the detector intensity display until the line 

array of 10 J.Lm squares may be observed across the entire detector array. The detector

head mounting assembly was modified to allow for precise angular positioning of the 

detector. These modifications are shown in Figure 6.15. Once implemented, these 

modifications enable the alignment of the stage motion parallel to the detector geometry to 

an angle tolerance of approximately 0.001 radians. This tolerance represents the best 

alignment possible given the resolution of the optical system. 

Software and Data Processing 

A major portion of the long-scan research effort was concerned with the development 

and implementation of the software that would realize the long-scan technique. The long

scan data acquisition and analysis procedures had to integrate easily and logically into the 

existing software that controls the surface profiling interference microscope. A structured 

programming approach was used to develop reliable software. The software control blocks 

include: data acquisition and analysis, stitching or long-scan processing, autofocus, and 

two-wavelength analysis modules. 

Data Acquisition and Analysis Software 

The data acquisition and analysis software controls the primary functions of the optical 

surface profiling instrument: the intensity of the light source, the ramping of the PZT 

translator, and the acquiring of intensity data from the detector. Furthermore, these 

procedures generate, analyze, and process the data into a meaningful form. Data 
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Fig. 6.15. Modifications to the derectormounting assembly. 
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acquisition software controls all the necessary procedures for phase modulating the 

interferometer and getting intensity data at the right time. Analysis routines calculate the 

phase of the input intensity frames and convert these data into surface height data using 

phase-modulation algorithms explained in Chapter 4. Data processing procedures perfonn 

various calculations to present the acquired surface data in a more intelligible fonn for the 

user. The software is menu driven, giving the user a flexible interface for setting up a 

measurement session according to a variety of measurement parameters. 

The user can request many options when initiating a data-collecting sequence. The 

fIrst set of options are called data source options. They are the following: new data, new

ref, stored data, and current. This set of options modifIes where data are obtained by the 

computer. If the "new data" option is set, a measurement sequence provides new intensity 

data for processing. "New-ref" perfonns a new data measurement and subtracts a 

reference fIle from the measurement that is representative of the surface roughness of the 

reference surface in the interferometer. "Stored data" loads a saved data fIle for analysis. 

"Current data" allows for repeated analysis on already existing data. Several modifIers are 

available when using the data acquisition procedures: averaging, differencing, and setting a 

threshold value. Averaging a number of data sets will reduce the. random noise in a 

measurement by the square root of the number of data sets acquired. Differencing will 

subtract two successive data sets and display the results giving the user a value of the 

repeatability of the system. Setting a threshold value will screen the measurement data and 

label all pixels with a low modulation value to invalid data that will not be processed in the 

following analysis procedures. When using the long-scan technique, the "new-ref' option 

is set with averaging and a high modulation value is set, so .that the most accurate 

measurement possible is obtained using the optical surface profIler. 
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The next set of options is called "tenns subtracted". This control block dictates what 

detrending tenns are subtracted from the data. Subtracting tilt compensates for any residual 

tilt pr~sent after the alignment of fringes before a data session, and subtracting curvature 

will cause spherical samples to appear flat and display a radius of curvature on the profile 

plot. 

Another set of options is the analysis options. They are the following: analyze data, 

absolute measurement, average autocovariance, generate reference, calculate magnification, 

and peak-to-valley and rms statistics. Of these options only three are relevant to the long

scan technique. "Analyze data" presents each plot that has been chosen in the following 

surface analysis and data processing control blocks. "Generate reference" is helpful to 

characterize the surface roughness of the reference which is often considered a limiting 

factor in the profiling accuracy of a surface. "Calculate magnification" is used to calibrate 

the magnification 'of the system. Setting the magnification of the system is critical so that 

the lateral dimensions of the profile can be determined correctly. When trying to overlap 

successive data sets, calibration of the magnification is important enabling the offset value 

to be used appropriately in the long-scan procedures (both generate reference and calculate 

magnification were discussed earlier in Chapter 6). 

Surface analysis and data-processing options are set in the surface plots, slope plots, 

and Fourier-analysis option blocks. Selection of the surface proflle option presents a two

dimensional cross section of the surface height distribution. "Surface histogram" may also 

be selected, presenting a bar diagram representing the number of occurrences of surface 

height data within a specific range of values. A slope histogram, if selected, presents a 

histogram of the surface slopes as calculated by a discrete slope calculation. Fourier 

analysis is achieved by selecting either the power spectrum or autocovariance options. The 

power spectrum represents a display of the total power at each spatial frequency present in 
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the surface profIle distribution. This result is obtained by perfonning a discrete Fourier 

transform on the surface profIle and squaring the results, yielding the power as a function 

of spatial frequency. The autocovariance is a representation of the correlation of the surface 

features or the statistical relationsliip of the surface data. It is determined by calculating the 

discrete Fourier transform of the power spectrum. 

Other option blocks and command sequences are available for contmlling data output 

devices, setting the intensity to the proper value so it is utilizing the entire dynamic range of 

the detector, and controlling stage equipment. Stage control will be discussed in more 

detail in the stitching or long-scan software section. The user can also calibrate the ramping 

of the reference mirror so that the phase-modulation procedures will not introduce any 

extraneous errors. Many other parameters can be set in the program. However, they are of 

little consequence in the development of the long-scan technique and will not be belabored 

in this dissertation. 

Stitching or Long-scan Processing Software 

The stitching or long-scan processing software provides the procedures to acquire a 

given number of subaperture measurements and to process the data into a composite 

profile. Stage control, long-scan analysis and processing, graphics display, statistical 

analysis, and data modifIcation (averaging or differencing data sets) are all developed in 

this software module. Procedures from this module call the more primitive procedures and 

functions from the data acquisition and analysis software that control the surface profIling 

microscope to obtain and store a single subaperture data set. However, the compilation of 

the subaperture data sets and the long-scan processing are canied out by this module, as are 

the coordination of the stage and the microscope to obtain the series of subaperture 

measurements. 
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Between each subaperture measurement, the test sample is displaced laterally. using a 

high-resolution stepper motor. The stage is controlled by a programmable motor 

controller, which in turn is controlled by the stage software in the long-scan processing 

module. Both the rotary and the linear translation stages are controlled by the computer. A 

procedure called "take long data" will take a series of measurements in accordance with 

how the measurement data options have been set (typically new-ref, averaging, high 

modulation threshold). Between each measurement, the sample under test will be 

translated in the direction and through a dis~ce set by the user. This process is continued 

until the desired scan length is achieved. The number of subapertures necessary to achieve 

this length is simple to calculate, given the individual scan length, the overlap between 

files, and the desired length of the composite scan. Before this long-scan procedure is 

started, the user sets the test sample on the stage, turns on and adjusts the illumination 

system, and focuses the objective on the sample. Data may be acquired, once fringes are 

found and nulled, and provided the linear translation stage is aligned parallel to the detector 

array geometry. Adjustment of the focus between measurements may be necessary. 

Therefore a call to an automatic focusing procedure is made before each subaperture data 

set is taken. Depending on the length of the profile, the long-scan data acquisition 

procedure may take as long as one hour. Hence, the necessity for full automation of the 

procedure is clear. 

Once the data files have been acquired, the long-scan processing algorithm is used to 

concatenate the subapertures. Several control options are available during this procedure. 

The program allows control over the offset distance used in processing, the prescreening of 

data in the overlap region between successive subapertures, the window averaging the data 

in the overlap region between successive subapertures, the removing of piston and tilt from 

each file before processing, the matching of piston and tilt from each file during 
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processing, and the introduction of false errors in processing (this is used as an aid to 

illustrate how errors are introduced during processing). During the processing procedure, 

the first subaperture measurement is read off the disk and detrended to establish a baseline. 

This fJle is then read into the long-scan data structure. Next the second file is read. The 

di~ference between the last part of the first Ule and the first part of the second file is 

calculated. This is called the overlap region. The overlap region is detrended and the 

piston and tilt difference between the adjacent subapertures is determined. These derived 

coefficients are then used to match the second sub aperture to the first. The result is read 

into the long-scan data structure in the appropriate position. A third flIe is now read and the 

overlap region between it and the second fJle is determined. Again from the overlap the 

matching piston and tilt coefficients may be determined so that the third file can be matched 

to the second. This process continues until all of the subaperture data flIes have been 

matched together. During the process, statistical data of the difference data are compiled so 

that information on how well the subaperture data flIes fit together may also be discerned. 

Once a long-scan file is generated, all the relevant surface characteristics such as pv, 

rms, and ra may be calculated. The long-scan result may be averaged or differenced from 

other long-scan results. Long-scan data may also be displayed in a variety of formats: 

surface plots, slope plots, and Fourier-analysis option blocks. Surface profiles or 

histograms may be displayed. However, surface profiles may contain thousands of points. 

As a result, the information is compressed when these data are displayed on the screen or 

plotter. To overcome the loss of resolution, cursors may be set by the user defining a new 

linear range expanding data regions of particular interest. Piston, tilt, and focus may be 

removed from the long-scan if desired to evaluate surface roughness. Slope histograms 

present a histogram of the surface slopes as calculated by a discrete slope calculation for the 

entire long-scan. The power spectrum and autocovariance are calculated analogous to the 
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calculation for a single measurement. However, the discrete Fourier transfonn may take 

considerably longer to calculate given the increased number of data points in the profile. 

Autofocus Software 

The focus of the interference microscope may need adjustment in the process of 

acquiring a large number of data flIes during an automated data-taking procedure. Since the 

acquisition of many subapertures can take considerable time, it is not practical for an 

instrument operator to be present during a measurement. As a result, an automatic focusing 

procedure is necessary to fully automate the procedure. The software developed to 

automatically find the best focus of the interference microscope is called the autofocus 

module. This module has control of the z-axis motor and is capable of monitoring either 

intensity or fringe modulation to fmd the optimum or best focus position. 

The design considerations for the autofocus procedure included the following: 1) the 

procedure must work with existing TOPO-2D hardware, 2) the procedure must find the 

dark fringe to within plus or minus two fringes, 3) the duration of the entire procedure 

should be less than 1 minute, 4) the procedure should work with all magnification 

objectives, and 5) the procedure should work with a variety of sample substrates (different 

geometries, roughnesses, and reflectivities). Several assumptions about the instrument 

setup were required: 1) the minimum position for the z-axis stage travel must be set by the 

instrument user and this point will coincide with the highest point on the substrate, 2) the 

user sets the initial light level, 3) the narrowband spectral filter is left in place, and 4) the 

field stop is controlled by the user. Given the design constraints and the initial 

assumptions, the autofocus procedure was broken into two major components: a coarse

focus and fine-focus procedure. 

The coarse-focus procedure positions the microscope objective as quickly as possible 

somewhere under the fringe envelope. This procedure is perfonned at the start of a long-
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scan measurement procedure. The maximum slew rate. vs, possible for the z-axis during 

this procedure is determined by the coherence length of the source (or the width of the 

fringe envelope).lc. and the maximum sampling rate of th~ detector. ts. The relationship is 

simply 

(6.12) 

The minimum amount of time needed to find coarse focus. tm. is given by 

(6.13) 

where dw is the working distance of the given microscope objective. For a typical 20X 

microscope objective the working distance. dw• is 2.5 mm. The coherence length. lc. is 

10.56 Jlm when using a 10 nm narrowband filter. and the maximum sampling rate of the 

detector for sampling intensity is 40 ms. As a result. the minimum time to achieve coarse 

focus from the maximum out-of-focus position is 9.5 seconds. In actual practice. the 

objective is usually placed 1 mm above the sample. so the minimum time to achieve coarse 

focus is decreased. to typically 7 seconds. 

The coarse-focus algorithm is outlined as follows: First. the user positions the sample 

on the microscope stage. The lowest point of z-axis travel is defined by a memory lock 

position. The z-axis stage is slewed upward while the incident intensity on the detector is 

monitored. The intensity data can be used to coarse focus the microscope because the 

throughput of the optical system will be greatest when the microscope is in focus. When 

the throughput is maximum. the power on the detector will be maximum or the intensity 

will be greatest. A typical slew through focus intensity proflle is shown in Figure 6.16. 

Determination of when to terminate the z-axis slew is most easily accomplished by taking 

the derivative of the intensity curve and stopping the motion of the z-axis when this slope 

goes to zero (see Figure 6.17). Once the zero crossing on the slope curve has OCCUlTed and 
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the z-axis motion is stopped, a slight overshoot of the fringe envelope usually occurs 

because the stage cannot stop instantaneously. To compensate for the overshoot, the z-axis 

stage is stepped downward a distance equal to the maximum amount of observed 

experimental overshoot. Lastly, the procedure steps the z-axis stage upward, slowly 

checking modulation as it goes. To check modulation,. the PZT is ramped and four frames 

of intensity are acquired. The formula used for calculating the modulation value is simply 

the sum of the squares of the differences between the fourth and the second intensity frame 

and the third and the rust intensity fram~. Once a certain modulation threshold value is 

reached, the microscope is positioned under the fringe envelope and coarse focus is 

achieved. 

The fine-focus procedure is used to locate the dark fringe or best focus of the object. 

This procedure is performed between each sub aperture data measurement during a long

scan measurement. The fine-focus algorithm is outlined as follows: First, the z-axis stage 

is stepped up a distance equivalent to one-half the coherence length of the source. Next, 

the z-axis stage is stepped d(lwn incrementally a distance equal to the coherence length. At 

each step, the modulation of the fringes is checked and the modulation value is stored in a 

data array. After the stage is scanned the full distance, the maximum modulation value and 

its location are determined. Lastly, the z-axis stage steps up again back to the location of 

the maximum fringe-modulation value. A diagram of the fine-focus procedure is given in 

Figure 6.18. The accuracy of the fine-focus procedure is determined by the size of the 

steps taken when stepping through the fringe envelope. The smaller the steps, the greater 

the resolution of the of the procedure. There is a tradeoff between resolution and the speed 

of the algorithm. The maximum allowable time for the fine-focusing procedure was 

decided to be 45 seconds, which limited the resolution to approximately plus or minus two 

fringes. 
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. Two-Wavelength Analysis Software 

Two-wavelength analysis software allows the user to perform a measurement that 

combines the measurements of several different wavelengths. This software option allows 

for the measurement of step heights greater than those normally possible with single

wavelength analysis. This software is fully integrated with the stitching or long-scan 

processing software, extending the dynamic range of the surface proflling instrument in 

both the vertical and horizontal direction. The theory behind this measurement technique is 

discussed in Chapter 5. 

To resolve the phase ambiguities from a rough surface, one of two analysis options 

can be used: two-wavelength or multiple-wave correction. The two-wavelength analysis 

method uses two visible wavelengths to synthesize a longer equivalent wavelength, so that 

the variations across the test surface are less than one-quarter of the equivalent wavelength 

between adjacent pixels. The multiple-wavelength correction analysis method uses a 

number of wavelengths (two to five) to correct the ambiguities in a single wavelength 

measurement. If one of these options is selected, then during a new data analysis session 

(that is, during each subaperture measurement in a long-scan measurement session) the 

user will be prompted to insert the appropriate fllter into the illumination system of the 

interferometer a number of times for each subaperture measurement. Before each 

wavelength measurement, an intensity display is presented so that the user may adjust the 

intensity of the source to use the entire dynamic range of the detector. This process will be 

repeated for each wavelength measurement until all the data sets required have been 

obtained (twice in the case of two-wavelength analysis and two to five times in the case of 

multiple-wavelength correction). The wavelengths used in a particular measurement are set 

in what is called the wavelength menu. This menu allows the user to select the wavelength 

filters to be used in the single-, two-, and multiple-wavelength analysis routines. 
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When using two-wavelength or multiple-wavelength cOlTection analysis and the long

scan procedures, total automation of the measurement procedure is not possible, since the 

spectral fIlters must be inserted by the user for each subaperture measurement. Hence, 

autofocusing procedures are not used in this case and the user must be present for the entire 

measurement (the stage procedures, of course, remain fully automated). In all other 

respects, except for the data acquisition, the program will behave in the nonnal way as 

described in earlier sections. 



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

Comments 

The purpose of this dissertation has been to demonstrate a technique for extending the 

measurement range of a phase-modulated interference microscope. This instrument can 

measure the microsurface structure of materials with a high degree of vertical and lateral 

resolution. However, the high-density data acquired by this instrument are limited over a 

fmite lateral and vertical range. Techniques for extending these ranges are outlined and 

investigated. The most feasible technique has been implemented in an actual system and 

experimentally verified. The result is an instrument that is capable of measuring surfaces 

with steeper slopes over larger fields of view, providing new measurement capabilities in 

optical metrology. 

The research described in this dissertation has accomplished several objectives. First, 

the feasibility of applying the techniques for combining multiple subapertures to an optical 

surface profiling instrument was modeled using theory and computer simulations. Second, 

a prototype .long-scan optical surface profiler was designed and built. Experimental 

verification of the long-scan technique as well as comparisons between experimental, 

analytical, and computer-simulation results were demonstrated using this new instrument. 

Third, the feasibility of applying the techniques for combining multiple subapertures 

coupled with two-wavelength techniques was shown to expand the measurement range of 

the surface profiling instrument in both the horizontal and vertical directions. Fourth, the 

performance parameters and the limitations of a long-scan surface profiling instrument were 

defmed and quantified. 
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The fIrst three chapters of this dissertation cover traditional methods for determining 

the topography of a surface. The basic parameters of surface evaluation are defined so that 

a reader will understand the terminology used in following chapters. Chapter 3 

summarizes current methods available for measuring surface topography and introduces the 

optical profiler that is enhanced through the work in this dissertation. A discussion of the 

theory behind the basic operating principles of an interference microscope provides further 

support for following chapters. These initial chapters establish the significance of the 

techniques developed and analyzed in this dissertation and provide background information 

of techniques already in existence. 

Chapter 4 explicitly outlines the method for extending the optical profiler measurement 

range by combining measurements from overlapping subapertures. Phase-measurement 

algorithms make possible rapid acquisition and analysis of interferometric data from the 

interference microscope. Digital computers make possible the rapid manipulation of these 

data once they have been acquired. Finally, computer-controlled stages enable precise 

translation of a surface so that the interference microscope can operate in a scanning type 

mode. These three factors enabled the development of the long-scan technique. The 

algorithms developed to combine linear arrays are expanded, and error-analysis models are 

examined. These models reveal the relationships between the variance of the composite 

long-scan, the variance of an individual subaperture, the length of an individual 

subaperture, the length of a composite long-scan, and the length of the overlap between 

successive subapertures. These results provide insight for characterizing the performance 

of the long-scan technique. Numerical Monte Carlo simulations provide further support for 

the analytic models. This approach was taken to demonstrate the validity of the derived 

analytical models. The last part of this chapter presents actual experimental data clearly 
( 

demonstrating the augmentation of the optical profiler measurement range. Results are 
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presented for composite long-scans that are an order of magnitude longer than an individual 

trace. These long-scans, when compared to equivalent-length lower-magnification 

profiles, have an order of magnitude increase in lateral resolution. As a final note, a 

summary of relevant discoveries and observations is presented at the end of this chapter to 

outline the theoretical, numerical, and experimental results of this research. 

In Chapter 5, multiple-subaperture and two-wavelength phase-shifting interferometry 

techniques are combined to enhance both the limited field of view and the finite vertical 

dynamic range of the optical profiler. Combining these techniques offers numerous 

applications for testing deep wavefronts and surfaces with variable sensitivity. Many 

situations originate in which step heights greater than a quarter of a wavelength, structures 

of rough surfaces, or steep-sloped surfaces need to be examined. Applications using this 

technique on a grating and a binary optic demonstrate the worthiness of these techniques 

for increasing both the vertical and horizontal measurement range of the instrument. 

In Chapter 6, the major design considerations when implementing the long-scan 

technique are analyzed. The long-scan technique places stringent design constraints on the 

profiling system that are not encountered or that are not nearly as stringent when only a 

single measurement is taken. In particular the mechanical, test-sample, optical, detector, 

phase-calculation, and long-scan considerations are scrutinized as they pertain to extending 

the measurement range of the surface profiler. The significant problems encountered with 

detector alignment, stage alignment, and interferometric considerations are addressed, and 

methods for reducing their effects are suggested. 

Furore Research 

The results of Chapters 4 and 5 show much promise for future applications. It is now 

possible using the technique for combining multiple-subapertures to increase the 

measurement range of an optical surface profiler as far as desired so long as the errors 
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introduced by the technique can be tolerated. Typically, this means one can obtain the 

resolution of a higher-power objective over a region equivalent to that of a lower-power 

objective. Analytical and numerical models help to characterize the performance of the 

long-scan technique. However, these models are based solely on random additive noise 

inherent in a single measurement. Future research in the development of more realistic 

models that can incorporate all error sources, i.e., the effects of systematic measurement 

errors, longitudinal position errors, detector-alignment errors, and other limitations, would 

help in understanding the fundamental accuracy of composite profiles. In this dissertation a 

simple serial approach was used for creating composite profiles; however, ~xploration of 

new techniques for creating and correcting high-resolution long-scan data could be 

investigated. 

Error-analysis models outlined in this dissertation consider only the cumulative rms of 

the composite profile. In addition to this variance calculation, a derivation of a Fourier and 

Legendre decomposition of these errors would be useful. This would tell the experimenter 

how the long-scan errors are distributed on the different Fourier components. Also further 

enhancements to error analysis might include statistics over an ensemble of long-scans 

defIning error brackets for a given measurement situation. 

Translation errors that cause position mismatch between overlapping subapertures 

should be investigated to increase the accuracy and reliability of the long-scan technique. 

This would be a major experimental problem and models of the effects of translation errors 

might need to include correlation distances of the sample. As more sophisticated stages are 

produced, higher lateral positioning resolution can be achieved and more reliable long-scan 

results achieved. The integration of laser ruler measurement systems with the lateral 

translation stages could be used to provide feedback for the concatenation algorithm when 

piecing together a number of subapertures. 
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Continued effort in exploring the utility of long-scan measurements for studying near

angle scattering from optical surfaces is another good continuation for this work. More 

investigation into the range of surfaces that may be tested when combining long-scan and 

two-wavelength techniques may also provide interesting information on new and diverse 

applications. 

Finally, the techniques presented in this paper may by applied in two dimensions 

instead of one dimension to augment the measurement range of an area optical surface 

profiling instrument. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
5S 
56 
57 
58 

program simulation(input,output)~ 

c········***·***************·****************···******-*--) 
(" ") 
( " MON'rE CARLO SIMlJLM!ION PROGRAK " ) 
(" ") 
(" ~is program simulates the eftects ot combining a .) 
(" a series of !nterterograms which contain random .) 
(" noise between data sets. II) 
(" .) 
(" ~ugene R. Cocaran 11-21-87 .) 
(" .) 
(*******************~.**********.******.*.*******.*.**_._.) 

{S! GRconst.inc} 
{Si GRpo~s.inc} 
(Si GRextrn.inc} 
{Si metplot2.lib} 
{Si tunct.lib} 
{SR.} 
const ~raceLength 

LongscanLength 
MaxLonqscanLength 
~rials 
Plot1'ts 
eqa_x_min 
eqa_x_lII4X 
ega_y_min 
eqa-y_max 

·1000~ 
.5000~ {must be a =ult. ot SOO} 
·6000~ 
-lO~ 
·500~ 
·100~ 
·600~ 
"13S~ 
.335~ 

type stat_array .array[l •• ~rials) ot real~ 
subaperturD_arrayaarray[l •• ~raceLength) of real~ 
longscan_array -array[l •• MaxLonqscanLength) of raal~ 

var 

longscan_ptr -~longscan_array~ 
plot_array -array[l •• Plot1'ts) ot =eal~ . 

subaperture_data, 
tilel, 
tila2, 
ditterencll 

longs can_data, 
reterence_data 

i 

debug, 
detrended, 
pr1nt,prin~_graph 

pv, 
l:lIUI. 
ra 
c_long, 
t_long, 
p_long 

:longBcan_ptr~ 

:intaqer~ 

:boolean~ { control parameters } 

:real~ output statistics } 

:raal; 

237 
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59 amp, 
60 piston, 
61 tilt, 
62 cur 
53 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 

l:ouqb_siqma, 
curve_coe!! , 
sine_amp, 
lline_fl:eq 

x,y 
plotr 
plo~ 

LuC Modified January 5, 1988 

:r .. 1~ {noise parameters} 

:real; 

:intager; 

:p1ot_Al:ray; 
:rltCt~ 
:r.a1rect~ 

surface parameters } 

process paramatel:s } 

5 

76 function TotaLNumPoints(NumOtSub,PointsPerSub,PointsOVer1ap:inteqer):intege 
r~ 

77 
78 

) ; 
79 
SO 
81 

r~ 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 

begin 
TotaLNumPoints:-PointsParSub+«NumOtSub-l)*(PointsPerSub-PointsOVarlap) 

end~ 

function TotalNumsub(TotalPoints,PointsPersub,PointsOver1ap:inteqer):inteqe 

var truncl,trunc2 
actual 

:integel:~ 
:real; 

beqin 
t--uncl:-trunc«(TotaLPoints-~ointsOVal:lap)/ 
. (PointsPel:Sub-PointsOVel:1ap»+1); 

trunc2:-t--unc«TotaLPoints-PointsOVerlap)/ 
(PointsPersub-PointsOVerlap»; 

actua1:-(TotaLPoints-PointsOVer1ap)/ 
(Point9PerSub-PointsOVerlap)~ 

if trunc2-actual then 
TotalNumsub:-trunc2 

else 
Tota1Numsub:wtruncl~ 

and~ 

function qauss(siqma:l:eal):real~ 
·const n ~ 5~ 
va: sum,al :rea1; 

i :integer~ 
begin 

sum:-O.O~ 
for i:"l to n do 

sum:-sum+l:andom(32767)/32767~ 
al:·2*siqma*sqrt(3/n)~ 
qaus8:·al*(sum-n/2)~ 

end; 

procedure statistics(data:stat_Al:ray;numb.r:intl~er); 
va: i : integer; 

II~X, 
sum_x2, 
sigma, 
mean :rul; 

beqin 
8~X :-0.0; 

238 
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117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
lSl 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 

sum_x2 :-0.0; 
s1qma :-0.0; 
mean :-0.0; 
for 1:-1 to number do 

.um_x:·sum_x+4a~a(1J; 
m.an:-s~x/number; 
for 1:-1 ~ number ~o 

siqma:-s1qma+sqr(data(1)-maan); 
siqma:-sqrt(s1qma/(number-1»); 
writa(lst,maan:14:8,' ',s1qma:14:8,' '); 

end; 

procedure genarata_reference_longscan; 
var r1,r1c:real; 

1:1nt8gar; 
begin 

if debug then wri teln( , GR' ) ; 
{ flat} 
for i:-1 to MaxLongscanLength do refarance_dataA(i):-O.O; 
{ rough } 
if not (rough_siqma-O) than 

for 1:-1 to MaxLongscanLangth do 
refarenca_dataA(i):-rafarence_dataA(i)+gauss(rough_siqma); 

{ currad } 
if not (curve_coeff2 0) then begin 
curve_co8ff:-cur/e_coef~/sqr(LongscanLength/2); 
for i:-1 to MaxLongscanLength do begi~ 

ri:-i; 
ric:-ri-({LonqscanLength)/2); { center curvature} 
referenca_dataA[i):-reference_dataA[i)+(cur/e_coef!*sqr(ric»; 
and; 

and; 

{ sille } 
it not (sinll'",':"_'II!'l"'O) ',hen 

for i:~l to MaxLongscanLongth do begin 
refarence_dataA[i):-reference_dataA[i)+ 

(sine_amp~sin(2*3.141592654*sina_!=eq!Lonq9CanLength*i»; 
and; 

if debug then writeln('gr'); 
end; 

procedure snbaperture_noiso(noise,piston,t11t,ampl1tude,curvature:real); 
var i : integer; 

a,b,c,d,m,r,ri,ric :raal; 

begin 
n : suDaperture_uray; 

if debug then writ.ln('SK'); 
a:-O; b:-O; c:-O; r:-TracaLength; 
for i:-l ~ ~racaLenqth do n[i):-O; 
if not (pistoneO) than a:-gauss(piston); 
if not (tilt-O) than b:-qauss(tiltl!r; 
if not (curvature-a) than c:-curvaturs!sqr(r!2); 
if not (nois .. O) then 

for 1:-1 to ~racaL8ngth do n[i):-gauss(noisa); 

--_._- _._._-_. __ ._-------

"'[1' 
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for i:-l to TraceLanqth do begin 
ri:-i; 
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175 
176 
177 
178 

ric:·ri-«~racaLanqeh)/2); { cantar curvatura } 
sUbapertura_data[i]:-a+(b*ri)+(c*uqr(ric»+n[i]+sUbaparturB_datali] 

; 
end; 

if not (ampl1 tuda-O ) than begin 
m:-(l-amplituda)/~raCaLanqth; 
for i:-1 to ~racaLanqeh do begin 

d:-m*1 ... 1; 
sUbaperture_data(i]:-sUbapertura_data(i]*d; 
end; 

and; 
if debug than wr1taln('sn'); 

and; { a~d subapartura } 

179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 

procedure get_subaparture(sub~umber,Point8OVerlap:intaqar; 
noisa,piston,tilt,amplitude,curratura:raal); 

var offsat:integer; 

:8:3); 
231 
232 

begin 
if dabug tben writaln('Ga'); 
for 1:-1 to TracaLanqth do 

sUbapartura_data(i]:-O; 
offsat:~raceLength-PointSOVerlap; 
if subnumber-l then 

for 1:al to !racaLanqeh do 
subapartura_data(i]:·referance_data~(iJ 

elsa 
for i:-l to TraceLenqeh do 

sUbaperture_data(iJ:-refarenca_data~[(offsetW(subnumber-l» 
+i+offset_errorJ; 

subaperture_noisa(noise,piston,tilt,amplituda,curvature); 
if debug then writaln('ga'); 

end; 

procedure MatchSecondPi1e(var a:subaperture_array;num:inteqer); 
{ pass difference data and number of points in overlap } 
var )(,x2, y,xy, aorm, a,r" 

tilt,piston 
i 
datrend 

beqin 
dat:end:-trUa; 
if datrend-1:rua then begin 

:rea1; 
: integer; 
:boo18an; 

r:-O; n:-O; x:-O; y:-O; x2:-0; xy:aO; 
for i:-l to aum do begin 

a:-n + 1; 
x:-x + i; 
r:-1; 
x2:-x2 ... sqr(r); 
y:wy + a[i]; 
xy:-xy + a(1]*i; 

end; { end for} 
aorm:-n*x2-x*x; 
tilt:-(a*xy-y*x) I norm; 
piston:-(x2*y-x*xy) I norm; 
if debug than writalD( 'matc1U.nq: piston ',piston:8:3,' tilt ',tilt 

for 1:-1 to TracaLengtb do 
fila2[i]:-fi102[i]-(piston+(ti1t*i»; 

,.':',\ 
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233 enel; 
234 anel; { MatchSeconc:iFile 
235 
236 procadura longscan(NumOtSub,PointsOVarlap:intaqer); 
237 var i,inelex,suDapartura_count :intaqer; 
238 baq1n 
239 it debug then writaln('L'); 
240 {zaro longs can array} 
241 tor i:-1 to MaxLongscanLenqt~ do longscan_data~(il:-O.O; 
242 index:-O; 
243 tor i:-1 to TracaLangth do begin 
244 fila1[i]:-O.O; 
245 file2[i]:-O.0; 
246 ditferenca[i1:-0.0; 
247 and; 

'248 
249 {read in first fila with no piston or tilt} 
250 gat_subaperture(l,PointsOVerlap,noisa,O,O,amp,cnr); 
251 tor i:-1 to TracaLanqth do 
252 filel(i):-subapertura_data(i); 
253 
254 {reael in second fila wh1ch will be matchec:l to first} 
255 get_subaperture(2,PointsOVarlap,noisa,~iston,tilt,amp,cur); 
256 for i:-1 to ~raceLQnqth do 
257 file2[i]:-subaperture_data(i]; 
258 
259 for 1:'1 to PointsOverlap do 
260 differenca(i):-file2[ij-filel[i+TraceLength-PointsOvarlap]; 
261 
262 MatchSeconc:iFile(differance,PointsOvar!ap); 
263 
264 {reael into longscan array} 
265 for i:-1 to TracaLangth do baqin 
266 index:-indax+1; 
267 longscan_dataA(inelaxj:-filel(il; 
268 anel; 
269 for i:-PointsOvarlap+1 to TracaLenqth do baqin 
270 index:-index+1; 
271 10ngscan_dataA[indaxj:-file2(il 
272 end; 
273 
274 {put ~9Conel file into first file} 
275 for i:-1 to TraceLenqth do 
276 filal(ij:-fila2(i); 
277 
278 subapertura_count:-2; 
279 if NumOfSub > 2 than 
280 begin 
281 repaat 
282 subapartura_count:-subapertura_count+1; 
283 {read in second file which will be matched to first} 
284 get_subaportura(subaperture_count,pointsOVarlap, 
285 noisa,piston,tilt,amp,cnr); 
286 for i:-1 to TracaLenqth do 
287 file2[i):-suDaparture_data(i); 
288 
289 for i:-1 to PointsOVarlap do 
290 ditfaranc.(i):.tila2[i)-file1[i~racaLangth-PointsOVarlap]; 

, ,'.: ~'. 
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291 
292 
293 
294 
295 
296 
297 
298 
299 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
306 
307 
308 
309 
310 
311 
312 
313 
314 
315 
316 
317 
318 
319 
320 
321 
322 
323 
324 
325 
326 
327 
32B 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
336 
337 
338 
339 
340 
341 
342 
343 
344 
345 
346 
347 
348 

MatchSecondFilo(ditfarance,PointsOVarlap); 

{read into long.can array} 
for i:-Point80verlap+l to ~racaLangth do begin 

indax:-index+1; 
10ngacan_datAA[index]:-tila2[1]; 
end; 

{put 8econd file into first tila} 
for i:-1 to ~racaLenqth do 

filel(i]:-fila2(i]; 
until 8ubapertura_oount-NumotSub; eDd rapeat } 

and; { end then } 
it debug ~nen writelnC'l'); 

end; { end long~can } 

{procedure rms_pv_ra: 
var i : in'Cegar; 

begin 

valley, peak, 
pixels, 
sum,avg :raal; 

if debug than writaln('PV'); 
valley:-1E+20; 
pealc:--lE+20: 
rms:-O.O; 
ra:-O.O; 
pv:..:O.O: 
sum:-O.O: 
avg: .. O.O: 
pixals:-O.O; 
tor 1:-1 to LongscanLengtn do begin 

sum:-sum+longscan_dataA(i]; 
pixals: a pixels+1: 
eDd; 

avg:-sum/pixels; 
for i:-1 to LongscanLength do begin 

it (long8can_dataA[i]-avg) > peak then 
peak:-longscan_dataA(ij-avg: 

if (longscan_dataA[i]-avg) < valley 'Cben 
vallay;-longscan_da'CaA(i]-avg; 

rms:-rms+sqr(longscan_dataA[i]-avg); 
ra:-ra+abs(loDgscan-dataA(ij-avg); 
eDd: 

pv;-peak-valley; 
rmB:-·ir'C(rmB/pixelS); 
ra:-ra pixels: 
if debug than writalD('pv'); 

and:} { end' pV_rmB_ra } 

procedure rmB-pv_ra: 
var i : in'Cegar; 

vallay,paak :raal; 

begin 
if dabDg than writalD( 'PV'); 
vallay:-l.E+20; 

-----_._- _._._-_.- _ .. '._- _._._------' 
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349 
350 
351 
352 
353 
354 
355 
356 
357 
358 
359 
360 
361 
362 
363 
364 
365 
366 

peale :--lE+20; 
rms :-0.0; 
ra :-0.0; 
pv :-0.0; 
for 1:"1 eo LongscanLangth do begin 
if longscan_daea'" C i] > peak t.lJen 

paak:-long8can_da~"'Ci]; 
if 10ngscan_daea"[1] < valley then 

vallay:-longscan_daea"'[1]; 
rms:-rms+sqr(10ngscan_data"'C1]); 
ra:-ra+abs(10ngscan_data"C1]); 
and; 

pv: -poak-valley; 
rms:-sqre(rms/LongscanLength); 
ra:-ra/LongscanLengeh; 
1t debug then wrieeln('pv'); 

and; { and pV_:m5_ra } 

367 procedure deerend_1ongscan: 
368' var 1 :1neeger; 
369 x,x2,x3,x4, 
370 y,xy,x2y,norm, 
371 n,r :real; 
372 begin 
373 if debug then wrieeln('OL'); 
374 n:-O: 
375 x:-O: x2:-0: xJ:-O; x4:-0: 
376 y:-O; xy:-O; x2y:*0; 
377 
378 
379 
380 
381 
382 
383 
384 
385 
386 
387 
388 
389 
390 
391 
392 
393 
394 
395 
396 
397 
398 
399 
400 
~01 
402 
403 
404 
405 
406 

for i:-1 to LongscanLengeh do begin 
r:-1; 
n:-n+ 1; 
x:wx+.r:; 
x2:wx2+sqr(r); 
x3:wx3+sqr(r)*r; 
x4:-x4+sqr(r)*sqr(r); 
y:-y+1ongscan_daea"'[i); 
xy:-xy+longscan_daea"'(1]*r; 
x2y:-x2y+1ongscan_data"'[1]*sqr(r); 
end; 

norm:-x4*(n*x2-sqr(x»-x3*(n*x3-x*x2)+x2*(x*x3-sqr(x2»; 
c_1ong:-(x2y*(n*x2-sqr(x»-x3*(n*xy-y*x)+x2*(xy*x-x2*y)/norm; 
e_1ong:-(x4*(n*xy-x*y)-x2y*(n*x3-x*X2)+x2*(x3*y-x2*xy)/norm; 
p_1ong:-(x4*(x2*y-x*xy)-xJ*(x3*y-x2*xy)+x2y*(xJ*x-sqr(x2»)/norm; 

for 1:-1 to LongscanLength do begin 
r:-i; 
10ngscan_daea"'(1]:-10ngscan_daea"'Ci) -

end; 
detrended:-true: 

(c_10ng*,qr(r) + t_long*r + p_long); 

if dabug eben wri ealn( , ell ' ) 
and; 

procedure header(NumO!Sub,PointsOVerlap:ineeger); 
begin 
it print eben PenColor(7) {white} 
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407 
408 
409 
410 
411 
412 
413 
414 
415 
416 
417 
418 
419 
420 
421 
422 
423 . 
424 
425 
426 
427 
428 
429 
430 
431 
432 
4J3 
434 
435 
436 
437 
438 
439 
440 
441 
1~42 
HJ 
444 
445 
446 
447 
448 
449 . 

alae PanColor(4); {red} 
Movatoraxt(30,1); 
writa('Lonqscan profila'); 
it print then PenColor(7) {whita} 

alsa PenColor(14); {liqhtyellow} 
Movetoraxt(l,l);writa(data); 
Movatorext(64,1);writa(time); 
it print than l?anColor(7) {white} 

als8 PenColor(2); {green} 
Movatoraxt(1,2);write('Scan Paramaters:'); 
if print then l?en~olor(7) {white} 

alse PanColor(lO); {liqhtqreon} 
Movatorext(1,3);writa('~race length - ',~raceLength:4); 
Movatoraxt(1,4);wr1te('Lonqscan length- ',LonqscanLanqth:4); 
Movatoraxt(l,S);write('OVarlap - :,pointsOverlap:4); 
MOvetoraxt(1,6);write('I ot Sub , 

~otalNumSub(LonqscanLanqth,~raceLangth,l?oint.OVerlap):4); 
if print then PenColor(7) {whita} 

else PenColor(2); {qreen} 
Movetoraxt(24,2);write('Noise Parameters:'); 
if pr1nt then PenColor(7) {white} 

alse l?enColor(10); {liqhtqrean} 
Movatorext(24,3);writa('l?iston Sigma • ',piston:4:2); 
Movetorext(24,4);write('~ilt sigma • ',ti1t:4:2); 
Movetoraxt(24,S);write('Noise sigma • ',o01se:4:2); 
Movetoraxt( 24,6) ;write( 'Amp variatioo'. ' ,amp:4:2); 
Movetorext(24,7);write('Cur variation- ',cur:4:2); 
Movetorext(24,S);write('Ot!set er:or ~ ',o!!set_arror:4); 
if print then PenColor(7) {white} 

else ~enColor(2); {green} 
Movetorext(46,2);write('Monte Parameters: '); 
if print then l?enColor(7) {white} 

alse PanColor(lO); {liqbtqreen} 
Movetoraxt(46,3);write('1 ot trials- ',~rials:4); 
Movatorext(46,4);write('Plot pointsa ',PlotPts:4); 
it print then PenColor(7) {white} 

alse PenColor(2); {graen} 
Movetoraxt(46,5);writa('Det:anaad • ',aetrenaed); 
it print then PenColor(7) {white} 

elsa PenColor(10); {liqhtqreen} 
it detrended-true tben begin 

Movetdrext(46,6);write('piston- ',p_lonq:6:S) 
Movetorext(46,7);'~ita('tilt • ',t_lonq:6:5) 
MovatdrBXt(46,S);writa('curva • ',c_lonq:6:5) 
and; 

it print then PenColor(7) {wbita} 
alsa PenColor(2); {green} 

Movatorext(64,2);writa('~raca Stats: 'I; 
it print then PenColor(7) {white} 

alse PenColor(10); {liqbtqreen} 
Movatdrext(64,3);writa(' pv - ',pv:5:2); 
Movatorext(64,4);writa(' rms- ',rms:5:2); 
Movetoraxt(64,5);writa(' ra - ',ra:5:2); 
it print then PenColor(7) {white} 

450 
451 
452 
453 
454 
455 
456 
457 
458 
459 
460 
461 
462 
463 
464 

al •• l?enColor(2); 
end; 

,: ... 
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465 
466 
467 
468 
469 
470 
471 
472 
4'13 
474 
475 
476 
477 
478 
479 
480 
481 
482 
483 
484 
485 
486 
487 
488 
489 
490 
491 
492 
493 
494 
495 
496 
497 
498 
499' 
500 
501 
502 
503 
504 
505 
506 
507 ' 
508 
509 
510 
511 
512 
513 
514 
515 
516 
517 
518 
519 
520 
521 
522 

procedure genplotdata(var plot_x,plot-y:plot_array); 
var i,j,indax:integer; 

stap:integar; 
begin 

for i:-1 to PlotPts do plot_x(i]:-O.O; 
tor i:-1 to PlotPts de plot-y(i]:-O.O; 
step:-CCLoft9dcanLanqth) d!v (PlotPts»; 
if step > 1 then begin 

indax:-O; 
for j:-1 to PlotPts do begin 

for i:-1 to step de begin 
1ndax:-indu+l; 
plot-y!j]:-plot-y!j]+longscan_data~(indax]; 
and; 

plot-y(jj:-plot-y[jj/step; 
plot_x[jj:-j; 

and; 
and 

elsa 
for i:-1 to LongscanLanqtn do begin 
plot-y!ij:-longscan_data~(iJ; 
plot_x! iJ :-i; 
and; 

and; 

procedure maxmin(d:plot_array;var max,min:real); 
val.' i: integer; 

range::eal; 
begin 

min:-1E+20; 
max:--1E+20; 
for i:-1 to PlotPts do begin 

if d!ij > max than 
max:-d!ij; 

if d!iJ < min than 
min:-d(1j; 

end; 
range:-max-lDin; 
if range<l then begin 

max:-2; 
min:--2; 
end; 

max:-max+(ranga!8); 
min:-min-(range!8); 

end; 

procedure draw_ticks_x(xmiD,xmax,ymin,ymax,xlocation:real); 
var ticklengtn:real; 
begin 

ticklengtn:-(ymax-ymin)!50; 
HoveReal(xlocation,ymin); 
if print then PenColor(7) {wbite} 
elss PenColor(6); { brown } 
LineReal(xlocation,ymin+ticklength); 
MoveReal(xlocation,ymin-(2*ticklangth»; 
it print then PonColor(7) {white} 
alsa PenColor(14); { yellow } 
write(xlocation:J:O); 
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523 end; 
524 
525 procedure draw_ticks-y(xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax,ylocation:real); 
~26 var ticklenqth:raal; 
~27 baqin 
~28 tickJ.enqth:-(~-xmin) /50; 
529 MoveRaal(xmin,ylocation); 
530 if print than PanColor(7) {white} 
531 else PenColor(6); { brown } 
~32 LinaReal(xmin+ticklenqth,ylocation); 
533 MovaReal(xmin-50,y1o~~ci~ui; 
534 if print than PenCole~(7) {white} 
535 alsa PenColor(14); { yellow } 
~36 writa(y1ocaticn:5:2); 
537 and; 
538 
539 procedure ticks(xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax:raal); 
540 var xrange,yranga, 
541 px,py,daltax,daltay, 
542 increment: real; 
543 begin 
544 xranqa:-(xmax-xmin); 
545 yrange:~(ymax-ymin); 
546 px:-t:unc(log(lO,xrange»; 
547 py:utrunc(log(10,yrange»; 
548 dal~ax:2power(lO,px); 
549 dal~ay:-power(10,py); 
550 if (xrange/deltax) < 3 than da1tax: 2 power(10,px-1); 
551 if (yrange/deltay) < 3 then daltay:-power(10,py-1); 
552 
553 if debug then 
554 beqin 
555 writaln(' x ',xmin:6:3,' ',xmax:6:3,' y ',ymin:6:3,' ',ymax:6:J)1 
556 writeln(' px x ',px:6:J,' py ',py:6:3); 
557 writeln(' delta x ',deltax:6:3,' delta y ',deltay:6:3); 
558 end; 
559 
560 incremant:-O; 
561 repeat 
562 draw_ticks_x(xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax,incremant); 
563 incremant:-increment+deltax; 
564 until incramant'-xmax; 
565 
566 incremant:-O; 
567 rapeat 
568 draw_ticks_x(xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax,incrtment)i 
569 incrament:-increment-daltax; 
~70 until increment<-xmin; 
571 
572 incramant:-O; 
~73 repeat 
574 draw_ticks-y(xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax,incremant); 
57~ increment:-1ncrsment+deltay; 
576 until incramant>wymax; 
577 
~78 incremant:-O; 
579 repeat 
580 draw_ticks-y(xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax,incrament); 

,', 
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581 
582 
583 
584 
585 
586 
587 
588 
589 
590 
591 
592 
593 
594 
595 
596 
597 
598 
599 
600 
601 
602 
603 
604 
605 
606 
607 
608 
609 
610 
611 
612 
613 
614 
615 
616 
617 
618 
619 
620 
621 
622 
623 
624 
625 
626 
627 
628 
629 
630 
631 
632 
633 
634 
635 
636 
637 
638 

incram.n~:-incramen~-dal~y; 
un~il incraman~<-ymin; 

and; 

procedura graph(plot_x,plot-y:plot_array); 
var y,min-y,III4X-Y, 

min_x,lII4X_x:raal; 
baqin 

min_x:-l; 
1114X_X:-SOO; 
maxmin(plot-y,m&X-y,min-y); 
SaeRectEGA(plotr,aqa_x_lllin,aqa_y_min,aqa_x_max,aqa-y_m&X); 
saeRaalRac~(plo~,min_x,min-y,max_x,max-y); 
EnterGraphic(O); 

if prin~ then 1'enColor(7) (whit8~ 
alse PenColor(6); {brawn} 
SalactRealWindow(plo~,plo~,talsa,true); 
MovaReal(min_x,O); ( draw baseline} 
LineReal(max_x,O); 
ticks(min_x,max_x, lIIin-y, III8X-Y); 

it print then 1'enColor(7) (whita~ 
alse ?enColor(14); ( yellow } 
PloeRealPoly(Plo~ts,plot_x,plot-y); 

and; 

procedure claardisplay; 
baqin 
SeeRact(plo~,O,O,600,350); 
ErasaRact(plotr); 

and; 

procedura display(NUIIIOfSub,PointSOVerlap:intaqer); 
beqin 

claardisplay; 
rms_pv_ra; 
genplotdata(x,y); 
graph(x,y) ; 
neadar(NUIIIOtSub,PointsOVerlap); 
it print_graph-true then 

baqin 
graph-printi 
tt; 
and; 

detranded:-talsa; 
and; 

procedure ditferance_g~_ret; 
var i:intaqar; 
baqin 

for i:-l. to LongscanLanq1;h do 
longscan_dataA(i]:-lonqscan_da~~(i]-r.taranca_da~~[i]; 

and; 

procedure overlap_experiment; 
var overlap_value, 

overlap_iDdllX, 
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639 
640 
641 
642 
643 
644 
645 
646 
647 
648 
649 
650 
651 
652 
653 
654 
655 
656 
657 
658 
659 
660 
661 
662 
663 
664 
665 
666 
667 
668 
669 
670 
671 
672 
673 
674 
675 
676 
677 

) ; 
678 
679 
680. 
681 
682 
683 
684 
685 
686 
687 
688 
689 
690 
691 
692 
693 
694 
695 
696 

subapertura_index, 
trial_index .~ integer; 
reault_rm8,result_pv,rasUlt_ra : stat_array; 
resUlt_d_rms.rasult_d-pv. 
raault_cLra 
rasUlt-p,resUlt_t,result_c 
slow 

begin 
slow:-trua; 

: stat_array; 
: stat_array; 
:boolean; 

writaln(lst,' '); {starting data and tim. 
wri taln ( 111'1:, data I ; 
writaln(lst,timal; 
writaln(lst,' 'I; 
writaln(lst,'OVerlap Experimant '); 
writaln(lst,' '); 
.writaln(lst,'Sc~n Param~tars: 'I; 
writeln(lst,' ~raca langth • ',~racaLanqtb:4); 
writaln(lst,' Longscan langth • ',LongscauLenqtb:4); 
writaln(lst,' M ot tr1als • ',Trials:4); 
writaln(lst,' Plo1:.Pts • ',Plotpts:4);. 
writaln(lst,' 'I; 
writeln(lst,'Noisa Parameters: 
writeln(lst,' Piston sigma 
writaln(lst,' ~ilt sigma 
wr1taln(lst,' NoisD Sigma 
writaln(lst,' Amp variation 
writaln(lst,' Cur variation 
wr1teln(lst,' , I; 
writaln(lst,'Surtaca Parameters: 'I; 

, ); 
• ',piston:8:3); 
.. ',tilt:8:3); 
• ',noisa:8:3); 
- ',amp:8:JI; 
• ' ,cur:S:J); 

wr1teln(lst,' Roughnass sigma • ',rouqh_sigma:S:31; 
writeln(lst,' Curlatura coatt • ',curla_coatt:8:31; 
writeln(lst,' Sina amp • ',sina_amp:8:31; 
writeln(lst,' Sina fraq • ',sina_f:eq:8:3); 
writaln( 1st,' '); 
writeln(lst,' 'I; 
ft; 
for overlap_indax:-l to 9 do begin 

ovarlap_valua:-overlap_index-100; 
subape~ure_index:.TotalNumSub(LonqscanLenqtb.~racaLength,ovarlap_value 

for trial_index:-l to Trials do begin 
longscan(subape~ure_index,overlap_value); 
if slow-true 

then 
begin 

cleardisplay; 
display(subaparturo_index,ovarlap_valua); 

end 
elsa rms-pv_ra; 

rasult-pv(trial_index]:-pv; 
rlBsul t_rms ( trial_index] : -rms; 
resUlt_ra(trial_index]:-ra; 
da~end_10ngscan; 
it slow-true 

eDen 
begin 

claarclisplay; 
display(subapartura_index.ovarlap_valua); 

ancl . ':', 
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697 
698 
699 
700 
701 
702 
703 
704 
705 
706 
707 
708 
709 
710 
711 
712 
713 
714 
715 
716 
717 
718 
719 
720 
721 
722 
723 
724 
725 
726 
727 
728 
729 
730 
731 
732 
733 
734 
735 
736 
737 
738 
739' 
740 
741 
742 
743 
744 
745 
746 

alsa rDIS-pv_ra; 
rasult-p(trial_indaxJ:-p_1oaq; 
result_t(trial_indaxJ:-t_1oaq; 
r.sult_c(trial_index):wo_loaq; 
r.sult_d-PV'(trial_index):-pv; 
result_d_rDlS(trial_indexJ:-rms; 
rasult_d_ra(trial_iadax):-ra; 
ead; 

writa(lst,'Ovarlap - '); 
writeln(lst,ovarlap_value:8); 
write(lst,'Number at Subaparturas • 'l; 
writeln(lst,subaperture_indax:8); 
writeln(lst,' 'l; 
writela(lst,'Statictics: 
write(lst,' pv '); 
statistics(rasult-pv,~rials); 
writaln(lst,' 'l; 
writa(lst,' rms '); 
statistics(rasult_rms,~rials); 
writala(lst,' 'l; 
writa(lst,' ra 'l; 
s~atistics(result_ra,trialsl; 
writala{lst,' 'l; 
writa(lst,' pv det 'l; 
statistics(rasult_d_pv,~rials); 
writeln(lst,' 'l; 
write(lst,' rms det 'li 
statistics(rasult_d_rms,trialsl; 
writela(lst,' 'l; 
writa(lst,' ra det 'l; 
statistics(result_d_ra,~rials); 
writaln(lst,' 'l; 
write(lst,' piston 'l; 
statistics(rasult-p,trialsl; 
writela(lst,' ')i 
writa(lst,' tilt 'l; 
stat1stics(rasult_t,~r1als); 
writaln(lst,' 'l; 
writa(lst,' curve 'li 
statistics(raBult_c,~r1alsl; 
writaln(lst,' 'l; . 
writeln(lst,' 'l; 
writeln(lst,' 'l; 

ID 

and; 
wri tela( 1st,' , l; { tinishinq data and time } 
writeln(lst,datel; 
writaln(lst,tima); 
writaln(lst,' '); 

aad; 

747 procedure lonqitudinal_experiment; 
748 var ottsat_index, 
749 max_ottsat_index, 
750 subapartura_value, 
751 overlap_value 
752 result_l:'mS, 
753 rasult-pv, 
754 r.sult_ra, 

8 , ) ; 
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755 result_d_rms, 
756 rasult_d_pv, 
757 result_d_ra, 
758 result-p, 
759 rasult_t, 
760 result_c 
761 slow 
762 beqin 
763 slow:-truer 

Last Modified 

: stat_array; 
: boolean; 

January 
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764 m&X_offset_index:-10r 
765 overlap_value:-100r 
766 subaperture_valua:-TotalNumSub(LonqscanLenqth,~raceL.ngeh,overlap_value); 
767 writeln(lst,' '); 
768 writeln(lst,date)r 
769 writeln(lst,:ime); 
770 writeln(lst,' '); 
771 writeln(lst,'Lonqitudinal Error in Processing Experiment '); 
772 writeln(lst,' '); 
773 writeln(lst,'Scan Parameters: '); 
774 writeln(lst,' Trace length • ',TraceLength:4); 
775 writeln(lst,' Longscan lenqt.~ • ',LongscanLenqth:4); 
776 writeln(lst,' w of trials • ',Trials:4); 
777 writeln(lst,' Overlap • ',overlap_value:4); 
778 writeln(lst,' Rumber of Sub • ',subapar:ure_value:4); 
779 writeln(lst,' PlotPts • ',Plotpts:4); 

'780 writeln(lst,' '); 
781 writeln(lst,'Noise Parameters: 
782 writeln(lst,' Piston sigma 
783 writeln(lst,' Tilt sigma 
784 writeln(lst,' Roise sigma 
785 writeln(lst,' Amp variation 
786 writeln(lst,' Cur variation 
787 writeln(lst,' '); 

') ; 
• ',piston:8:J); 
• ',tilt:a:3); 
• " noisa: a : 3 I ; 
• ',amp:8:3); 
• ',cur:8:3); 

788 writeln(lat,'Surface Parameters: '); 
789 writeln(lst,' Roughnes8 sigma • ',rough_siqma:8:3); 
790 writeln(13t,' Curvature coeff • ',curve_coaff:8:3); 
791 writeln(lst,' Sine amp • ',sine_amp:8:3); 
792 writeln(lst,' Sina fraq • ',sine_freq:8:3l; 
793 writeln(lst,' '); 
794 writeln(lst,'Subtracting Reference Data'); 
795 writeln(lst,' '); 
796 tt; 
797 tor offset_index:-1 to max_otfsat_1ndex+l do begin 
798. offset_error:-(offset_index-trUnC(m&X_offset_index/2l-1) *2; 
799 long8can(subaperture_value,overlap_valua); 
80~ difference_gen_refi {calculate error added} 
801 if slcw-true 
802 then 
803 beqin 
804 cleard1splay; 
805 display(subaperturs_valua,overlap_value)i 
806 {pausa_uutil_kayprasaedi} 
807 and 
808 elaa rms-pv_rar 
809 rasult_pv[offsat_indax):-pv; 
810 re8ult_rmB[of!set_indax]:-rma; 
811 rasult_ra[offset_indax]:-rar 
812 datrend_longscan; 
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813 
814 
815 
816 
817 
818 
819 
820 
821 
822 
823 
824 
825 
826 
827 
828 
829 
830 
831 
832 
833 
834 
835 
836 
837 
838 
839 
840 
841 
842 
843 
844 
845 
846 
847 
848 
849 
850 
851 
852 
853 
854 
855 . 
856 
857 
858 
859 
860 
861 
862 
863 
864 
865 
866 
867 
868 
869 
870 

if slow-trua 
then 

begin 
cleardisplay; 
display(subapartura_valua,averlap_valua); 
{pau8a_until_kayprea8cd;} 

and 
alse rm8-pv_ra; 

raault_p[offset_index) :"p_.long; {make sure range is large enough} 
result_t[ottset_index):~~_long; 
reBult_c[o~fsat_indax):-c_long; 
result_d-pv[ot:!set_index):-pv; 
result_d_rms[ot!sat_index):-rms; 
rasult_d_ra[ot:!sat_indax):-ra; 
writeln(lst,'O!fsat error· ',ottset_error:4); 
writeln(lst,' pv • ',result-pv[oftsat_index):14:8); 
wr1taln(lst,' rms • ',result_rms[otfset_index):14:8)i 
writeln(lst,' ra • ',result_ra[oftset_index):14:8); 
writeln(lst,' pv dat • ',result_d-pv[ottsat_indax):14:8); 
writeln(lst,' r.ns det • ',rasult_d_:MS[oftset_indax):14:8); 
writeln(lst,' ra det • ',raBult_d_ra[offsat_indax):14:8); 
writaln(lut,' piston G ',result_p[ottset_index):14:8); 
writaln( 1st,' tilt - ' ,rasult_t[ottsat_index) : 14: 8.); 
writaln(lst,' curve • ',rasult_c[ottsat_indax):14:8); 
writaln(lst,' pv det • ',result_d-pv[otfsat_index):14:8); 
writaln(lst,' rIDS det • ',result_d_~[ot!sat_index):14:8); 
writeln(lst,' ra det • ',result_d_=a[offset_indax):14:S); 
writaln( 1st,' '); 
writaln(lst,' '); 
end; 

writaln(lst,' '); 
writaln(lst,data); 
writaln(lst,tima); 
writeln(lst,' '); 

and; 

procedure amplitude_experiment; 
var 

subapertura_value, 
ovarlap_valua,i,j 
rasult_t'lDS, 
re8ult-pv , 
result_::,a, 
raBult_d_rlllS, 
reBult_d-pv, 
result_d_ra, 
rllsult-p, 
result_t, 
rlillult_c 
slow 

begin 
slow:-trua; 
writaln( 1st,' '); 
writeln(lat,data); 
writeln(lst,timel; 
writaln(lst,' 'l; 
ovarlap_valua:-O; 
subapertura_valua:-O; 

:intager; 

:sut_array; 
: boolean; 

---_. ---- ._-----_._-----------------
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871 writaln(lst,'Amplituda variation in Procassing Experiment '); 
872 writaln(lst,' '); 
873 writaln(lst,'Scan Parameters: '); 
874 writaln(lst,' ~rac. longth • ',~racaLenqth:4); 
875 writaln(lst,' Longscan length • ',LongacanLenqth:4); 
876 writeln(lst," ot triAls • ',~ials:4); 
877 writaln(lst,' OVerlap • ',ovarlap_valua:4); 
878 writaln( 1st,' NWII.bar of Sub .' ,subapertura_value: 4); 
879 writaln(lst,' PlotPts • ',Plotpts:4); 
880 writaln(lst,' '); 
881 writaln(lst,'Noise Paramaters: 
882 writeln(lst,' Piston sigma 
883 writeln(lst,' ~ilt sigma 
884 writaln(lst,' Noise sigma 
885 writeln(lst,' Amp variation 
886 writeln(lst,' Cur variation 
887 writaln(lst,' '); 

, ) ; 
- ',piston:8:J); 
• ',tilt:8:3); 
- ',noise:8:J); 
- ',amp:S:J); 
- ',cur:S:3); 

888 writeln(lst,'Surfaca Parameters: '); 
889 writeln(lst,' Roughness sigma a ',rough_siqma:8:3); 
890 writeln(lst,' Curvature coett • ',curve_coett:8:3); 
891 writaln(lst,' Sine amp • ',sine_amp:8:J); 
892 writaln(lst,' Sine treq • ',sine_treq:8:J); 
893 writeln(lst,' '); 
894 {writeln(lst,'Subtractinq Raterenca Data');} 
895 writeln(lst,' '); 
896 t"· 
897 t~~ j:-l to 5 do begin 
898 amp:-j*0.2; 
899 tor i:-l to 9 d~ begin 
900 overlap_value:-100*i; 

252 

5, 1988 5 

901 subaparture_value:-TotalNumSub(LonqscanLength,~racaLenqth,ov.rlap_v 
alue); 

902 
903 
904 
905 
906 
907 
908 
909 
910 
911 
912 
913 
914 
915 
916 
917 
918 
919 
920 
921 
922 
923 
924 
925 
926 
927 
i28 

longscan(subaperture_valua,overlap_value); 
{dittarance-gen_rat;} {calculata er:or added} 
if slow-trua 

than 
begin 

cleardisplay; 
display(subapartura_valua,overlap_value); 
{pausa_UDtil_keypressaa;} 

and . 
alsa rIIIS_pv_ra; 

rasult-pv(ij:-pv; 
ras~\t_~(i):-rlllSi 
rasult_ra{i):-ra; 
datrand_longscan; 
if slow-true 

thaa 
begin 

clearclisplaYi 
display(subapartura_value,overlap_value); 
(p&uaa_uotil_kaypraBsadi} 

and 
alse t1IIII-pv_ra; 

rasult_p(i]:wp_lonqi {make sure range is large enough} 
rasult_t[1]:-t_lonq; 
raault_c[i]:-c_lon9i 
raBult_d-pv(i]:-pv; 
ra.ult_d.rma(iJ:-rma1 

--.- -------------.----- _._-------- --.---------- .-------
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929 
930 
931 
932 
933 
934 
935 
936 
937 
938 
939 
940 
941 
942 
943 
944 
945 
946 
947 
948 
949 
950 
951 
952 
953 
954 
955 
956 
957 
958 
959 
960 
961 
962 
963 
964 
965 
966 
967 
968 
969 
970 
971 
972 
973 
974 
975 
976 
977 
978 
979 
980 
981 
982 
983 
984 
985 
986 

ra8ult_4-ra(i):-ra~ 
writeln(lst,'Amplitude 
writaln(lst,'OVerlap 
writeln(lst,' pv 
writaln(lst,' rma 
writaln(lst,' ra 
writeln(lst,' pv aet 
writaln(lst,' rms dat 
writaln(lst,' ra dat 
wriealu(lst,' piston 
writaln(lst / ' tilt 
writaln(lst,' curva 
writaln(lst,' pv dat 
writaln(lst,' rms det 
writaln(lst,' ra dat 
writaln(lst,' 'I; 
writaln(lst,' '); 

.nd~ 

error • ',amp:8:3); 
• ',overlap_value:8); 

• ',rasult~[i):14:8); 
• ',rasult_rms[i):14:8); 
• ',result_ra[1]:14:8); 
• ',ra.ult_d~{i):14:8); 
• ',rasult_d_rma[i):14:8); 
• ',rasult_d_ra(i):14:S); 
• ',result-p[i):14:8); 
• ',rasult_t[i):14:8); 
• ',rasult_c[i):14:8); 
• ',rasult_d~[i):14:8); 
- ',rasult~d_rma(i):14:8); 
y ',rasult_d_ra(i):14:8); 

and; 
wr1taln(lst,' '); 
writaln(lst,date); 
wr1taln(lst,tima); 
writaln(lst,' 'I; 

end~ 

procedure subaperture_table; 
var numsub:inteqer~ 
begin 

writeln(lst,'LonqscanLenqth ',LonqscanLanqth:4); 
writaln(lst,'~raceLanqth ',~racaLanqth:4); 
writeln~ 
for i:-1 to 900 do begin 

if i mod 100 - 0 than begin 
numsub:-rotalNumsub(LonqsCanLenqth,~raCeLenqth,i); 
writaln(lst,'Points overlap· ',i:4,' Numbar of Sub ',numsub:4); 
end; 

end~ 
pause_until_keypressed; 

end; 

procedura paramaters; 
begin 

{ sat noise parameters - all units equal } 
noisa:-l; 
amp:-O; 
piston:-SO; 
t1lt:-S; 
cur:-O; { referance curvature 

{ set surta~e pnrameters } 
rouqh_sigma:-O; { rough surtace qenerated if nona zaro } 
curva_coe!t:-O; { curved surtaca generated if nona zero } 
sine_amp:.O~ { sinusoidal surtace generated if none zero } 
sina_fraq:-O; 

{ process parameters } 
o!!set_arror:-O; { offset error in processing if nona zero } 

and; 
': .~ 
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987 
988 
989 
990 begin {main} 
991" debuq:-false; 
992 deeranded:-fals.; 
993 p:int:-false; 
994 p:int_graph:-false; 
995 naw(longscaD_data); 
996 naw(referenae_data); 
997 randomiza; 
998 IDitGraphic; 
999 parameters; 

1000 generata_rataranc8_1ongscan; 
1001 
1002 (lonqsaan(~,lOO); 
1003 display(6,100); 
1004 pause_UDtil_keyprasaed;} 
100S 
1006 overlap_experiment; 
1007 
1008 
1009 
1010 
1011 
1012 
1013 
1014 
1015 
1016 

LaaveGraphic; 
dispose(raferenc8_data); 
dispose(lonq~caD_data); 

end. 
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